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ABSTRACT

A compiler has been designed and written to execute

programs written in the RCCT Language, a simple subset of the

Revised Compiler-Compiler (RCC) Language on an IBM 360/44

computer. The primary objective of the compiler is to bootstrap

RCC onto the /360. In general, an RCCT program will describe

a compiler, called the object compiler. In generating an

object compiler, the RCCT compiler has adopted routine

linking and register conventions which are non-standard to

the /360 Operating System. This has meant that the problems

of interfacing the object compiler with the /360 System have

been more easily isolated from the process of generating

an object compiler.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Specification

The original problem giving rise to the work described in this

thesis was the desire to implement the Revised Compiler Compiler

(RCC) ^ on the IBM 360/44 machine installed at the St. Andrews

University Computing Department.

RCC is a high-level (word-oriented) machine independent

language which is written in its own language. It is designed

as a systems programming language but is particularly useful as a

compiler-compiler because of its syntactic and semantic language

extension facilities. It is at present running on an ICL 1906A

machine and work is currently being undertaken to implement it on

a CDC 7600 machine at Manchester. However, it has not yet been

implemented on an IBM machine.

The problem of portability of RCC is non-trivial. It is a large

system which, of necessity, incorporates a number of machine-dependent

features, such as I/O. However, the portability problem has already

been investigate!when RCC was transported on to the 1906A from the

old Atlas machine. It was found that a large subset of RCC, called

Atlas-RCCT, was sufficient to describe the RCC compiler. (Note,

however, that the RCCT implementation described for the /360 is a

different RCCT than the Atlas RCCT. The /360 RCCT has been designed

almost from scratch.) Thus, given an RCCT compiler, this could be



used to compile a version of RCC written in RCCT. Since an RCCT

compiler is not concerned with efficiency of compiled code, the

result would be an inefficiently written RCC compiler. By

definition, an RCC compiler generates efficient code. Thus, the

version of RCC written in RCC could then be compiled by the

inefficiently written RCC compiler to give an efficiently written

RCC compiler which generates efficient code (see fig. 1.1). There¬

fore the bootstrapping problem involves first designing a compiler

for the RCCT language.

The RCCT language is, in a sense, as powerful a descriptive

tool as RCC, since it can be used to describe RCC. However,

the primary difference is that RCCT is not as high-level as RCC

and does not have the richness of facilities.

This thesis describes the RCCT language and the implementation

of an RCCT compiler, subsequently referred to as "the compiler", on

the 360/44.

1.2 The Compiler Design

An informal specification of the syntax and semantics of RCCT

was provided in the form of notes. To get the flavour of the

language, it was decided to write as much of the compiler as possible

in RCCT before translating it into the implementation language. This

method of program design was found to be ideal since it formalised

the informal language specification into a set of routines very

similar in structure to the corresponding routines coded in the



Fig. 1.1 : The Bootstrapping Mechanism



implementation language. The only disadvantage was that it slowed

down the initial development of the compiler. However, this was

outweighed by the reduced time required to debug the final versions

of the various routines since the initial design language was

reasonably high-level.

Where a routine describes a machine-dependent function, such

as I/O, it was designed in flow-chart or algorithmic form prior

to translation into the implementation language. This was because

an RCCT routine performing the same function is less efficient since

it cannot make use of the byte-addressability of the /360 machine.

Hence the translation process from RCCT into the implementation

language is less obvious.

1.3 The Implementation Language

For efficiency, the ideal choice of language to write a compiler

in is Assembler. However, Assembly language programming is tedious

and the advantages gained by writing efficient code are outweighed by

tie disadvantages of reduced throughput. An excellent alternative,

7
however, is the PL360 language . This is a high-level format

assembly language combining many of the advantages of high-level

programming with those of low-level programming. Block-structuring,

procedures and looping control features make PL360 very similar

in format to ALGOL. This is combined with the fact that the

programmer is always aware of exactly what machine instructions are

being generated and of the exact configuration of his data. Hence,

PL360 was chosen as the implementation language.
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Each RCCT routine (or algorithm) is described by a PL360

procedure. Where possible, the PL360 procedure has the same name

as the corresponding RCCT routine. However, PL360 does not

provide any parameter passing mechanism between procedures.

So the convention was adopted that an array of ten fullwords,

called "myplist", would be used for passing parameters. Thus, for

example,the RCCT routine:

"CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT a"

is coded as the PL360 procedure:

"CHECKBSYNT"

and passes its return parameter "a" back in "myplist". This

convention implies that if a procedure calls another procedure

the calling procedure must save any entries in "myplist" which it

requires, locally. Similarly, the return address used to transfer

control on exit from a routine is always passed in a register,

and the calling procedure must first save the old return address,

locally, before calling another procedure. For further details on

7
PL360 programming, see

To test the compiler, it has been initially designed as a load-

and-go system. It is this version of the compiler that is described

in this thesis. For details of how to convert it into a stand-alone

compiler, see § 6.4

1.4 Notes

The descriptive part of the thesis occupies four chapters. The

first of these (Chapter Two) describes the RCCT'language, its syntax



and semantics, and the remaining three chapters summarise the

implementation of the RCCT compiler. The implementation description

consists of:

i) Chapter Three, describing the conventions
adopted for coding an RCCT program on cards
using an IBM 2903 card punch, together with
a synopsis of the processes involved in the
Lexical Analysis of a program.

ii) Chapter Four, describing the implementation
of Syntax Analysis.

iii) Chapter Five, describing the implementation
of the Semantics associated with a program
(code generation).

A number of Appendices are included at the end of the thesis:

i) Appendix A describes the formal syntax of
RCCT, and may be referenced in conjunction
with Chapter 2.

ii) Appendix B lists all the diagnostic messages
generated by the compiler, together with an

explanation of the cause, and hence source
of each diagnostic.

iii) Appendix C lists, formally, the Syntax
definition of RCCT used by the Syntax
Analyser.

iv) Appendix D summarises the use of general
purpose registers at compile-time and
run-time of an RCCT program.

v) Appendix 'E contains some simple test program
results.

vi) Appendix F contains a listing of those routines
contained in the compiler which are not
explained in the text, with the omission of
the main program and data declarations. These
routines are the RCCT versions of the actual
PL360 procedures incorporated in the compiler
i.e. they summarise the design of the compiler.
(One difference in notation in the RCCT listing
of routines is that the use of implies
that code is planted to call the Message
Interpreter to print the appropriate diagnostic
(see § 3.2))



vii) Appendix G summarises the difference between
the RCC syntax notation used in the thesis
text and Appendix A and C, and Backus Naur
Form (B.N.F.).

In the text, the RCCT routine is referred to by its name (in

upper case letters with any embedded parameters and commas). The

use of notation after a routine name or partial name implies

that the routine has already been mentioned in the text. e.g. the

routine "CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT a" would be subsequently

referred to (in the text) by, say, "CHECK BLOCK....".
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CHAPTER 2

THE RCCT LANGUAGE

2.1 The Program

An RCCT program consists of a string of basic RCCT symbols,

taken from the symbol set shown in fig. 2.1, and conforming to

the Formal Syntax summarised in Appendix A. This Formal Syntax

is complete apart from a description of how blanks and comments

are used. A comment is a string of EBCDIC symbols enclosed in

the comment brackets, " (" and Comments and blanks may

be inserted anywhere in a program and both are ignored by the

compiler.

In the current card-input environment, the first 72

columns of each card, only, are assumed significant. (The

first 72 columns of one card image are assumed to follow on

from the first 72 columns of the previous card image.) Blank

cards, or cards containing comments, only, are ignored. Unless

the RCCT continuation symbol, "c", appears as the last

significant symbol in a card image, the implicity defined

[EOL] symbol is assumed to appear at the end of the card.

This class, [EOL], stands for the End Of Line terminator, and

is used in defining the Syntax Sf the language. If a card

image contains the continuation symbol as its last significant

character, then the continuation symbol is ignored and the next

card image is assumed to follow on immediately from the previous

card image (without an intervening [EOL] symbol). For further
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O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

O, 1, 2, 2/ ±, I

a, b, c, .......

a» b, cr .......

A, B, C» ................. Z,

2.' ••••••••••••••••/ Z,

=
» <i —» >f —

+ » ~ » I / 2.#

(, ), C, ], (, ), {, }, ,,

6, 7, 8, 9,

6, 7, 8, 9,

Fig. 2.1 : RCCT basic symbols



details of card input see §3.3.

A program is defined syntactically (see Appendix G) by:-

[program]=[rcct block*/[eol]] ceol] end of program [eol]

[RCCT block] = global [eol][declaration */£,§],

ROUTINE [EOL][RTYPE SPEC] : £

[ROUTINE HEADING PART*][EOL STATEMENTS?]

[EOL statements]=[eol][statements]

An[RCCT BLOCK]is thus a Global or a Routine block. Routine

blocks define a section of program called a "routine", and a

name which may be used to refer to the routine. Global blocks

define global data on which a program may operate. The END

OF PROGRAM statement defines the end of an RCCT program,

e.g. ROUTINE

GLOBAL

GLOBAL

ROUTINE

end of program

Each routine defines a set of operations to be performed

on data. Hence a program consists of a set of operations,

defined in terms of "routines", and a set of. data defined

either in Global blocks, or locally inside a routine (see §2.2).



The operating environment of an RCCT program consists

of the set of routines defined by the program compiled into

machine code, collectively referred to as the Object Program,

together with a set of data, collectively referred to as the

Object Program Data Space (OPDS). OPDS contains all the

data items defined by a program, together with a run-time

stack, which consists of an area of store. (See fig. 2.2)

General purpose register 7 is used to hold the base address

of the run-time stack. This stack is used during the

execution of a program to perform certain routine linkage

functions (see §2.6), but may also be used by the

program as a work-space.

In addition to this special purpose assignment to

register 7, the compiler also assigns permanent run-time

functions to registers 0 and 8-15. However, a program is

free to use registers 1 - 6 as it wishes.

The set of operations defined in a routine constitutes

the class [STATEMENTS] as defined in Appendix A. Thus, a

routine body is either empty or consists of a list of

[CONTROL STATEMENT]'s and [SIMPLE STATEMENTS]'S.

The use of terminators in a routine is primarily to act

as statement separators, but in addition:-

(i) The [EOL] terminator is called a "major
terminator" since its main function is to

define the end of a [CONTROL STATEMENT].
When used to define the end of a list of

[IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS]'S, its only
function is as a statement separator.
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run time

stack

(constants and scalars requiring
storage allocation)

Object

Program

Fig. 2.2 : Operating Environment of an RCCT Program



(ii) The semicolon terminator is called a

"minor terminator" and its main function

is to bind together a set of [IMPERATIVE
STATEMENT]'s into a [CONTROL STATEMENT]
body. Another use is to bind together
the various conditions of a multiple
condition [IF CLAUSE] (see §2.6)

(iii) The colon terminator is also a "minor
terminator". It has been included in the
definition of RCCT to aid legibility of
programs. (Logically, RCCT only requires
one major and one minor terminator).
Colons appear after [LABEL]'s, and at
the end of [IF CLAUSE]'s and for-clauses,
as well as before and after an OTHERWISE

statement (see §2.6)

Note: The distinction between major and minor terminators

is different in RCC although the end result is much the same.

Compound statements are used to avoid ambiguities when

[CONTROL STATEMENT]'s are nested.

e.g. IF a=b : IF c=d : x=)t : OTHERWISE : x=z

is ambiguous, but, using a [COMPOUND STATEMENT] resolves

the ambiguity:-

IF a=b :{IF c=d ; x=y]: OTHERWISE : x=z

or

IF a=b :{IF c=d : x=y : OTHERWISE. : x=z)

Another use of compound statement bracketing is their

significance to a "REPEAT" instruction (see §2.6).

During execution of a routine, control is assumed to be

sequential i.e. no facilities are included in the language

to allow for parallel execution of statements.



2.2 Data Definition

The data which an RCCT program operates on consists of

constants, which are items whose value is fixed, and scalars,

which are items whose value may vary. RCCT is a word-oriented

language, having one type only, type "index" i.e. all data

items occupy a 32-bit IBM 360/44 computer word. However,

the /360 is a byte-addressable machine. Hence, to map word-

addressing onto a byte-addressing machine requires that all computed

addresses must be a multiple of 4, since there are 4 bytes

per word. This mapping may be performed at either run-time

or compile-time of a program. If performed at run-time, then

each time an address is computed, the result must be multiplied

by 4 to refer to the correct word. However, this involves

executing extra instructions at run-time each time an address

is required. The other solution, which has been adopted by

the compiler, is to multiply all constants by 4 during syntactic

recognition. This ensures that any computed address involving

constants will always be a multiple of 4. A facility is

available for avoiding this automatic multiplication, for example

when a constant is used to mask out parts of the actual

32-bit word. However, this facility should be used with

great care, since, if a constant is used to address a

data item and this constant has not been automatically

multiplied, an attempt may be made to access half-words

etc. This would cause a run-time addressing error.



A constant may be defined in six different ways:-

(i) integer
(ii) octal number
(iii) hexadecimal number
(iv) system symbol
(v) field specifier
(vi) hexadecimal bit pattern

An integer is a string of decimal digits:

e.g. 249, O, 12, 123459674

An octal number is a string of octal digits preceded by a

"*" symbol:

e.g. *3, *777, *01235

A hexadecimal number is a string of hexadecimal digits

preceded by a single symbol:

e.g. #3, #49fb2, ^fffO, #00ba

These three constants may be thought of as different

ways of writing a positive integral value:

e.g. 249, *371, #f9 all define the positive
integral value corresponding
to decimal 249.

The system symbol constant consists of any [SYSTEM SYMBOL]

enclosed in a pair of double-quote symbols. A [SYSTEM SYMBOL]

may be any one of the EBCDIC characters shown in except

a single quote, ', which has a special significance to the

compiler (see Chapter Three). This form of constant is used

to denote the internal EBCDIC representation of the particular

symbol in quotes.

- ~ II II HTill ll-fl- II II O " " »* l» I' II »l II
e.y. , a , -it- r : , , — ,



Note that the EBCDIC blank symbol can be represented. An alternative

way to denote the blank symbol is by juxtaposing two double-quote

symbols:

e.g. ""

The fifth form of constant is the field specifier constant

consisting of a "%" symbol, followed by either a single bit-sequence

specification, or a list of bit-sequence specifications separated by

commas and enclosed in round brackets. A bit-sequence specification

consists of a single integer, or a pair of integers separated by the

symbol "+".

e.g. %12, %CH-5, %(2), % (1+3) , %(2+6, 9, 18+24)

The bit-sequence specification signifies either a single bit position

to be set, or an ascending sequence of bits i.e. 2+6 is an abbreviation

for the list 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Therefore 6+2 is undefined since the

sequence is not an ascending one. (Note that % 2+2 is another way of

writing %2.) The bit positions referred to by a field specifier are

the bit positions occupied by the four previously mentioned constants

i.e. positions 0+29, with the addition that bit positions 30 and 31

are the two least significant bits in the 32-bit word which are not

used by the other constants (see figure 2.3).

The hexadecimal bit pattern constant consists of a string of

hexadecimal digits preceded by two symbols:

e.g. ##ff, ##129fa, ##00f04



31302928

3210

I I !31302928 •29282726

32-bit/360word
II II

32'10|

hexadecimalbit^-pattern

2928272610|
1

1O'3130

integers,systemsymbols, octalandhexadecimalnumbers fieldspecifier

Fig.2.3:Internalrepresentationofconstants



This form of constant is used to avoid the automatic

multiplication of a constant on syntactic recognition, and.

hence has the effect of specifying the bit sequence

corresponding to the given hexadecimal number to appear in the

full width of the 32-bit word. Since 8 hexadecimal digits can

fit into a 32-bit word, the given hexadecimal number cannot

exceed 8 characters, and, if less, has zeros appended at the

left. Note that the necessity for including this type of

constant is implementation dependent.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the mapping of the various constants

into a 32-bit word. Note that integers have a maximum permitted

29
value of 536 870 911 (2 -1), which, as an octal number is

*377 777 777 7, and as a hexadecimal number is #lff fff ff.

Numbers less than these values have zeros appended at the left

i.e. #fff4f is an abbreviation for #000 fff 4f etc.

A program uses identifiers to denote scalars. An

identifier has the syntax : [IDENTIFIER] = [SMALL LETTER*] c

[DIGIT*?]

e.g. pl2 , a , stack top

Another use of an identifier is as a synonym for a constant,

in which case the identifier is then referred to as a

"semantic constant".

All identifiers have associated scope, depending on the

context in which the identifier is first declared, and there

are four ways to declare an identifier:
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1. By its appearance in a GLOBAL
declaration statement

2. By its appearance in a LOCAL
declaration statement

3. By its appearance in a
PRESET ARRAY statement

4. By appearing within any remaining statement
form without a prior declaration

Any identifier declared within a GLOBAL block is defined

to be in scope from its point of definition to the END OF

PROGRAM statement. Any other form of identifier declaration

may only occur within the body of a routine, and the identifier

is then defined to have local scope, only, within the remainder

of that particular routine i.e. it is defined to be in scope

from its point of definition up to and including the last

statement in that routine.

A declaration statement is defined by the syntax:

[DECLARATION] = [IDENTIFIER] = [DECL RT PART], [IDENTIFIER]

[DECL RT PART] = [IDENTIFIER], [CONSTANT], A[lNTEGER]

e.g. a =_12, error condition, register 1=A1, b a

The declaration statement allows a program to associate certain

attributes with an [IDENTIFIER].

(i) [IDENTIFIER] [CONSTANT]

(ii) [IDENTIFIERS A[lNTEGER]

defines the identifier to

be a semantic constant

having the same value as
[CONSTANT].

defines the identifier
to be a scalar whose

storage location is the
general purpose register
given by the [INTEGER].
Under this implementation,
the [INTEGER] must be in
the ranae 0-15.
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(iii) [IDENTIFIER] defines the identifier to
be a scalar and requests
that storage be automatically
allocated to hold its value.

(iv) [IDENTIFIER] =_[IDENTIFIER] defines the identifier
on the left hand side to

share the same storage
location, register, or
constant value as the
identifier on the right.
If the identifier on the

right has not been previously
declared, then this form of
declaration.defines both

identifiers as scalars which
share the same automatically
allocated storage location.

A PRESET ARRAY statement is the [IMPERATIVE STATEMENT] having

the syntax

PRESET ARRAY [IDENTIFIER]([INTEGER]) = [CONSTANT*/^,]]

e.g. PRESET ARRAY n (1) = 12, #ff, #ffOO

This statement form is used to declare a one-dimensional array

with the name, [IDENTIFIER], whose length is "k", where there

are "k" constants listed on the right hand side, and to

initialise its elements to the list of defined constants. The

initialisation is static i.e. it takes place at compile-time.

The [IDENTIFIER] is implicitly defined as a semantic constant.

The [INTEGER] specifies how to access the first element of the

array. Thus [IDENTIFIER] ([INTEGER]) appearing subsequently

in the routine refers to the first element of the array; [IDENTIFIER]

([INTEGER] + 1) to the second element, etc. Note that it is

possible to subsequently assign new values to preset array

elements if so desired (see §5.9).

c



The appearance of an undeclared [IDENTIFIER] in any

remaining statement form declares it to be a local scalar

and storage for it is automatically allocated.

Note that:

(i) If an identifier is currently in scope and
is then explicitly declared using a
declaration statement or PRESET ARRAY

statement, a double-declaration fault
is monitored.

(ii) Because of the storage allocation
philosophy adopted by the compiler, all
local scalars requiring automatic storage
allocation are, in effect, "own".

2.3 Variables and Expressions

An RCCT variable is defined by the syntax in Appendix A.

e.g. n, n(4), x(y), start of (stack-12),

(+2f) , (p),(p-q), (fortytwo + *37), (x-y+16)

If an identifier precedes a bracketed sub-expression, then an

equivalent form for the variable can be obtained by including

the preceding identifier in the bracketed sub-expression and

inserting an addition sign between it and the remainder of

the sub-expression.

e.g. n(4) is equivalent to (n+4)

The bracketing notation may be thought of as meaning "contents

of location".

e.g. (n+4) means the "contents of location n+4".



Thus, a variable is either a simple identifier, in which case

its value is the value of the identifier; or it is in sub¬

scripted form, in which case its value will be contained in a

run-time storage allocation. The subscripted form of a

variable having an identifier preceding a bracketed sub¬

expression is convenient since it looks like, and has the

effect of, an array aficess.

An RCCT expression is defined by the syntax:-

[EXPRESSION] = [Q/(+,~)?][OPERAND][OPTR OPND *?]

[OPTR OPND] = [Q/(+,-,&, | ,=*?) ] [OPERAND],

[Qj(AU, AD, LU, LD)][CONSTANT]

[OPERAND] = [VARIABLE], [CONSTANT]

e.g. -b + 12 & v(2) AU 16 | (x+5), 2, +c AU 2, a

If the first operand in an expression is not preceded by a

unary operator (+ or -) then unary + is assumed. The rule for

evaluation of an expression is that all operators have equal

precedence, and that evaluation is strictly from left to right.

Apart from the unary operators, there are three types of

binary operator, and these correspond to the set of machine

operations available under the /360:-

(i) addition and subtraction

(ii) logical-and or "|" and exclusive-or

(iii) the shift operators: "AU" (Arithmetic up)
"AD" (arithmetic down),
"LU" (logical up), and
"LD" (logical down).



Note that only a constant may follow a shift operator and, in

this context, the constant is assumed to be a positive integral

value.

*

2.4 I/O Facilities

Two basic I/O operations can be specified by the

IIMPERATIVE STATEMENT]'s:-

[Q/(READ CARD TO, WRITE LINE FROM)]CEXPRESSION]

The READ CARD .... instruction causes the 80 EBCDIC

coded characters, which in their packed format on cards occupy

20 words, on the next card image (if there is one) to be copied

into a 20-word data area whose address is defined by the value

of the [EXPRESSION]. If there is no card image or a Job Control

Language Statement is read, execution of the program will

terminate, and the message

JOB CANCELLED DUE TO READ ERROR

will be output.

The instruction WRITE LINE.... expects the value of the

[EXPRESSION] to be a pointer to a 34-word data area containing

a line-printer image, and copies the contents of this area to

the line-printer. The 34-word data area must be in the format

described in figure 2.4.

Note that the I/O operations are primitive in that all

characters are in their EBCDIC codes \ including the "listing
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1 2 34

line image

"V"~

"listing control character" which can be
any of the EBCDIC characters:

a)

b)

c)

d)

"O" meaning "skip a line on output
listing then print line image"

"1" meaning "skip to head of new page,
then print line image"

" " meaning "print on next line"
"+" meaning "print line image on the

same line as previous line image"

"line image" consisting of 132 EBCDIC
characters packed into 33 consecutive
words (4 characters per word)

Fig. 2.4 : Data area format expected by a WRITE.... operation



control character" referred to in figure 2.4, and also that

READ operations expect input in the form of card images from

SYSIPT (the card reader), and WRITE operations copy line images

2
to SYSOPT (the line printer). For further details, see

2.5 Assignment

There is one basic Assignment statement defined by the

syntax as the [IMPERATIVE STATEMENT]

[P/(SET)?] [VARIABLE]=rEXPRESSION]

e.g. SET -x = 12, a (22) = b AU 4 | c AU 4 | (v-5)

The "SET" prefix is syntactic sugar and may be omitted. This

instruction causes the value of the left hand side variable to

be set to the value of the right hand side expression.

Assignments to a semantic constant are not allowed.

A further five instructions are provided for performing

special assignments

[NEXT] [Q/(*,-)?][IDENTIFIER]

and [SET] [Q/(NO)?] [VARIABLE]

These forms are alternative forms for the following

special assignments

(i) NEXT [IDENTIFIER]
is equivalent to [IDENTIFIER] = [IDENTIFIER] + 1

(ii) NEXT - [IDENTIFIER]
is equivalent to [IDENTIFIER] = [IDENTIFIER] - 1

(iii) NEXT * [IDENTIFIER]
is equivalent to [IDENTIFIER] = [IDENTIFIER] (1)



(iv) SET [VARIABLE]
is equivalent to [VARIABLE] = 1

(v) SET NO [VARIABLE]
is equivalent to [VARIABLE] = 0

"Multiple assignments to be performed in stacking operations

are allowed.

(i) STACK [EXPRESSION AT [IDENTIFIER]
assumes that [IDENTIFIER] is a pointer
to the top of a stack, and stores the
list of evaluated [EXPRESSION]'s
(evaluated in the order in which they
appear) in consecutive locations,
starting at the top of the stack. The
value of [IDENTIFIER] is then updated
to point to the next free location at
the top of the stack.

•(ii) DESTACK [VARIABLE */§/]] AT [IDENTIFIER]
specifies the reverse of a STACK ....
instruction. If there are "k" variables

listed, then this instruction causes the
value of [IDENTIFIER] to be decremented

by "k", then the set of "k" values stored
at the new location pointed to by
[IDENTIFIER], are stored into the "k"
[VARIABLE]'s in left-to-right sequence.

Note that items are stacked in left-to-right sequence,

and destacked in the same order. Hence, the STACK and

DESTACK instructions are compatible.

2.6 Control Facilities

Automatic looping control is achieved using the for-

statement defined by:-



[FOR STATEMENT] = [L*?] FOR [IDENTIFIER] = [EXPRESSION] c

[STEP CLAUSE ?] TO [EXPRESSION]: c

[EOL?][IMPERATIVE STATEMENT */(;[EOL?])]

[STEP CLAUSE] STEP [EXPRESSION]

e.g. FOR i = 1 TO n : [IMPERATIVE STATEMENT */(;[EOL?])]

FOR name = -n+4 STEP -12 TO p: [IMPERATIVE STATEMENT c

*/(; EOL?])]

This statement defines a sequence of operations, viz the

list of [IMPERATIVE STATMENT]1s, which are to be executed repeatedly

under the control of the control variable, [IDENTIFIER], whose initial

value is the value of the [EXPRESSION] immediately following the "="

symbol. Prior to each execution of the cycle body i.e. list of

[IMPERATIVE STATEMENT]'s, the value of the [IDENTIFIER] is compared

with the limit [EXPRESSION] to determine whether or not to execute the

cycle body. This comparison depends on the sign of the increment

(or STEP) [EXPRESSION]. Note that if a [STEP CLAUSE] is not present,

the increment is implicitly defined as the expression, +1. If the

increment is positive (negative) then control will pass to the next

statement succeeding the for-statement when the control variable

exceeds (is less than) the limit [EXPRESSION]; otherwise the cycle

body is executed, then the increment is added to the control variable,

and the comparison made with the limit, as defined above.



The increment and limit expressions are evaluated once

only, on entry to the for-statement. Thus the for-statement

defines a static cycle statement. Also, note that if the

jump-out-of-cycle test succeeds prior to the first execution

of the cycle body, it will never be executed.

Two [IMPERATIVE STATEMENT]'s are associated with the

for-statement:-

FINISH [Q/(CURRENT, EACH)][IDENTIFIER]

These statements are only defined if the [IDENTIFIER] is a control

variable, and the statement(s) appear within the cycle

body of a for-statement having the same control variable.

The FINISH EACH .... statement causes control to pass to the

statement following the specified for-statement, and the

FINISH CURRENT ... statement causes control to jump to the

end of the current execution of the cycle body.

The if-statement is used to specify alternative actions

to be taken, dependent upon a set of conditions. For its

syntactic structure see Appendix A.

e.g. IF a=b : SET x

IF a<b ; OR IF c=d;

OR IF x/y: x=q:

OTHERWISE: {IF x=Q: fred: SET NO q)



The list of [IMPERATIVE STATEMENT] immediately following an

[IF CLAUSE] is called the "true branch body" of the if-

statement, and, if an [OTHERWISE CLAUSE] is present, the list

of [IMPERATIVE STATEMENT]'s following it is called the "false

branch body" of the if-statement.

A [CONDITION] is interpreted as having a boolean value,

either "true" or "false". There are three forms of condition

(i) the [PHRASE VARIABLE] special condition
(see §2.7)

(ii) [EXPRESSION][Q/(=,#,<,<,>,>)][EXPRESSION]
which has the value "true" when the

relation between the values of the two

expressions holds, and "false" otherwise.

(iii) [ROUTINE CALL PART*] which is a call of
an IF-routine having the value "true"
or "false" dependent upon its execution
(see below).

The other three forms of [CONDITION] are alternatives for the

following special comparisons

(i) [variable] has [identifier]
is equivalent to [VARIABLE] & [IDENTIFIER] ± 0.

(ii) NO [EXPRESSION]
is equivalent to [EXPRESSION] = 0

(iii) [EXPRESSION]
is equivalent to [EXPRESSION] ^ 0



The use of "UNLESS" as an alternative to "IF" specifies that

the true branch body should be executed when the given

condition is false, and the false branch body (if any) should

be executed when the condition is true.

e.g. IF a < b is the same as UNLESS a > b

The boolean result of a condition is used to determine whether

to execute the "true branch body" or "false branch body" of the

if-statement, according to figure 2.5. Thus, the "true branch

body" of an if-statement is executed -when either a single

conditional clause is "true", or any of a sequence of OR-

conditions is "true", or when all of a sequence of AND-

conditions are "true". Otherwise, the "false branch body"

Cif there is one) is executed.

The REPEAT instruction is only defined when it is the last

instruction inside a compound statement. In this context, it

implies that control is to jump to the start of that compound

statement.

e.g. {

REPEAT}

The REPEAT UNTIL [SIMPLE CONDITION] instruction may also

appear as the last instruction within a compound statement and

is an alternative for the if^-statement

UNLESS [SIMPLE CONDITION] : REPEAT



IF condition

false

1

false

1
IF condition : : OTHERWISE :

I

31

unconditional

true

r —f ——i
IF condition; OR IF condition; OR IF condition : .

false

true unconditional

f ? 1 |
IF condition; OR IF condition; OR IF condition : : OTHERWISE :..

L f
false

false

f t ~t n
IF condition; AND IF condition; AND IF condition : ™

false

f " " "T" ' ▼ " I
IF condition; AND IF condition; AND IF condition : : OTHERWISE :..

I

unconditional

Fig. 2.5 : Control flow through if-statements



REPEAT UNTIL x = 0}

Simple go-to control is achieved using either of the equivalent

instructions:-

GO [P/(AND,TO)][LABEL IDENTIFIER]

Execution of one of these instructions causes control to be

transferred to the instruction immediately following the

specified label. Note that a label consists of the same

letter/digit sequence as a label identifier, but is underlined.

e.g. loop:

IF x<y : GO AND loop

i.e. when referring to a label, the label name need not be

"underlined.

Labels and label identifiers have local scope within a

routine. Thus, goto control cannot be used to jump out of

a routine.

A label is used to define the address of an instruction.

This instruction may be a [CONTROL STATEMENT] or an [IMPERATIVE

STATEMENT].

Switchinq control is achieved using the instruction

GOTO [LABEL IDENTIFIER */§,§] BY [EXPRESSION]

e.g. GOTO a, b, c BY x+y-z



The [EXPRESSION] "must evaluate, at run-time, to a positive

integral value in the range l-*k where there are "k"

[LABEL IDENTIFIER]'s in the list. Control is then transferred

to the corresponding labelled point. The switch statement is

undefined when the [EXPRESSION] value is outside the specified

range.

.The instruction, PERFORM [IDENTIFIER] causes the following

sequence of actions to be taken

(i) the run-time address of the next sequential
instruction after the PERFORM statement is
stored into the scalar, [IDENTIFIER].

(ii) control is transferred to the label,
[IDENTIFIER].

The instruction, FINISH [IDENTIFIER] assumes that the scalar,

[IDENTIFIER], contains the address of an instruction, and

transfers control to this address.

The PERFORM/FINISH [IDENTIFIER] instructions are typically-

used when a sub-routine is required within the body of a

routine. RCCT does not provide facilities for defining routines

within routines (and all routines are assigned global scope),

but a PERFORM sequence may be used for this purpose,

e.q. test; IF x<y-4&p ; SET switch:

OTHERWISE : SET NO switch

FINISH test

PERFORM test

PERFORM test



Note that this use of labels in no way restricts their use

for switching or goto control, but any ambiguities which may

arise are left in the hands of the programmer to resolve.

Hence, care must be taken that when a FINISH [IDENTIFIER]

instruction is executed, the scalar contains a meaningful

value.

2.7 Routines

All routines appearing in an RCCT program have a type

specification associated with them:-

[RTYPE SPEC] = MAIN, BASIC [Q/(IF, IMP)?], [STANDARD SPEC]

[STANDARD SPEC] = STANDARD [Q/(IF, IMP)?], [Q<IF, IMP)]

e.g. ROUTINE

IF : [ROUTINE HEADING PART *]

•

"•

ROUTINE

STANDARD IMP : [ROUTINE HEADING PART *]

•

A MAIN-routine defines the point at which control will commence

when the program is executed i.e. it defines the "main program",

and declares, implicitly, that the routine will not be called

at any point in the program. The name of a MAIN-routine is at

present ignored, although a syntactic check is made that it

constitutes a valid [ROUTINE HEADING PART *] (see below).



If a routine is not defined as MAIN then it is defined as

where underlining indicates the default values. The basic

difference between an IF-routine and an IMP-routine simply

describes the manner in which it will be called (an IF-routine

being, in effect, a boolean function). The main difference

between a BASIC and a STANDARD specification is that at run¬

time a call of a STANDARD-routine causes a dump of all the

general purpose registers to be made onto the run-time stack,

registers being unstacked at the end of execution of that

routine; a call of a BASIC-routine does not involve any

stacking of registers. Thus, at any point in the execution

of an RCCT program, the run-time stack contains a trace-

back of register contents for each level of STANDARD-routine

currently "active".

The scope rule associated with routine names is that

each routine has global scope from its first declaration.

A routine is declared by the first appearance of a call of it,

or its definition, depending which comes first. Any routine

which is declared by being called before it is defined is

assumed to be a STANDARD-routine with IF/IMP status dependent

upon the context of the call. A routine may be redefined, in



which case the former definition is ignored. However, if a

routine is defined with a type specification differing from

the type specification associated with it when it was declared,

a fault is monitored. Thus, in particular, all BASIC-routines must

be defined before they are called.

The call of an IF-routine is interpretted as having a

boolean result. Apart from this difference, IF-routines and

IMP-routines have similar format. A routine heading is

defined as a list of [ROUTINE HEADING PART], and a routine

call as a list of [ROUTINE CALL PART] (see Appendix A).

e.g. the routine having the heading

ROUTINE

IMP : START i CHAIN, GIVING switch RESULT

might be called by, say:

START x+y CHAIN, GIVING @ P RESULT

One break with normal conventions in language description is

that parameter positions are considered to be part of a

routine name, as opposed to the convention of having parameters

listed separately. A call of a routine is thus identified by

comparing the list of capital letter sequences (delimiter

words), commas and parameter positions with any previously

defined routines to ascertain whether or not the routine has

been previously declared.



e.g. the routine call, above, is identified as the

symbol string:

START $ CHAIN, GIVING $ RESULT

where "]3" represents the parameter position.

If the routine has already been declared then this symbol

string, called the "routine identifier" is known to the compiler,

otherwise it is added to the set of routine identifiers

currently in scope.

The parameter passing mechanism is "call by value" i.e.

at the call, all actual parameters are evaluated and copied

into the corresponding formal parameter locations prior to

the transfer of control to the called routine. All actual

parameters are assumed to be input-only parameters unless

they are preceded by an symbol. This symbol is used to

specify that an actual parameter is to be treated as a "call

by value-result" parameter i.e. on returning from the execution

of the routine, all "value-result" parameters, which have

input/output status, are set to the values of the corresponding

formal parameters. (Note that I/O marked actual parameters

must be variables or phrase variables.)

Since the responsibility for passing parameters is

undertaken at the call, and the parameter passing mechanism

is the same for all parameters, a routine need not know whether

parameters are "call by value" or "call by value-result".



To specify dynamic exit from a routine there are three

instructions available. An IMP or MAIN routine may contain

the instruction:

FINISH

anywhere in its body, which specifies dynamic exit from the

routine. Dynamic exit from a MAIN routine defines the end of

execution of the "main program". If the FINISH statement is

the last executable instruction in an IMP or MAIN routine, it

may be omitted.

To denote dynamic exit from an IF-routine, two actions must

be taken:

(i) The boolean result of the call of the
IF-routine must be specified, and

(ii) Dynamic exit must be specified.

In RCCT, one instruction only is required to perform both

actions. To denote the result "true", the instruction

CONDITION SATISFIED

is used, and to denote the result "false", the instruction

CONDITION NOT SATISFIED

is used. If either of these instructions appear within an

IMP or MAIN routine, or if a FINISH instruction appears within

an IF-routine, then the dynamic exit instructions are undefined,

and an error condition will be monitored.
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2.8 Phrase Variables

A phrase variable is defined syntactically by:-

[PHRASE VARIABLE] = [[CAPITAL LETTER][PVSYMBOL *?][IDENTIFIER]]

[FVSYMBOL] = NOT [EOL], ; , :,], [SMALL LETTER], BUT [SYSTEM SYMBOL]

e.g. [EXPRESSION e2], [A ?, C12 - A p], [VAR r]

Its inclusion in the language was for compatibility with the

3
RCC phrase variable . Phrase variables are used mainly in

conjunction with matching phrase expressions, which are defined

by:-

[MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION] = [MPE PART *]

[MPE PART] *= NOT [EOL], ;, :, BUT [PHRASE C

VARIABLE], [SYSTEM SYMBOL]

e.g. [VARIABLE r] = [EXPRESSION el] * [EXPRESSION e2]

DIVIDE [VARIABLE rl] BY [VARIABLE u2]

HYZ ab/?-A+B

There are three instructions available in the RCCT language

for manipulation of phrase variables and matching phrase

expressions

(i) LET [PHRASE VARIABLE] = [MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION]

(ii) SET [PHRASE VARIABLE] ([INTEGER]) = [MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION]

(iii) IF [PHRASE VARIABLE] ([INTEGER]) = [MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION]

Note that the instruction, RESOLVE [PHRASE VARIABLE] INTO

[HATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION] is simply an alternative way of

writing LET [PHRASE VARIABLE] = ....



The sequence of operations performed by each of these

instructions is best shown by example

(i) LET [VARIABLE vl] = [IDENTIFIER i] ([CONSTANT c])

is exactly equivalent, in code generated, to the sequence

of instructions:

i = vl (1); c = vl (2)

(ii) SET [VARIABLE vl] (4) = [IDENTIFIER i] ([CONSTANT c])

is exactly equivalent, in code generated, to the sequence

of instructions:

vl = main stack front; STACK 4, i, c AT main stack front

Ciii) IF [VARIABLE Vl] (4) = [IDENTIFIER i] ([CONSTANT c]):...

is exactly equivalent, in code generated, to the sequence

of instructions:

IF (vl) = 4: LET [VARIABLE vl] = [IDENTIFIER i] ([CONSTANT

in other words:

IF (vl) =4: i = vl (1); c = vl (2);

Hence, in RCCT, everything except the embedded identifier in a

phrase variable is disregarded. However, in RCC the upper

case letter and subsequent characters have a special significance.

Note that the SET [PHRASE VARIABLE] = ... instruction assumes

that the program has defined a global variable, "main stack

front", which points to the top of a stack defined by the

program. For further information on the function of phrase

3
varxables and matching phrase expressions see



In RCCT, the identifier embedded in a phrase variable

may be either a local or a global scalar, depending on

where it was first declared. These identifiers are declared

in exactly the same way as ordinary identifiers i.e. in

explicit declaration statements, or by their appearance

without a previous declaration (see §2.2) Thus,

the identifier "c" embedded in the phrase variable [CONSTANT

is the same as the identifier "c" in any other imperative.

e.g. ROUTINE

IMP : INITIALISE

. LOCAL: c = A2

IF [CONSTANT c] =

C = c(l)
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CHAPTER 3

LEXICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPILER I/O

3.1 Basic I/O facilities

The primitive I/O routines incorporated into the compiler are

the PL360 "READ" and "WRITE" routines. The "READ" routine is passed

a single parameter which is a pointer to an 80-byte array called the

"card buffer", which is used to hold the image of the card which has

just been read in. The "WRITE" routine is passed a single parameter

which is the address of a 132-byte array called the "output buffer",

and copies the contents of this buffer to the line printer. Each

call of the "WRITE" routine causes printing to commence on a new line.

4
The parameter passing mechanism for these routines is explained in

and involves special register assignments.

A further set of routines are used to construct line images in

the "output buffer", and this set of routines, in conjunction with

the "WRITE" routine are referred to as the output routines.

i) The "NEWLINE" routine is passed a single parameter
which is a positive integer. The action taken is
to call the "WRITE" routine to copy the line image
contained in the "output buffer" to the line printer.
Then the "output buffer" is filled with EBCDIC blanks
and the "output buffer symbol position" pointer,
which is used to indicate the next free printing
position in the "output buffer" relative to its
start, is set to zero. Now, if the input parameter
value is greater than 1, a sequence of calls of the
"WRITE" routine are made to print the required
number of blank lines.

The remaining three routines are used to construct line images:
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ii) The "SPACE" routine is passed a single parameter
which specifies the number of blanks to be inserted
in the "output buffer", starting at the current
printing position. The action taken is simply to
update "output buffer symbol position" by the
specified amount.

iii) The "PRINT" routine is passed a single parameter
which is assumed to be a positive or negative
integer. This routine inspects the global variable
"field width", initialised by the compiler to 10,
which defines the number of print positions to be
filled. The calling routine can alter the "field
width" at any time. The action taken is to copy
the positive or negative decimal value of the input
parameter, right-justified, into a field whose
starting position is defined by the value of "output
buffer symbol position", and whose width is defined
by the value of "field width". If the value of the
parameter is negative, a minus sign is inserted to
prefix the value; and if the "field width" is too
small to hold the value (possibly with sign), a

sequence of asterisks are copied into the field.
Finally, "output buffer symbol position" is updated
by the value of "field width".

iv) The "PRINTCOLON" routine inspects "myplist" byte-by-
byte from left-to-right. The action taken is to copy
all bytes (characters), up to but excluding a
special non-printable character delimiting the end
of the printcolon sequence, into the "output buffer",
updating "output buffer symbol position" by 1 for
each byte copied.

3.2 The Message Interpreter

The compiler uses the line printer for two purposes:

i) To list the source program

ii) To print diagnostic messages

The output routines described in the previous section are used

directly to copy the "card buffer" into the "output buffer" when listing

the source program during Lexical Analysis (see § 3.4). However, since



diagnostic messages are generated from a variety of sources during

all three phases of compilation, Lexical Analysis, Syntax Analysis

and Semantic processing, and a number of similar operations are

required to output each diagnostic message, a message interpretation

scheme was designed. The basis of this scheme is the "MESSAGE

INTERPRETER" routine.

There are three types of diagnostic message at present generated by

the compiler:

i) Warning messages, which indicate anamolous conditions,
but do not prohibit attempted execution of the program.

ii) Error messages, which indicate that errors have been
found which are severe enough to prohibit execution
of the program.

iii) End of compilation messages, which summarise
diagnostics at the end of compilation.

Any routine in the compiler that wishes to print a diagnostic message,

simply passes a code to the "MESSAGE INTERPRETER" before continuing.

The function of the "MESSAGE INTERPRETER" is to print the required

message, and if the diagnostic is an error message, to set the global

variable "compile time fault detector", which is a switch initialised at

the start of compilation to zero. The setting of.the "compile time fault

detector" is checked at the end of compilation to decide whether or not

a program is executable.

The set of all diagnostic messages, each of which is stored in

a separate array, is held in a data area called "messages", which can

only be accessed by the "MESSAGE INTERPRETER". Each message has an

associated serial number (see Appendix B), and it is this value which

is passed to the "MESSAGE INTERPRETER". In addition, the type of

message is specified by:

i) setting the most significant bit of the coded serial



number, to indicate a warning message.

ii) setting the second most significant bit of the coded
serial number, to indicate an end of compilation message.

iii) not setting any additional bits, to indicate an
error message.

Thus, the Lexical Analyser, part of whose function is to read in

cards and copy their contents to the line printer, together with the

"MESSAGE INTERPRETER" are the only two routines in the compiler which

have access to the output routines. All other routines use the

"MESSAGE INTERPRETER" as a communications interface between them and

the line printer.

3.3 Card Input Conventions

The RCCT symbol set is a subset of the RCC symbol set and is

summarised in figure 2.1. Immediate problems arose as to how to

represent some of these symbols, since they are not printable or

punchable as single symbols on cards. Figure 3.1 outlines the symbol

concatenation conventions adopted to obviate this problem.

There remained two problems:

i) Small letters are not directly punchable on cards

ii) Underlining of RCCT master words and of labels is
not directly punchable on cards.

To distinguish between upper and lower case letters, the single

quote symbol (') has been reserved. When it appears on a card it is

ignored, since it is not defined as an RCCT symbol, but its appearance

alters the case of all subsequent letters, only, appearing between it
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RCCT symbol IBM card representation

{ (<

} >)

c <

] >

+ /=

t 'XOR'

< <=

> >=

->- ->

c 1
1 <-

1 )_ J

no blanks allowed

between these special

symbol concatenations

Fig. 3.1 : Symbol conventions for card image input



and the next (if any) single quote symbol. By default, when a card

is being read in, all letters are assumed to be initially in lower case.

Note that the quote symbol only affects the case of letters, and hence

all other symbols are not affected.

e.g. the RCCT lines:

IF stacktop-12^p: GO AND terminate loop

x=y; STACK y-4 AT stacktop

would be punched on cards as:

•IF' STACKTOP-12<=P: 'GO AND' TERMINATE LOOP

X=Y; 'STACK' X"4 'AT' STACKTOP

Note that:

i) In figure 3.1, the exclusive-or logical operator
is represented by the uppercase string of letters,
XOR, which is why it has been enclosed in quotes.

ii) The RCCT continuation symbol is defined as the
symbol sequence "C_" without any intervening
blanks. When used in this context, the letter "C"
is unaffected by the use of the single quote.
The appearance of this symbol sequence at the end
of a card signifies that the line continues onto
the next card, and that the case of the lettering
at the beginning of the continuation card is the
same as at the end of the first card.

e.g LOCAL: a == b, c, c_
x =_ 12, y =_ A2

would be coded on cards as:

'LOCAL': A=_B, C, C_
X=__l 2 , Y = 'A ' 12

iii) Since the quote symbol only affects the case of
lettering and is otherwise ignored then 'X5' is
equivalent to 'X'5.

Hence, the quote symbol is needed to define and delimit uppercase letter

strings.



The convention adopted for underlining is only used in conjunction

with masterwords and labels, and consists of using an underline symbol

(_) as a prefix and suffix to the desired symbol string.

e.g. i) fred:

would be coded on cards as:-

_FRED_:

ii) GLOBAL would be coded on cards as: '_GLOBAL_' or

GLOBAL 1 etc.

In addition to the above conventions adopted for coding RCCT programs

on cards, the compiler also has facilities for recognising compiler

directives. (At present there is only one.) A compiler directive is

used to control the listing output generated by the compiler. Its format

consists of a "£" symbol, in the first column of any card, followed by

a directive occupying the next six columns. (The only directive at

present consists of a sequence of blanks.) The remainder of the card

is assumed to be non-significant and is ignored. The single directive

available at present causes a dump of all the object code generated for

the program at the end of compilation.

Finally, only the first 72 columns of a card are assumed significant.

The remaining 8 columns may be used for sequencing numbers etc.

3.4 Lexical Analysis

The function of the Lexical Analysis routine is to read in a single

line of RCCT program, consisting of either a single card image, or

sequence of card images when continuation symbols are present, and to
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convert the line image into a form suitable for processing by the

Syntax Analyser.

Card images are copied into the "card buffer" using the "READ"

routine, and the processed text is copied into a 256-byte array called

the "input buffer", which is the input source for the Syntax Analyser.

The global variable "input symbol position" is used locally by the

Lexical Analyser to indicate the next free position within the "input

buffer" relative to its start. On entry to the Lexical Analyser,

"input symbol position" is set to zero, and on exit it is set to point

to the base of the "input buffer". The value of "input symbol position"

is then used by the Syntax Analyser to scan the "input buffer". The

textual processing involved in the transmission of data (illustrated in

figure 3.2) is concerned with intercepting compiler directives;

eliminating blanks and comments, which are assumed non-significant;

interpretting which case letters should be; intercepting master words;

and intercepting continuation symbols.

The Lexical Analysis routine obeys Algorithm 3.1.

Algorithm 3.1 (Lexical Analysis)

1. Initialise a) "input symbol position" = O

b) local variable "quote mark" = 0 to signify letter
transmission is in lower case

c) local variable "comment count" = 0 to signify that
the Analyser is in "transmission mode"
rather than "comment mode".

d) local variable "quote error" = 0.
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Fig.3.2:InformationflowthroughLexicalAnalyser



Read a card image into the "card buffer" and test for an
erroneous read-operation. If an error occurred then
set global variable "endmet" = 1 and finish, otherwise
continue. ("endmet" is initialised at the start of
compilation to zero).

If the card contains a compiler directive, then take the
appropriate action and goto Z.

Scan the symbols in the "card buffer" as follows: ignoring
the last S characters on the card image

a) If the symbol sequence "C_" appears then
inspect the remainder of the card image.
If further symbols remain on'the card,
goto 4d; otherwise

i) Copy the "card buffer" to the
line printer

ii) Go to 2. to read in the next
card

b) If the symbol sequence "(_" appears, then add
1 to "comment count" to signify that the
Analyser is in "comment mode", skip the two
symbols and continue scanning the "card buffer"
i.e. go back to 4.

c) If the symbol sequence ")appears, then
subtract 1 from "current count" and test

whether "comment count" < 0. If so, then:

i) Copy the "card buffer" to the line
printer

ii) Output the diagnostic error message: I'
COMMENT BRACKETING

iii) Go to 1. to restart Lexical Analysis.

otherwise, ignore the two symbols and go to 4.
to continue scanning the "card buffer".

d) If in "comment mode" ("comment count" ^ 0)
then ignore the symbol currently being
scanned and goto 4.

If in "transmission mode" ("comment count" = 0)
then:

i) If the symbol being scanned is a single
quote, invert "quote mode" by exclusive-
©r'ing it with 1, ignore the quote, and
continue scanning at 4.
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ii) If the symbol being scanned is a
blank, then ignore it and go to 4.

iii) If the symbol being scanned is a
letter, then use the value of
"quote mode" to decide whether or
not to convert it to lower case.

iv) Copy the symbol into the "input
buffer", incrementing "input symbol
position" by 1. If the "input
buffer" has overflowed ("input
symbol position" = 256) then copy
the "card buffer" to the line printer,
print the error diagnostic message
STATEMENT LENGTH, and goto 1 to
restart Lexical Analysis; otherwise
goto 4. to continue scanning card.

5. When a complete line of input has been processed, copy the [EOL]
character into the "input buffer" and test for anomalies

a) if "quote mode" ^ O then set "quote error" = 1

b) if "comment count" / 0 then:

i) Copy the "card buffer" to the line
printer

ii) Print the diagnostic error message
COMMENT BRACKETING

iii) Goto 1. to restart Lexical Analysis

c) if "input symbol position" = 0 then a blank card, or card
full of comments has been read, so copy "card buffer" and
go to 1. to restart Lexical Analysis.

6. Inspect "card buffer" for master word. Master words must
"stand alone" on a line, and hence, if one has been read,
it will be the only item in the "input buffer":

a) if GLOBAL or ROUTINE is present then:

i) Substitute an internal code for the
master word as the first character

in the "input buffer" followed by the
C EOlJ character, and update "input
symbol position" accordingly.

ii) Call the "FINISH OFF PREVIOUS ROUTINE"
(see § 5.5)

iii) Print two blank lines

iv) Copy the "card buffer" to the line
printer
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v) If "quote error" = 1, print
diagnostic warning message
ODD QUOTECOUNT and set "quote
error" = 0.

vi) Go to 2.

b) If END OF PROGRAM is present then:

i) Call the "FINISH OFF PREVIOUS ROUTINE"

ii) Print 2 blank lines
V

iii) Copy the "card buffer" to the
line printer

iv) Test "quote error" as in 6 a)v)

v) Call the "TRANSFER CONTROL"
routine (see § 5.16)

7. Copy the "card buffer" to the line printer, and test "quote error"
as in 6a)v).

8. Set "input symbol position" to the base address of the "input
buffer", and finish.

From Algorithm 3.1 it can be seen that the Lexical Analyser assigns

priorities to its input:

i) Compiler directives (which are not printed)

ii) Continuation symbols

iii) Comment brackets

iv) Other symbols

Listing control causes 2 blank lines to appear between consecutive RCCT

blocks. In addition, the global variable "line number", initialised

at the start of compilation to zero, is updated by 1 each time a card

image is copied to the line printer, and the value of "line number" is

printed as a prefix to the line.

Note that the EBCDIC character set includes the set of lower case

letters, although they are not directly punchable on cards \ When

upper case letters are converted to lower case, it is the EBCDIC lower

case character set that is used.
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CHAPTER 4

SYNTAX ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

The Syntax Analyser of the RCCT compiler is concerned

with the flow of information described in figure 4.1. Its

constituents may be broken down into four parts:

(i) the parsing routine
(ii) the Format (or Syntax) Table
(iii) the set of Recognition routines
. (iv) the Recognition Table

Parsing is achieved using the "PERFORM SYNTAX ANALYSIS

GIVING RESULT r" routine, which follows a top-down, fast back

parsing algorithm, in attempting to match the symbols in the

"input buffer", pointed to by "input symbol position",

against any valid [RCCT PIECE] as described in Appendix C.

The result of a successful parse is a one-level parse tree

(simple enough to be also referred to as a parse chain) stored

on the "Analysis Stack", together with an integer code "r"

giving an indication of which [RCCT PIECE] was recognised. If this

integer code is negative then this indicates that parsing was

unsuccessful.

The Format Table holds the set of valid [RCCT PIECE]'s

that may appear in an RCCT program (in a suitable internal form).



"inputbuffer"

"AnalysisStack" "Compile-timeStack"

Fig.4.1:InformationflowthroughSyntaxAnalyser



To each syntactic class in the syntax of an [RCCT PIECE] there

corresponds a Recognition routine. This routine scans the

"input buffer", starting from "input symbol position", and

attempts to recognise a sentence of the syntactic class associated

with it. If successful, it also constructs the nodes of a

parse tree on the "Analysis Stack". Non-recognition of the

class sets a global switch, "recognised", to zero, and leaves

"input symbol position" unchanged: recognition sets "recognised"
A

to one and updates "input symbol position" to point to the next

symbol on the "input buffer" after the recognised class.

The Recognition Table holds the (relative) base addresses of

the Recognition routines, and entry to them is achieved via this

table during Syntax Analysis.

When Recognition routines scan the various names that can

appear in a program i.e. identifiers, label identifiers and

routine identifiers, where, in this context, a routine identifier

consists of the set of delimiter words, commas and parameter positions

in the order in which they appear in the routine heading or

call, the symbols constituting the name are packed up onto the

"Analysis Stack" in the packed format unique to that particular

name. Figure 4.2 illustrates the structure of a packed name

format and shows how the first byte of the first word of the packed
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word word word

, 1 J

! c| c I c
1 1 1

■ 1 1 (
1 1 1

Cj c, c( c
1 ! 1

» II II II II II II II II I II II II II

i 1 1
c 1 c ' c ' c

1 1 >
1 1 1

1
I'll. 1
1 ) 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 t 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1

—■>>.
„

last word may have
unused (set to zero)
bytes, which are left-
justified.

blank bytes count (in last word)

total word count

c - a character of the name

Fig. 4.2 Packed name format

1 1 1
1 » 1
1 a 1 s I t
1 1 1

• I 1
1 1

v 1a , c j k , p
' 1 1

• 1 1
'

• ' 1
t-o | x | n | t

1 1 1

ill
1 1 1
, 1 e 1 r
i 1 1

r i i—i~~i— 1
i i i 1 I 1

O 1 O 1 0 1 1 1 0 I o 11 o
11 1 1 1 1

L 2 blank bytes
(in last word)

4 words used
"v"4

1 blank byte (in last
word)

1 word used

a) "a stack pointer" b) ■a2'

Fig. 4.3 : Two examples of packed identifiers



name format holds a code consisting of:

(i) total number of words used for packed name

(ii) total number of unused (blank) bytes in the last word

The total word count is required when copying a packed

name or comparing it with another, and the number of blank bytes

indicates how many bytes are unused in the last word of the packed

name (where unused bytes are left-justified in that word and

contain zeros ) and is used to speed up non-recognition when

comparing two packed names. Figure 4.3 gives two examples of

packed name formats.

Partial semantic processing of names is also performed

by the name Recognition routines. This processing has the function

of declaring (undeclared) names to the compiler by making

additions to a set of compile-time dictionaries maintained

on the "Compile Time Stack". There are three dictionaries

referenced during Syntax Analysis:

(i) the identifier dictionary, which holds the
set of all identifiers currently in scope
(both global and local)

(ii) the label dictionary, which holds the set
of all label identifiers currently in scope

(iii) the routine dictionary, which holds the set
of all routine identifiers currently in scope

In addition, each element in these dictionaries holds the

synonymous plexform of the particular identifier. A nameplex is the

processed form of a name which may be substituted for it to

facilitate further processing. Each identifier, label identifier
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and routine identifier has an associated plex form which holds

all the information required during the semantic (code generation)

phase of the compilation. Identifier and label identifier

plexes are two words in length, and routine identifier plexes

are three words in length.

4.2 Plexes

The two basic forms of plex are that of a constant and an

identifier. Their formats are summarised in figure 4.4a and 4.4b.

A constant plex consists of two consecutive words in which the most

significant bit of the first word is set, with the remainder of

that word containing zeros, and the second word contains

the value of the constant. An identifier plex associates an attribute

with a particular identifier. There are four such attributes:

(i) a scalar requiring a location to be automatically allocated
to hold its value, in which case no tag bits are set
in the plex, the "constant part" = O and the "store part"
gives the displacement from the start of the run-time
"scalar area" where the scalar will be held during
execution of the program. (see §5.1).

(ii) a scalar requiring a specific register to be allocated
to hold its value, in which case the "register bit" of the
plex is set, the "store part" indicates with which register
the identifier is synonymous, and the "constant part" = 0.

(iii) a constant, in which case the plex form is identical to the
plex form of the constant.

(iv) preset array constant, in which case the "constant" and "preset
array" bits are set to indicate that the identifier is a special
semantic constant to be initialised at run time. The

"store part" is set to zero, and the "constant part" gives
the displacement within the run-time "constant table" where
the semantic constant value will be stored at run time,

(see §5.1).



31 O 31

.O. constant

t
"constant bit"

constant plex

31 O 31

store part constant part

i > A O ▲

"constant bit"

"descriptor bit"

"register bit"
"error bit"

"preset array bit"

identifier plex

Fig. 4.4 : Basic plex forms



Identifier and constant plexes are used to construct the

more complicated plexes of a variable and an expression.

A variable is either an identifier, in which case its plex form will

be that of the corresponding identifier, or it has a subscripted

format (see §2.3). The plex of a subscripted format variable consists

of a dummy identifier plex which acts as a descriptor for the

variable length plex form following. This dummy identifier

plex is identified by having the "descriptor bit" set, the

"constant part" = 0 and the "store part" = number of identifiers

and/or constants involved in the subscripted format variable.

This is followed by the set of identifier/constant plexes involved

in the subscripted form, separated by single words containing

the binary operators (plus or minus) which are simply copied

straight from the "input buffer".

Note that the variable, a(20) , is equivalent to the variable,

(a + 20), so that variables written in array element format must

be converted to their equivalent fully enclosed sub-expression

(subscripted) format. Figure 4.5a illustrates the format of a

subscripted format variable.

An expression consists of a list of duples, where each duple

consists of an operator, followed by an operand. The first operand

in an expression is associated with a unary operator (plus or minus),

which may have optionally been omitted. In this case unary

plus is assumed.
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word t word j

:

~T~
'
i

n J..0....
1

1st operand
plex operator

2nd operand
plex operator

3rd operand
plex

*

"descriptor bit" j ^ ^
t I I
n=l n=2 n=3

end of plex for three possible values of n

a) subscripted format variable plex

arithmetic ^

(binary or unary)

logical

shift

t

operator code

+ 1

- 2

& 3

1 4

XOR 5

AU 6

AD 7

LU 8

LD 9

b) operator coding in expression plex

c) expression plex

Fig. 4.5 : Variable and expression plexes



e.g. (i) the expression: x

consists of the list of duples: (+, x)

(ii) the expression: + a + b LD 2

consists of the list of duples: (+, a), (+ , b) , (LD,

(iii) the expression: -16 AU 12 + 4 f n

consists of the list of duples: (-, 16), (AU, 12), ( +

(2, n)

The plex of an expression consists of a forward chained list

of elements, where each element consists of:

The end of the list is defined by an element whose link value

is zero. Figure 4.5c illustrates the expression plex format.

The RCCT phrase variable and matching phrase expression

were introduced for compatibility with the RCC structures of the same
4

name but are handled in a different manner. A phrase variable,

in RCCT, has exactly the same plex form as the corresponding

identifier embedded in it.

e.g. [EXPRESSION al2] and al2

have the same plcx form. Thus, in RCCT, when a phrase variable

is reduced to a plex form used for generating code, the phrase

and brackets appearing in its structure are discarded.

(i) a forward link to the next element

(ii) a duple, consisting of an operator code followed
by the plex of the corresponding operand (operator
coding conventions are illustrated in figure 4.5b).



Similarly, when the plex form of a matching phrase expression is

constructed the terminal symbols, and the phrases within constituent

phrase variables, are discarded. The resultant plex form consists

of a full word containing a count of the number of phrase variables

included in the matching phrase expression, followed by the set of

phrase variable plexes used.

Labels that appear in a program may be reduced to a two-word

plex form containing all the information required during compilation

of a particular routine. The label plex format is illustrated

in figure 4.6, The "defined bit" is set when the label has been

found, and its "address" is then inserted in the plex in the format

of a segment number and word-within-segment. The "list variable"

gives access to a chain of instructions referencing the label.

(The function and use of segment numbers and list variables

is discussed further in §5.2 and §5.3).

Figure 4.7 illustrates the format of a routine plex. The

"index number" of a routine (also referred to as the "serial

number") is the displacement within the run-time "index table"

where the base address of the routine will be stored at run-time

(see §5.1). The "currently being defined bit" is only set during

compilation of that particular routine, and the "defined bit"

remains unset until compilation of that particular routine has

finished. Three bits are used to code the type specification

of a routine and will be set when a routine heading or call is



31 O 31 O

list variable segment/word
address

r
"defined bit"

list variable - points to last label reference

address - split into 16-bit segment and 16-bit word form.

Fig. 4.6 : Label plex format

31 O 31 16 15

r™
O 31 0

BA
I

I

N

<-

"defined bit"

"currently being defined bit"

"BASIC/STANDARD specification bit"
"MAIN specification bit"

"IF/IMP specification bit"

I - "index number" of routine (also called "serial number")

BA - If routine is BASIC, gives displacement from start of
"scalar area" where three-word save area associated
with routine is located; otherwise, zero.

N - number of parameters

A - If N ?! O then, displacement from start of "scalar area"
where first formal parameter is located; otherwise, zero.

Fig. 4.7 : Routine plex format



first recognised. A routine that is called prior to its definition

is assumed to be STANDARD, and its IF/IMP specification is

determined by the context of the call. Hence, any BASIC routine

must be defined before it is called. Redefinition of routines

is allowed, but will generate a fault condition if the definition

or redefinition has a different type specification from its

previously assumed, or prior specification.

Formal parameters consist of either phrase variables or

identifiers, and the associated plex form is thus the plex of a

phrase variable or identifier. Actual parameters consist of

variables or phrase variables (possibly prefixed by an symbol)

or expressions, and thus the plex form of an actual parameter

is that of a phrase variable, variable or expression (but see §4.5)

4.3 The Compile-time Dictionaries

The RCCT programmer is allowed the facility of associating

names with storage locations, registers and constants (identifiers)

or with specific points within the body of a routine (labels);

or with a complete procedure (routine identifiers). One of

the main function s of the compiler is to map these names accord¬

ingly, and to implement the scope rules associated with them.

In addition, any PRESET ARRAY identifiers cannot be mapped

completely until the run-time of a particular program, since a

PRESET ARRAY declaration is an implicit declaration of a special
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semantic constant whose value is not known till run-time. As

has been shown, the method of mapping names is to substitute a

partially processed plex form for their occurrence, and three

dictionaries are maintained on the "Compile Time Stack" to hold the

various names, together with their corresponding plexes, during

compilation. An additional dictionary is maintained, to hold

relocation information associated with the PRESET ARRAY identifiers.

(i) The identifier dictionary, illustrated in figure 4.8a, is
sub-divided into the global identifier dictionary, and
local identifier dictionary. It consists of a backward
chained linked list whose elements contain a link,
an identifier plex and a packed name form in consecutive words.
The last element in the list has a zero link. Two

global variables, "global dictionary head" and "dictionary
head", point to the head of the global identifier dictionary and
local identifier dictionary, respectively. Any
additions to the identifier dictionary involve updating
"dictionary head", and, if the additions are made as a
result of a global declaration, "global dictionary head"
is then altered to point to "dictionary head". The
implementation of the scope rules associated with
identifiers is as follows. At any point in the compilation
of an RCCT program, the compiler will have accumulated a
set of identifiers in the identifier dictionary, and
this set of identifiers defines those currently in scope.
At the end of compilation of a routine, "dictionary
head" is retracted to point to "global dictionary head",
thus deleting all the identifiers having local scope within
the body of the completed routine.

Initially, "global dictionary head" and "dictionary head"
are set to zero, indicating that the identifier dictionary
is empty.

(ii) The label dictionary, illustrated in figure 4.8b, is also
a backward chained linked list whose elements have the

format of a link, label plex and packed label name in
consecutive words, where a zero link defines the last
entry. The global variable "label dictionary head", initialised
to zero at the start of compilation of each routine, points



t t
global dictionary head

a) Identifier Dictionary

dictionary head

0
N.

b) Label Dictionary

t
label dictionary head

T
routine dictionary head

c) Routine Dictionary

t
routine dictionary tail

r
preset array dictionary head

d) Preset Array Dictionary

f
preset array dictionary tail

Fig. 4.8 : Compile-time Dictionary formats
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to the most recent addition to the list. Implementation
of the scope rules attached to labels is achieved
by resetting "label dictionary head" to zero at the
end of compilation of each routine, implying that labels
only have scope within the routine in which they appear.

(iii) The routine dictionary, illustrated in figure 4.8c, is
organized as a forward chained linked list whose elements are
again in the format of a link, a routine plex and a
packed routine name, where the last element in the list
is defined by having a zero link. The two global
variables, "routine dictionary head" and "routine
dictionary tail", point to the first and last (most
recently added) elements in the list, respectively, and
are initialised at the start of compilation to zero.

Routines have global scope in an RCCT program, so the
routine dictionary is a strictly expanding item. The use
of forward chaining is to facilitate garbage collection
on the "Compile Time Stack" that may be required at the
end of compilation of each routine. The pointer, "routine
dictionary tail" is necessary to speed up the operation
of addihg a new element to the routine dictionary,
(see §5.5).

(iv) The special purpose Preset array dictionary, illustrated
in figure 4.8d, has the same organisation as the routine
dictionary but its elements have a different format, namely,
a link and a fullword containing relocation information
required to evaluate the absolute address constant
corresponding to the preset array identifier and to store it
at the correct run-time location prior to execution.

The two global variables used to implement the preset array
dictionary are "preset array dictionary head" and
"preset array dictionary tail", and are initialised at
the start of compilation to zero. This dictionary is
maintained in the same manner as the routine dictionary.

The relocation information held in the preset array dictionary
will be required immediately prior to execution of the program.
Hence, this dictionary is also a strictly expanding item at compile
time of an RCCT program.

(For further details on preset array handling, see §5.6.)



The compiler provides four routines to perform elementary

operations on the three name dictionaries. These are:

(i) "SEARCH i DICTIONARY FOR x GIVING PLEX ADDRESS a" whose
function is to search the identifier (i = 1), label
(i = 2) or routine (i = 3) dictionary for a given
packed name (pointed to by "x"). The result "a"
is either a pointer to the corresponding plex form,
or, if zero, implies that the given name has not yet been
declared to the compiler, i.e. does not appear on the
specified dictionary.

(ii) "ADD x TO i DICTIONARY WITH PLEX ADDRESS a" which is
passed a pointer to a packed name "x" and to a plex "a"
and specifies that the given name and plex should be
added to the identifier (i = 1), label (i = 2) or

routine (i = 3) dictionary, respectively, thus declaring
it to the compiler.

(iii) "SUBSTITUTE IDENTIFIER PLEX AT p" which specifies that
the packed (identifier) name pointed to by "p" should be
replaced by its corresponding identifier plex. One of the
important side effects of this routine is the automatic
allocation of run-time storage locations to hold scalar
values. The run-time "scalar area" consists of 1024
full-word locations. At the start of compilation,
the compiler initialises a global variable "next
free runtime location" to refer to the first free
run-time location (i.e. it acts as a relative pointer
into the "scalar area")., when this routine is called,
the "SEARCH ...." routine is called. If an identifier
cannot be found on the identifier dictionary, then a
plex is constructed for it, using the value of "next
free run time location" and the "ADD ...."-routine is called.
This global variable is then updated to refer to the next
(consecutive) free run-time location, (see § '5.1)

(iv) "SUBSTITUTE RPLEX AT p WITH n PARAMETERS" which specifies
that the packed routine name pointed to by "]5" , having "n"
parameters, should be replaced by its corresponding routine
plex. (The number of parameters is specified in case a new
routine plex has to be constructed).

One of the main functions of this routine is the construction

of a new routine plex when the given routine identifier is not in the

routine dictionary, i.e. the routine is being declared. The plex



is constructed according to figure 4.7 and involves reserving a

location in the "index table" to hold the base address of this

routine, and reserving space in the "scalar area" for any formal

parameters (see §5.1).

Thus, the two "SUBSTITUTE..." routines may have the side

effect of creating a new entry in the identifier or routine

dictionaries. There is no equivalent routine to substitute a label

plex for a packed label name.

4.4 The Recognition Table

The Recognition Table is organized as an array of elements

corresponding to the range of EBCDIC codes for the letters A - Z.

Each syntactic class that can appear in the syntax of an

tRCCT PIECE] is associated with an alphabetic letter according

to figure 4.9. Each letter has an associated position in the

Recognition Table determined by its EBCDIC code, and this position

gives the location (relative to the start of the code area

of the compiler) of the entry point of the particular class

(Recognition) routine. Unused entries in the Recognition Table

contain zeros. The non-zero elements in the Table are given in

figure 4.10.

Access to the Recognition Table is thus by a digit in the

range 0-40 corresponding to the EBCDIC coded letter, and this

then enables access to be made to the associated class (Recognition)

routine.



Syntactic Class Associated letter

[constant]

[declaration]

[expression]

[comparator]

[routine heading]

[integer]

[label]

[matching phrase expression]

[name]

[phrase variable]

[routine call]

[conditional]

[variable]

[terminator ex nl]

[brackets terminator]

c

d

e

f

h

m

n

P

r

u

v

Fig. 4.9 : Syntactic class abbreviations



word Recognition Routine for which
entry point is given

letter

0 0 A

1 0 B

2 CONSTANT C

3 DECLARATION D

4 EXPRESSION E

5 COMPARATOR F

6 0 G

7 ROUTINE HEADING H

8 INTEGER I

•

16 0 J

. 17 0 K

18 LABEL L

19 MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION M

20 NAME N

21 0 0

22 PHRASE VARIABLE P

23 0 Q

24 ROUTINE CALL R

33 0 S

34 0 T

35 ' CONDITIONAL U

36 VARIABLE - V

37 0 w

38 TERMINATOR EX NL X

39 BRACKETS TERMINATOR Y

40 0 Z

Fig. 4.10 : Recognition Table



4.5; The Recognition Routines

There are nineteen Recognition routines in all, and

these are:

(i) "NAME"

(ii) "LABEL"

(iii) "CONSTANT"

(iv) "INTEGER"

(v) "DECLARATION"

(vi) "VARIABLE"

(vii) "EXPRESSION"

(viii) "PHRASE VARIABLE"

(ix) "MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION"

(x) "COMPARATOR"

(xi) "CONDITIONAL"

(xii) "TERM EX NL"

(xiii) "BRACKETS TERMINATOR"

(xiv) "ROUTINE HEADING"

(xv) "ROUTINE CALL"

(xvi) "SPECIAL NAME"

(xvii) "SHIFT OPERATOR"

(xviii) "OPERATOR"

(xix) "TERMINATOR"

They are all written as conventional routines and have

three common functions:

CiI To scan the symbols in the "input buffer" in an attempt
to match them against a particular syntactic class.
This involves manipulating "input symbol position" in
such a way that if the class is not recognised "input
symbol position" has the same value on routine exit as
it did on entry, and, if the class is recognised,
"input symbol position" is set on exit to point to the
next symbol position after the recognised syntactic sentence.

(ii) To leave a result on the "Analysis Stack". A global
pointer, "astackpointer" is used for this purpose.
In general, this points to the next free location at the
top of the "Analysis Stack". If a given class is not
recognised, then "astackpointer" must be reset on routine
exit to its value on entry. If the class is recognised, then
it must be updated to point to the next free location at the
top of the stack.



(iii) To set the global "recognised" switch, just prior to exit from
the routine to 0, if the class was not recognised, or to
1 if the class was recognised.

RCCT Recognition routines may call one another (but not

recursively). The results, left on the "Analysis Stack" after a

successful call of each Recognition routine are illustrated dia-

gramatically in figure 4.11.

Two Recognition routines are provided for scanning a syntactic

[NAME], viz. the "NAME" and "SPECIAL NAME" routines. [Note that

identifiers and label Identifiers have the same syntactic

definition (see Formal Syntax: in Appendix A), so in the

implementation these have been combined into a single syntactic

class, [NAME] (see Appendix C).] Both of these Recognition

routines scan for a syntactic [NAME], but, whereas the "NAME" routine

simply puts the packed (identifier or label identifier) name form

on the "Analysis Stack", the "SPECIAL NAME" routine performs

some partial semantic processing by substituting the corresponding

identifier plex on the "Analysis Stack" (see figure 4.11).

This, in effect, declares the syntactic [NAME] as an identifier

to the compiler. Hence, the "NAME" routine is invoked during

Syntax Analysis to scan the "input buffer" for either a label

identifier or an identifier, and simply to place a packed name

form on the "Analysis Stack", without declaring it to the compiler.

The "SPECIAL NAME" routine is invoked when it is desired to scan

for an identifier, and to declare the identifier to the compiler.
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NAME

LABEL

CONSTANT

INTEGER

}

}

£
packed name

T
astackpointer

|constant plex f
f
astackpointer

DECLARATION 7
SPECIAL NAMEJ

VARIABLE

EXPRESSION

PHRASE VARIABLE

identifier plex

astackpointer

variable plex

T
astackpointer

expression plex

packed name

*
astackpointer

or

L.
identifier plex

astackpointer astackpointer

MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION i identifier identifier identifier/
plex 1 plex 2 plex i j

T
astackpointer

COMPARATOR

CONDITIONAL

SHIFT OPERATOR j
OPERATOR J

1 code

J where "code" is given by the
astackpointer following table:

code
COMPARATOR = 1

/= 2
< 3
<= 4
> 5
>= 6

CONDITIONAL IF 0

UNLESS 1

OR IF 2
OR UNLESS 3
AND IF 4
AND UNLESS 5

OPERATOR + 1
- 2
&

1
3
4

XOR 5
SHIFTOP. AU 6

AD 7
LU 8

LD 9

Fig. 4.11 : Results left on Analysis Stack by
Recognition Routines
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TERMINATOR

TERMINATOR EX NL }
BRACKETS TERMINATOR

ROUTINE HEADING

ROUTINE CALL

terminator

L_ astackpointer

no, of terminator
brackets

astackpoin^fer

routine plex L
L astackpointer

astackpointer
tag bit - set if the actual parameter (A.P.)

has an "@" prefix

Fig. 4.11 Results left on Analysis Stack by
Recognition Routines (continued)
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The recognition of a [LABEL] i.e. the "LABEL" routine, scans the "input

buffer" for a syntactic [NAME] parenthesised by underline symbols.

The underline symbols are then discarded, and the result left on the

"Analysis Stack" is the result of a call of the "NAME"

routine viz. a packed [label) name form. Label plexes are not

used during Syntax Analysis.

In most cases, it is desirable to perform automatic storage

allocation during Syntax Analysis, e.g. wherever an expression

appears, any undeclared identifiers need to have space reserved

for them. However, in the case of a [ROUTINE HEADING] or [ROUTINE

•CALL],two scans of the syntactic sentence are required:

(i) to check the syntax of the call or heading and construct
the plexes of any embedded parameters, and

(ii) to construct the packed routine name form

Two scans are needed because of the admissibility of embedded

parameters inside a routine identifier and because of the

difficulty of simultaneously constructing two items of varying

length (parameter plexes and the packed routine name) on the same

stack. Note that a further function of the "ROUTINE HEADING"

routine is to check for the presence of a valid routine type

specification followed by a col&n terminator prefixing the

formal routine name.



When scanning a routine call, identifiers and phrase variables

are recognised using the "SPECIAL NAME" and "PHRASE VARIABLE"

routines (in both scans), which cause the corresponding identifier

plexes to be placed on the "Analysis Stack". In the first scan, the

actual parameter plexes are linked together (see figure 4.11), and

in the second scan they are discarded (whilst the packed routine

name is being constructed).

When scanning a routine heading, identifiers and phrase

variables are recognised using the "NAME" routine and the

"PHRASE VARIABLE" routine in conjunction with a global variable,

"phrase variable switch". When this switch is set, scanning of

a phrase variable involves a call of the "NAME" routine to scan the

embedded identifier; otherwise, if the switch is not set (default)

the "SPECIAL NAME" routine is called. So the "phrase variable

switch" is set when scanning for a routine heading. (Note:

the implementation, is not. the same as the "NAME" and "SPECIAL NAME"

routines since the decision to admit phrase variables as formal

parameters was taken at a late stage in the project). Thus, the

first scan of a routine heading collects a set of packed (identifier)

name forms in a linked list on the "Analysis Stack". (delimiter word

and commas being ignored). During the second scan, the "NAME" and

"PHRASE VARIABLE" routines are used in the same way, but this time

the results (of scanning the identifiers and phrase variables) are

discarded.



The reason why, when scanning a routine heading, identifiers

are not declared to the compiler (by looking them up on the

identifier dictionary) is that the routine may already have been

declared, in which case, locations would already have been reserved

to hold formal parameter values (when the routine plex was

constructed). Thus, after the packed routine name has been

constructed, its plex form is substituted for it on the "Analysis

Stack", and the address of the first formal parameter (found

in the routine plex) is "used to construct identifier plexes for the formal

parameter identifiers. Xt is not until this has been done that

the identifiers (formal parameter names) are added to the (local)

identifier dictionary. Finally, note that formal parameter identifiers

have local scope, only, within a routine and that they are always

scalTVrs having storage automatically allocated to hold their values.

A detailed synopsis of the main Recognition routines is

included in their definition (see Appendix F), however, the handling

of routine headings and calls requires some further explanation.

A routine call consists of a string of delimiter words,

commas and actual parameters, which may or may not be marked with

an symbol, and a routine heading is of the same form except that

formal parameters are used in place of actual parameters. The

algorithms used by the "ROUTINE CALL" and "ROUTINE HEADING" routines

are as follows:



Algorithm 4.1: ("ROUTINE CALL")

1. Scan the symbols on the "input buffer"•checking the syntax
and forming a linked list of actual parameter plexes on the
"Analysis Stack". Delimiter words and commas contained
in the call are otherwise ignored during this scan.

2. If syntax is invalid then exit NOT RECOGNISED.

3. Pack routine name format on "Analysis Stack".

4. Substitute the routine plex for its packed name form and exit
RECOGNISED.

Algorithm 4.2 ("ROUTINE HEADING")

1. Scan the symbols on the "input buffer" for valid routine type
specification, constructing a 3-bit tag code if one is
recognised, otherwise exit NOT RECOGNISED.

2. Check for If not there, exit NOT RECOGNISED.

3. Check the syntax, forming a linked list of formal parameter
plexes i.e. packed name forms, on "Analysis Stack". If
syntax check fails, exit NOT RECOGNISED.

4. Pack routine name format on "Analysis Stack".

5. Search routine dictionary for given routine identifier:

(a) If routine identifier is on dictionary, then:

(i) If "defined bit" is already set for the routine
print the warning message REDEFINITION.

(ii) Compare the two type specifications (3-bit tag codes),
and if different, print the error message
ROUTINE TYPE.

Ciii) Set "defined bit" and "currently being defined bit"
of routine plex.

Civ) If there are any formal parameters then construct
plexes for the formal parameter identifiers such
that they refer to the previously reserved storage
locations, then enter the identifiers and plexes
in the Clocal) identifier dictionary.

(b) If routine identifier is not on dictionary, then:

(i) Construct routine plex on "Analysis Stack"
(reserving space for a 3^-word save area if the
routine is BASIC) and add routine identifier and
plex to routine dictionary.

(ii) If there are any formal parameters, then, for
each one, call the "SUBSTITUTE IDENTIFIER PLEX AT p"
routine to reserve storage and enter the identifiers
in the (local) identifier dictionary.



6. Retract "Analysis Stack" to its position at entry to this
routine, then stack the routine plex at the top of the stack.
Exit RECOGNISED.

The Syntax checking of a routine call or heading is performed

by the routine "CHECK RSYNTAX FOR s PARAMETERS GIVING parmcount",

which is handed one input parameter, S = 0 implying to search for

actual parameters, or S = 1 implying to search for formal

parameters, and which returns a value in "S" to determine

whether recognition was successful (S = 1) or unsuccessful (S = 0),

together with the number of parameters involved in the call/heading,

"parmcount". When checking for formal parameters, this routine

uses the "NAME" routine and the "PHRASE VARIABLE" routine with

"phrase variable switch" = 1. When checking for actual parameters,

the "EXPRESSION", "VARIABLE" and "PHRASE VARIABLE" routines are

used to construct the actual parameter plexes on the "Analysis Stack

In addition, the most significant bit of each link word in the

linked list is used as a marker bit to reflect whether or not an

actual parameter was preceded by an symbol. Any link word

having its most significant bit set is thus followed by a variable

plex form (an input/output marked parameter), and any bther actual

parameter plexes are expression plexes. Note that it is possible to

have [PHRASE VARIABLE] as an input-only actual parameter. This

causes a problem since the plex of an input-only actual parameter

must be in expression plex form. The compiler overcomes this by

taking advantage of the fact that a phrase variable plex is an



identifier plex and can thus be used to construct an expression

plex even though a phrase variable cannot be part of a syntactic

[EXPRESSION].

The packing up of a routine identifier is performed by the

routine, "PACK ROUTINE NAME ON ANALYSIS STACK, s", which is given

an input parameter "S", having the same input function as for

the above routine. Again, depending on the type of parameter being

scanned, the "NAME" or "SPECIAL NAME" routine is used to skip

over identifiers contained in parameters. In the packed routine

name format a parameter position is represented by an unprintable

character defined by a global constant, "internal code for parameter",

declared by the compiler.

4.6: The Format Table

This table forms the basis of the Syntax Analyser. It contains

a complete set of the syntax of all valid [RCCT PIECE]'s

that may appear in an RCCT program. An entry in this table has

the form illustrated in figure 4.12. The coded [RCCT PIECE] consists

of a sequence of fullwords containing either terminal symbols

or a non-terminal entry.

A non-terminal entry has its most significant bit set, followed

by a digit in the range 0-40 used to access an entry in the

Recognition Table corresponding to the particular syntactic class.
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word word WQrd

LINK
SERIAL

NUMBER
W n

4 [RCCT PIECE] b

if non-zero points to next element
in list (relative to start of Format
Table). If zero, defines last element
in list.

the serial number associated with the

corresponding semantic (code generation)
routine.

word count of total number of words

used to code [RCCT PIECE].

indicates total number of non-terminal
entries in coded [RCCT PIECE].

Fig. 4.12 : Format Table entry



If a non-terminal entry is followed by the terminal symbol,

then this has a special significance. It implies that the

particular syntactic class being referenced may be repeated an

indefinite number of times, where each occurrence is separated from its

predecessor by a comma.

The initial layout for the Format Table was as a forward

chained linked list of entries, where the [ROUTINE CALL]

[BRACKETS TERMINATOR] entry was the last in the list. However, since

there are forty-two entries in this table it was foreseen that such

an organisation might make recognition or non-recognition of

[RCCT PIECE]'s a lengthy process, so a simple hashing technique

0
was introduced . The table was reorganised into a set of forward

chained linked lists arranged so that each member of a given

set began with the same capital letter. One of these sets contained

all the [RCCT PIECES]'s not beginning with a capital letter.

With such an organisation, the first character on the "input

buffer" could be used to decide which sub-list should be accessed,

by referencing into the hash table within the Format Table.

The hash table consists of a set of twenty-seven entries, where

each entry points to a sub-list, and the position of the entry in the

hash table is associated with a capital letter (one entry being

reserved to point to the non-alphabetically indexed sub-list).

Because of the problem of EBCDIC coding of the alphabetic characters,

the hash table in reality has a length of 41 words c.f. Recognition

Table.



The set of [RCCT PIECE]1s beginning with the syntactic class,

[CONDITIONAL] are grouped into a separate sub-list of their own

since they are a special case of a sub-list whose elements

may begin with any of the letters A(ND) , _I (F) , 0(R) , U(NLESS) .

This sub-list will be searched after searching the sub-lists

associated with "I" or "0", or will be indexed directly from

the hash table entries for "A" or "U". This is because there

are no sub-lists corresponding to the alphabetic characters

"A" and "U", but there are for "I" and "0"'.

As with the straightforward linked list approach, the last

[RCCT PIECE] to be searched for must be the [ROUTINE CALL] [BRACKETS

TERMINATOR] entry. This is catered for by ensuring that the last

entry in each sub-list points to the routine call entry, and that

any unused hash table entries point directly to the routine call

entry. The link part of the routine call entry has the value

zero to indicate that it is the last entry to be searched in a parse

Advantage was taken of the redundant words in the hash table

[due to EBCDIC conventions) to actually place the routine call entry

in one of the "gaps" in the hash table. Another gap is used to hold

one of the conditional [RCCT PIECE] entries. Another word in one of

these "gaps" is used for the non-alphabetic hash table entry used

to access the non-alphabetic sub-list.

Figure 4.13 shows the layout of the Format Table with some

notational differences:
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condit
ional

entry

10 J3
22 jl
19 !1

CHAIN v = e * v

CONDITION NOT SATISFIED y|
CONDITION SATISFIED yj

I 13 !3 | DESTACK v * AT n y 1

7 Jl
8 |2

15 J2
12 [2
15 J4
IP |3

FINISH y]
FINISH nyj
FINISH CURRENT n y)
FINISH EACH n yj
FOR n = e STEP e TO e

FOR n = e TO e a
3

I—* 7 J2 GO AND n y |
6 J2 GO TO n yj

X lO J3 GO TO n * BY e y|

10 ]3 "IF p(i) =_m: |

4|3
2jl
±jL
2 JO
5 !1
4 !1

v = e

1:

(<

3

4lA nl d * nl
4 IB nl h nl

e. GLOBAL nl d * nl
e. ROUTINE nl h nl

8 '3
972

LET p = my
LOCAL: d * y|

6 |2
7 |2
7 <2

NEXT n y]
NEXT * n y
NEXT- n y

110 jo I OTHERWISE:")

9 <2

19 {4
7 <0

PERFORM n y
PRESET ARRAY n(i) = c *~y)

7J1
15 |4
14 |3
12 {2

PPRINTbJ
REPEAT y~)
REPEAT UNTIL efevj
RESOLVE p INTO my)
READ CARD TO e y]

10 j4
5 J2
7 J3
7 J2

11 J3

SET p(i) = m y|
SET v y
SET v = e y
SET NO v y
STACK e * AT n y")

7 |4 u v HAS n x i
5 J3 u NO e x

3 13 u e x

3 »3 u r x

|15!2 WRITE LINE FROM ea

Note: "0" stands for the non-alphabetic hash table entry point

Fig. 4.13 : The Format Table



(i) The "serial number" part of each table entry has been
left blank.

(ii) Links are indicated with an arrow, and an "X" symbol indicates
a link to word 10 containing the routine call entry. All links
are pointers relative to the base of the Format
Table i.e. to the start of the hash table.

(iii) Entries for non-terminals are shown as small letters and
the tag bit associated with the fentry is not shown. These
small letters may be interpretted as abbreviations for the
Recognition routines being indirectly referred to via the
Recognition Table. The relationship between letters
and Recognition routines is as defined in figure 4.9.

4.7 The Parsing Routine

This is the routine, "PERFORM SYNTAX ANALYSIS GIVING RESULT r",

and obeys Algorithm 4.3 defined by:-

Algorithm 4.3

1. Inspect character at "input' symbol position" and use it to

reference into the hash table contained in the Format Table

to select a sub-list of entries to be searched.

2. Attempt a parse according to the entry selected, and

(a) If parsing is successful, then set output parameter "r"
to the value of the serial number associated with the
Format Table entry. Then finish.

(b) If parsing is unsuccessful, then either follow the
Format Table entry's link to the next entry and go to 2,
or, if the link is zero,

(i) Monitor a SYNTAX error message.

(ii) Ship characters on "input buffer" past the next
terminator and set output parameter "r" = -1
(if the "input buffer" requires refilling) or
"r" = -2 (if there are further symbols on the "input
buffer " to be parsed). Then finish.
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When the parsing routine scans a Format Table entry

(see figure 4.12) to attempt a parse, the non-terminal wordcount

"n" is used to reserve a set of "n" pointers on the "Analysis

Stack" corresponding to the top level set of pointers.on a

parse chain. Then the wordcount "w" is used to control a

cycle consisting of scanning the individual words of the coded

[RCCT PIECE] in the Format Table entry. The algorithm used

in this scanning cycle is defined by Algorithm 4.4.

Algorithm 4.4

1. If a word contains a terminal symbol, then compare it with the

symbol at "input symbol position". If the symbols differ,

then the parse of that particular [RCCT PIECE] fails, otherwise, update

"input symbol position" and continue the scanning cycle defined

above.

2. If a word contains a non-terminal symbol, the contents of the

location reserved to hold a forward pointer to this syntactic

class entry (see above) is set to point to the current free

"Analysis Stack" position, then an inspection is made of the

next Format Table entry to see if it contains the specially

significant EBCDIC symbol,

(a) If it does, then the top word ori the "Analysis Stack"
is reserved for an integer count of the number of occurrences
of the particular syntactic class, and a cycle is entered to
repeatedly look for the class followed by a comma (see
note below). If no occurrences of the class are found, the
parse fails* otherwise _the count of class occurrences is
entered in the above mentioned word and the scanning cycle,
defined above, is continued (although the symbol is
now skipped).



(b) If it doesn't then the class is looked for once, only
(see note below). If the class is recognised then
the scanning cycle continues, otherwise the parse fails.

Note:To search for a class, the digit entry in the non-terminal
word position is used to access into the Recognition
Table to obtain the relative base address of the Recognition
routine required. This value is used to transfer
control to the corresponding Recognition routine, and on
returning from this the global variable "recognised" is tested.

If all words in a Format Table entry are processed successfully,

the parse succeeds. Note that the resultant parse chain only

contains entries corresponding to the syntactic classes contained

in an [RCCT PIECE], and in some cases it may thus be empty.

A global variable "plexbase", usually initialised to point to

the base of the empty "Analysis Stack" prior to a call of the parsing

routine, defines the head of a parse tree (or chain).

An example of a parse tree is given in figure 4.14 which

illustrates

(a) the logical parse tree structure, and

(b) its actual "Analysis Stack" coding

obtained by parsing the input statement:

GO TO a, b, c BY x - y + 2;

which is a valid sentence of the [RCCT PIECE]:

GO TO [NAME*/^,^] BY [EXPRESSION][BRACKETS TERMINATOR]



a)Logicalparsetreestructure b)ActualconfigurationonAnalysisStack
Fig.4.14:ParsetreeofGOTOa,b,cBYx-y+2;



CHAPTER 5

SEMANTICS

5.1 Object Program Data Organization

The object program data space generated by the compiler is

called "Program Data Area" (PDA) and is a sequence of 2IjK words

organized according to figure 5.1.

At run-time, two permanently assigned registers are used

to point to the base of the scalar area and the auxiliary data

area. They are referred to at Compile-time as the "base

register" and "constant base register", respectively. The

auxiliary data area, containing the index table and constant

table, together with the preset array table is required during

the compilation of an RCCT program; the index table to hold base

addresses of compiled routines, the constant table to hold the

set of constants referred to by the compiled routines, and the

preset array table to hold all the elements associated with preset

arrays.

Under the present load-and-go testing environment, PDA is

initialised as an array at compile-time. To load elements into

the index, constant and preset array tables at compile-time, the

global variables "index table", "constant table" and "preset array

table" are initialised to point to the start of each respective table,



1Kwords

1Kwords

hKwords

I/Oindex bufferareatable
constanttable

Fig.5.1:ProgramDataAreaConfiguration
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and the globals "current serial number", "current free constant

position" and "current free pa constant position" are used as

relative pointers into each respective table to indicate the

next free location in it.

All user-defined identifiers which require run-time storage

allocation are implemented as "own" variables by having a unique

storage location reserved for them in the run-time scalar area.

The global "next free runtime location" is used as a relative

pointer to the next (as yet not allocated) free run-time scalar location,

and when this value is used to reserve a location for a scalar

by inserting it into the corresponding identifier plex, "next free

runtime location" must be updated accordingly.

Elements in the preset array table are not accessed (at

run-time) by direct addressing (using a base register and displacement),

however, the elements in the scalar area and constant and index

tables are. In the case of run-time scalars, these will be

addressed using the "base register",defined by the compiler, and

a displacement defined in the identifier plex. Index table

elements will be addressed by the "constant base register" and a

displacement defined as the sum of the appropriate current serial number and

the global constant "index area" (the displacement of the start

of the index table from the start of the auxiliary data area).

Constant table elements will be addressed using the "constant

base register" and a displacement defined by the sum of the

relative position of the constant in the constant table together

with the global constant "constant area" (the displacement of

the start of the constant table from the start of the auxiliary

data area).



The I/O buffer area at the base of the auxiliary data

area contains all the data required to perform run-time I/O

operations. (see §5.8).

In addition to PDA, the compiler organises a run-time

stack to be used for routine linking. In the load-and-go

environment this is implemented by arranging for the "rdb

register" (general purpose register 7) to point to a location

in main memory which may be assumed to be the base of the

run-time stack, prior to the execution of the object program.

Since the prime function of the run-time stack is to provide

a dynamic "DISPLAY" of runtime STANDARD routine activation, the

object program must use the run-time stack with care, once a

STANDARD routine has been activated. However, the MAIN

routine of the object program does not place any activation

record on the stack. Hence, the MAIN routine can use the base

of the run-time stack as a run-time data area by initialising

the associated run-time variables to positive values relative to

register 7 (the "rdb register"), and adjusting the value of

register 7.

The activation "DISPLAY" record left on the run-time stack during

the execution of the object program consists of a linked-list of

"activation records". The format of an activation record is

illustrated in figure 5.2a, and a typical run-time stack configuration,

during execution of an object program is shown in figure 5.2b.
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O 1 < words ► 16

register dump

contains "serial number" of STANDARD routine

a) "activation record" format

"rdb register"
»

b) typical run-time stack configuration

Fig. 5.2 : Run-time Stack
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Each time a STANDARD routine is entered at run-time, an

activation record consisting of its serial number (the relative

position in the index table where its base address is stored)

and a dump of all the general purpose register contents, is put

on the top of the run-time stack, then the "rdb register"

is updated to point to the next free location at the top of the

stack, and a back pointer is placed at this location to point to

the previous "level" of the stack. On exit from a STANDARD

routine, the backpointer is used to retract the run-time stack

to its previous "level", and all registers (except register 0

which may contain the result of an IF-routine call) are restored

to their values on entry to the routine.

With this run-time configuration, an RCCT program may have

upto 1024 scalars, upto 707 constants, and up to 200 routines.

In addition, up to 512 preset array elements may be declared.

These storage characteristics should be sufficient for most RCCT

programs, but the compiler has been designed to allow extensions in the

size of the scalar area, constant table and preset array table.

5.2 Object Program Code Organization

At present, all the code generated by the compiler is simply

planted in main memory in the compile-time "codestack". The global

"code address" is used as a pointer to the current free location

at the top of the stack, which is organised as a 10 K-word array.



The compiled code has been designed to be relocatable. This

relocatability was achieved by assigning special functions to

three run-time registers, referred to at compile-time as the "routine

index register", "return register" and "routine base register",

and arranging that all absolute code addresses (base addresses of

routines) are stored in the index table rather than being embedded in

the code. The three named registers are referred to as the routine

linkage registers and the subset obtained by disregarding the

"return register" is known as the set of routine addressing registers

Three other permanent run-time register allocations are

made: the "expression accumulator" is reserved for accumulating the

intermediate and final results of expression evaluation, the

"variable address accumulator" is reserved for evaluating sub¬

expressions of a subscripted variable and the "comparison register"

is reserved as a general purpose register.

Special conventions have been adopted to perform routine linking

(a) Responsibilities of the calling routine:

(i) To evaluate and copy all actual parameters into formal
parameter locations.

(ii) To load the "comparison register" with the base address
of the called routine (stored in the index table).

(iii) To load the "return register" with the return address
in the calling routine, then to pass control to the called
routine (whose address is in the "comparison register").

(iv) To copy back any output parameters from their formal
parameter locations.
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(b) Responsibilities of the called routine:

(i) To store away the routine linkage registers (for a BASIC
routine) or to dump an activation record on the run¬
time stack (for a STANDARD routine).

(ii) To initialise "routine base register" = "comparison register",
"routine index register" = Ojand at the end of the routine:

(iii) To restore old registers and jump to address in "return
register".

A MAIN routine cannot, by definition, be called within a

program, hence, no code is generated at its entry point to perform

routine linking; and the code generated at the end of a MAIN

routine is a Supervisor Call to specify the end of a job-step.

One of the main problems associated with code generation is that

of branching within routines. The linking conventions

outlined above take care of external routine referencing. However,

the IBM/360 architecture is designed so that code referencing

may only be relative to some address by a positive displacement

of 0 - 4095 bytes. The specified address may be defined by the

contents of one register (giving a base/displacement format

address), or the sum of the contents of two registers (giving

a base/index/displacement format address)

The function of the "routine base register" is to point to the

base of the currently-active routine and thereby act as the base

register required for code addressing. This arrangement allows

any routine to be upto 4096 bytes in length and control to be

transferred internally, using the base/displacement form of address,

to and from any point in the routine. However, the amount of
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generated code corresponding to a routine cannot be related

directly to the number of source statements that it contains,

in a satisfactory manner, so it became necessary to allow

routines to generate more than 4096 bytes of code without

errors being caused. The solution, to the addressing problem,

adopted by the compiler, is to generate "code segments" corres¬

ponding to user-defined routines, and to use the base/index/displacement

form of branching address. The function of the "routine index

register" is to act as the index register used for internal

referencing within routines.

A code segment is defined to be a block of up to 4000

bytes of object code. Each routine consists of either a single

(partially full) code segment, or a contiguous sequence of full

code segments (4000 bytes in length) followed by a partially full

code segment. The "routine index register" contains, at run-time,

the displacement of the currently-active code segment from the

start of the currently-active routine. Thus, on entry to a routine,

control starts at the beginning of its first (or only) code segment,

so the "routine index register" is initialised to zero.

All branch instructions may now be thought of as references

to points within the same segment.

During the compilation of a routine, all references generate

a single branch instruction whose address part is incomplete.

The base and index parts of the address are known, but the displacement

part will, in general, be unknown when the instruction is generated.
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All implicit (control) references are filled in as soon as their

displacements (from the beginning of the currently-being-compiled

code segment) become known. Explicit references (defined by GOTO's,

FINISH statements etc.) generate incomplete branch instructions that

are chained together within a code segment until the segment

is completed. A segment will be completed either because a routine

has been fully defined, or because the current code segment exceeds

4000 bytes. In either case, the compiler must plant "segmentation code",

whose function is

(i) To fill in any branch instruction whose referenced
address is known.

(ii) To bring down any incomplete forward (label or control)
references so that the respective branch instructions
will cause control to pass to a section of code (part
of the "segmentation code") which updates the "routine
index register" to refer to the current code segment,
and plants a new branch instruction.

Note Incomplete references found at the end of a routine
cause error condition messages to be output.

Figure 5.3 illustrates how code segments "overlap" to allow

communication between consecutive code segments via the "segmentation

code".

The effect of this segmentation technique is that internal

code segment references involve the execution of a single branch

instruction at run-time, but external code segment references will cause

a sequence of branch instructions, or "hops", to be executed.

The overlapping of code segments implies that the "segmentation

code" planted after a code segment forms the start of the next code

segment. The only exception to this rule is where the "segmentation

code" is being planted at the end of a routine, in which case it

forms part of the last code segment of the routine.
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The routine "COMPLETE BRANCHING BY s" is responsible for

generating "segmentation code". The input parameter "s" is

used to signify whether "segmentation code" is required to complete

the last segment in a routine (s = 0) or to perform automatic

segmentation (s = 1). (See §5.12)

The choice of 4000 as the code segment size implies that there

is a maximum size of 96 bytes allowed for "segmentation code".

This was an arbitrary choice which will allow upto about 40 external code

segment references to be made within any code segment. If the

"segmentation code" between two segments exceeds 96 bytes, the

error message LABEL REFERENCES is output, since this condition

can only arise where a large number of labels are used in a

routine. The user is thus encouraged to use labels sparingly.

Segmentation of code is achieved by manipulation of the global

variables "routine byte count", which indicates the total number

of bytes of code which have currently been compiled within a code

segment, and "index value", which indicates the value that the

"routine index register" must contain when control is in the current

code segment.

An additional global variable may be used by the semantic

(code generation) routines to delay automatic segmentation of

compiled code for limited periods if the contiguity of a

specific code sequence is desired. This is the "segmentation delay

switch", which is initialised by the compiler to zero, to allow

automatic segmentation. Any routine which sets the "segmentation

delay switch" has the responsibility of switching it off again as

soon as possible.
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Having introduced the concept of code segmentation, it is now

possible to refer to the address of any machine instruction within

a routine in terms of an index value (defining the code segment

number) and a displacement (defining the position of the instruction

within that code segment). This format, referred to as the segment/

word address, is used to specify code addresses at compile-time,

and is the format used within the label plex (see figure 4.6) to

describe the address of a point within the currently-being-compiled

routine relative to its starting point.

5.3 Control

Control is implemented in "control lists" which access incomplete

instructions requiring control to be filled in at some point. This

is the function of a list variable, which gives the address in the

compiled code of the last instruction requiring completion at some

later point. The address part of that instruction contains the (self)

relative address of the previous instruction making the same

reference, and so on upto the last instruction in the control list chain

whose address part is zero. A zero valued list variable defines an

empty control list.

A set of information is reserved for each level of compound

statement bracketing. This information is known as a set of

"control data", or a "control data block" (CD block). The format

of a CD block is illustrated in figure 5.4.
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word

backward link

forward link

level status

L.V. 1

L.V. 2

address of start of

compound statement

address of inter-cycle
action code

address of control
variable

where word 0 = backward link to previous CD block

1 = forward link to succeeding CD block

2 » level status, coded as follows:

0 : IMP 4 : IF IMP
1 : IF 5 : OTHERWISE IMP
2 : AND IF 6 : CYCLE IMP
3 : OR IF 7 : EXPECTING OTHERWISE

3 = List Variable giving access to Control List 1,
used for chaining together forward references
in an if-statment, or FINISH EACH references
"in a for-statement.

4 = List Variable giving access to Control List 2,
used for chaining together FINISH CURRENT
references in a for-statement.

5 = Address of start of compound statement, or, for
the top level CD block, gives address of start
of routine (address stored in segment/word format).

6 « Address (in segment/word format) of the "inter¬
cycle action" code generated by a for-clause (see § 5.9)

7 = Address of control variable identifier - consisting
of the first word of the identifiers name plex.

Fig. 5.4 : CD block format
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CD blocks reside on the "Compile Time Stack", and are

implemented using the global variable "current control data"

to point to the base of the CD block associated with the current

compound statement level.

Whenever an opening compound statement bracket is met,

another CD block is created on the "Compile Time Stack", pointed

to by the forward link in word 1 of the previous CD block.

The backward link of the newly created CD block points to the

previous CD block (corresponding to an outer level of compound

statement bracketing). Backward linking is used to release a

CD block when a closing compound statement bracket is met: forward

linking is used to save having to set up a CD block which may

have only recently been released. (When a CD block is released,

on meeting a closing compound statement bracket, the space it

occupied on the "Compile Time Stack" is not recovered until the

end of compilation of a routine - see §5.5).

The top level of control data, which resides permanently on the

"Compile Time Stack" has a slightly different format in that

word 5 contains the address of the start of the routine, and an

additional word precedes this CD block, which holds the list variable

used to chain FINISH instructions together.

Each [RCCT PIECE] except "[LABEL]:" may be classified in terms

of being either a for-clause, a conditional clause, an imperative

statement, or a local declaration. The colon terminator is associated

with a for-clause; the colon or semi-colon terminators may be

associated with a conditional clause; and any number of closing compound



statement brackets, followed by any terminator may be associated

with an imperative statement, or, if standing alone, may be

assumed to follow the null imperative statement. The concept

of level status was introduced to enable syntax checking of

valid if and for-statements to be performed during the semantic

processing phase of compilation, and to aid in the construction

of automatic control referencing.

The top (routine) level of control data has its level status

initialised to zero (IMP) at the start of compilation of each

routine. Similarly, when an opening compound statement bracket is met,

causes a new level of control data to be set up whose level status

is initialised to zero, and the global variable "brackets count"

to be incremented by one. Syntax and control checking is performed

by analysing the context of the currently-being-scanned

[RCCT PIECE], given the old level status and the terminator immediately

succeeding the [RCCT PIECE] (Every closing compound statement

bracket has an implicit newline terminator preceding it). This

analysis may result in a change of level status, and is referred to

as "processing control".

Processing control after a for-clause is performed inside

the semantics routine associated with the for-clause. A check is simply

made that the level status is zero (IMP). If it is not, then no code is

generated for the for-clause and the message UNEXPECTED FOR-STATEMENT

indicates an error condition; otherwise code generation continues.

In either case, the appearance of the for-clause causes the level status

to be set to six (CYCLE IMP) .
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Processing control after a conditional clause (any [RCCT PIECE] beginning

with the class [CONDITIONAL]) is performed in the code generation

routine associated with conditionals. The action taken is to

check the syntax of an if-clause by considering the current

conditional [RCCT PIECE] in the context of the old level status

and the terminator appearing at the end of the conditional

[RCCT PIECE]. The valid syntactic combinations are:

(i) If the conditional clause has the IF/UNLESS form, then
the previous level status must have been "IMP".
It is altered to "IF IMP" when the associated terminator
is a colon, or to "IF" for a semi-colon.

(ii) If the conditional clause has the OR IF/UNLESS form,
then the previous level status can only be "IF" or
"OR IF". It is altered to "IF IMP" for a colon

terminator, or to "OR IF" for a semi-colon.

Ciii) If the conditional clause has the AND IF/UNLESS form,
then the previous level status can only be "IF" or
"AND IF". It is altered to "IF IMP" or "AND IF"

corresponding to a colon or semi-colon terminator, respectively.

If any of the above rules are violated, an error condition

occurs either because of misplacing the if-statement, mixing OR

and AND conditions, or mis-use of punctuation in an if-clause,

and the error message ILLEGAL CONTROL is output.

The control processing involved for an "OTHERWISE" statement

is to check that the level status is "EXPECTING OTHERWISE", in

which case it is altered to "OTHERWISE IMP". Any other level status

causes the error message UNEXPECTED OTHERWISE to be output.



Processing control after an imperative statement is performed

by the "PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE p" routine, which is handed

a pointer, "p", to the "Analysis Stack" entry created by the class

[BRACKETS TERMINATOR], namely, a count of the number of closing

compound statement brackets followed by the appropriate terminator.

Algorithm 5.1 lists the action taken by the PROCESS CONTROL....

routine.

Algorithm 5.1

1. For each closing compound statement bracket:

(a) take control action appropriate for the (implicit)
appearance of a newline terminator

(b) check that global variable "brackets count" is
non-zero. If it is, output the error message
TOO MANY CLOSING BRACKETS; otherwise, subtract
one from "brackets count" and remove a layer of
control data by setting "current control data"
= backward link in current CD block.

2. Take control action appropriate to the final terminator.

The table in figure 5.5 indicates the valid combinations of

(old) level status and terminator, and the corresponding level status

alterations. Any blank entry in this table indicates an error

condition and causes the error message PUNCTUATION to be output,

since these invalid conditions are usually the result of mis-using

terminators.



no

terminator

IMP (O) IMP

newline

IMP

IF (1)

.AND IF (2)

OR IF (3)

IF IMP (4)
EXPECTING

OTHERWISE
IF IMP IMP

OTHERWISE

IMP
(5) OTHERWISE IMP IMP

CYCLE IMP (6) CYCLE IMP IMP

EXPECTING

OTHERWISE

Fig. 5.5 : Level status alterations caused by
PROCESS CONTROL routine



The compiler provides two routines to perform operations on

the control lists associated with the list variables than can appear

in a CD block or label plex. These routines allow additional

branch instructions to be added to a particular control list, or

specify that a particular control list can have all its elements

completed. The routine "ADD a TO 1" assumes that at the code

address pointed to by "a" there is an incomplete branch instruction

whose address part contains all zeros, and the routine adds this

instruction to the control list of similar instructions accessed

by the list variable pointed to by "1". (The control list may be

empty, in which case the list variable at "1" will be zero). The

routine "FILL IN 1 TO a" assumes that "1" points to a list variable

giving access to a (possibly empty) control list, and that "a"

indicates the displacement from the start of the current code segment

to which the branch instructions in the control list should refer.

The action taken is to construct a base/index/displacement form address

using the "routine base register", "routine index register" and "a",

respectively, then to chain down the control list filling in all the

incomplete branch instructions with the constructed address. Finally,

the list variable at "1" is set to zero.
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5.4 Further Syntax

As well as checking for valid syntactic constructs such as

the for-and if-statement, the compiler must check for other structures.

(i) The concept of an [RCCT BLOCK] is implemented by
manipulation of the global variable "instruction count"
through the routine

"CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT switch"

The global "instruction coun^ is initialised to the
smallest negative number (-2 ) and is incremented by
one after processing of each recognised [RCCT PIECE].
The semantics routine associated^ith a global declaration
resets "instruction count " to -2 , whereas the semantic
routine associated with a routine heading sets "instruction
count" to -1. All other [RCCT PIECE] can only appear
in the body of a routine, and to check this condition,
each semantic routine starts by calling the CHECK BLOCK....
routine. This routine inspects "instruction count".
If It is non-negative then the [RCCT PIECE] appears
in the body of a routine and the output parameter "switch"
is set to 1, otherwise the error message SYNTAX is output
and the "switch" set to zero. If this syntax error occurs,
then the calling semantic routine generates no code.

Another use of "instruction count" is to check whether a

local declaration appears at the head of a routine, in which
case its value will be zero. The semantic routine
associated with a local declaration checks this condition
and outputs the warning message DECLARATION POSITIONING
if it is not fulfilled. It then resets "instruction
count" in case any more local declarations appear at the
head of a routine.

(ii) A check must be made that all routines are systematically
accessed in the correct way defined by its type. As well as
the possibility of redefining routines, there is the problem
that when a routine is called before it is defined, it is
assumed to be a STANDARD routine. This means that all
BASIC routines must be defined before they are called. The routine

"TEST ROUTINE p TYPE BY switch"

is passed a pointer to the plex form of a routine call, "p",
and a "switch" value determined by the context of the call.
The routine inspects the routine plex contained in the parse
of the routine call and compares its IF/IMP tag bit with
"switch". If they are the same then the context of the call



is valid, otherwise it is not, and the error message
INVALID ROUTINE CALL is output. This routine is called
by the code generation routines associated with a
routine call or an if-condition routine call.

(iii) The semantic routine associated with the REPEAT
statement checks that at least one closing compound
statement bracket followed the REPEAT statement, and
if not generates the error message NO BRACKET AFTER
"REPEAT".

(iv) When a routine is complete, a check must be made for

(a) undefined labels
(b) unfinished for- or if-statements
(c) unclosed compound statements

This is one of the functions of the routine, "FINISH
OFF PREVIOUS ROUTINE".

5.5 "FINISH OFF PREVIOUS ROUTINE"

This routine is called whenever a master word is recognised.

Its first action is to test "instruction count". If it is

negative, then the master word was preceded by a global

declaration or is the first part of an RCCT program, so no action

is taken: otherwise, a routine preceded the master word, and code

must be compiled to complete the routine. The action taken in this

case is as follows:

(i) The "COMPLETE BRANCHING BY s" routine is called to plant
automatic segmentation code (see §5.2).

(ii) Syntax checks are made for undefined labels etc. and
any error conditions are monitored.

(iii) The control list associated with FINISH references, whose
list variable is stored at the base of the top level of
control data, is filled in to the current code position.



(iv) Code is planted to complete the routine according to
its type specification (see §5.11).

(v) The corresponding routine plex is accessed and its
"defined bit" tag is set, and its "currently-being-
defined bit" tag is switched off.

(vi) The label dictionary is deleted together with the
"local" part of the identifier dictionary.

(vii) A garbage collection is performed on the "Compile
Time Stack" to pack up elements in the routine dictionary
and preset array dictionary, eliminating "holes"
left by labels, (local) identifier dictionary elements
and CD blocks (apart from the top level of control
data).

(viii) The top level of control data is re-initialised.

Three global variables are associated with garbage collection:

"old et stack front", "old routine dictionary tail" and "old

pa dictionary tail". Initially,'the "Compile Time Stack" only

contains the initialised top level of control data, and "old^.
ct stack front" points to the top of the "Compile Time Stack".

Hence the stack is in a compacted form. "old routine dictionary

tail" and "old pa dictionary tail" are set to zero. When a

global declaration is recognised, and identifiers are added to the

identifier dictionary, the semantic routine associated with global

declarations simply updates "global dictionary head" to reflect

the additional items in the identifier dictionary, then it updates

"old ct stack front" to point to the new top of the "Compile

Time Stack". As no other items will have been added to the stack
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since the last (if any) garbage collection, then the stack is still

in a compacted form. However, as soon as a routine has been completed,

the routine and preset array dictionaries must be checked to see if

any new entries have been made which may need shifting down

the stack to remove any "holes". "Old routine dictionary tail"

is used to point to the last compacted routine dictionary element

after the previous garbage collection. Similarly, "old pa

dictionary tail" is used to point to the last compacted preset array

dictionary element. By comparing the two "old" configurations of these

two dictionaries with the current configurations, the FINISH OFF ....

routine ascertains whether any compaction is required, and what

order to perform the compaction. As soon as the garbage collection

is complete, the two "old" dictionary pointers are updated, and

"old ct stack front" is adjusted (as well as "compile time stack

front") to point to the new top of the "Compile Time Stack".

5.6 Preset Arrays

The problem associated with the inclusion of the PRESET ARRAY

statement in the RCCT language is that of initialising run-time

data at compile-time. Space in the run-time "scalar area" is

scarce, so the decision was taken to store all preset array elements

in a separate area, the preset array table. Provisions had to be

made for the array identifiers to point to the associated array bases.
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However, the run-time address of the preset array table will not,

in general, be known at compile-time, so the preset array dictionary

was introduced to keep track of preset array.identifiers during

compilation in order that the corresponding run-time address

constants could be stored in the correct locations prior to execution

of the program. Thus, a preset array identifier is an address

constant whose value is not known till run-time, and the preset

array dictionary contains the relocation information required

to initialise address constants correctly, prior to execution of the

program.

When a PRESET ARRAY statement is recognised, the associated

semantic routine takes the following action:

(i) A location is reserved in the constant table to hold
the address constant corresponding to the array
identifier.

(ii) A corresponding identifier plex is constructed, having, in
its first word the "constant bit" and "preset array
bit" set, and, in its second word, the displacement
from the start of the constant table of the reserved

location to hold the array identifiers address constant value.
The identifier and plex are then added to the identifier
dictionary (a fault being monitored if the identifier
is already present on the dictionary).

(iii) An entry is made in the preset array dictionary.

(iv) The list of constants contained in the PRESET ARRAY statement
are stored in the preset array table (in contiguous locations)
and "current free pa constant position" updated accordingly.

Figure 5.6 illustrates:

(a) the reserved location in the constant table
(b) the corresponding identifier plex
(c) the corresponding entry in the preset array dictionary
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c) preset array dictionary element

Fig. 5.6 : Preset Array Handling
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5.7 The Constant fable

The constant table is used at compile time to hold all the

constants referred to by the object code generated for a given

RCCT program. If different routines require access to the same constant

(at run-time) then both routines will refer to the same storage location

in the constant table. Thus only one copy of each required constant

is kept.

At compile-time, only two routines refer to the constant

table. One is the semantic routine associated with the PRESET

ARRAY statement, and the other is the "ACCESS CONSTANT c GIVING POSITION p"

routine.

When a semantic routine requires code to be compiled to

access an element, it tests the tag bits in the plex of that element

to ascertain whether or not it is a constant ("constant bit" set).

If it is, then the ACCESS CONSTANT.... routine is called. (Note

that a semantic routine makes no distinction between an ordinary

constant plex and a preset array identifier plex). When this

routine is called it is passed one input parameter "c" which is

a pointer to a constant plex. The result parameter "p" passed

back to the calling routine is the displacement of the required

constant or address constant from the start of the auxiliary

data area. To compute "p", the ACCESS CONSTANT .... routine

takes the following action, after checking to see whether the

"preset array bit" of the plex is set:
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(i) If it is, then the second word of the plex contains
the displacement of the required address constant from
the start of the constant table. So the global constant
"constant area", initialised by the compiler and
giving the displacement of the base of the constant
table from the start of the auxiliary data area, is
added to the contents of the second word of the plex to
give "p".

(ii) If it isn't, then the second word of the plex contains an ordinary
constant value. A search is made of the constant table,
starting at its base, and ending at the position indicated
by "current free constant position", to see if the given
constant is already present in the table. If the constant
is found, then its position in the table is used to
construct "p", otherwise, the given constant is added
to the table (at the position indicated by "current free
constant position", which is then updated) and this position
is used to construct "p".

One problem that arises with the technique adopted for reserving

space in the constant table for preset array identifiers (address

constants) is that the reserved location must contain a value, and

care must be taken that this value (which will be altered before

the object program executes) is not accessed as if it were an

ordinary constant (by the ACCESS CONSTANT ... routine). The solution

to this problem was to initialise the constant table at the beginning

of compilation such that it already contains one entry, the constant

zero. Then whenever a location is reserved for a preset array

identifier address constant, this location is set to zero. Now any

attempt by the ACCESS CONSTANT .... routine to find a zero in the

constant table will find the one initialised by the compiler, and

hence no ambiguities will arise.
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5.8 I/O Organisation

At present the compiler allows an RCCT program to read card

images and to write line images (under format control). Reading

is from SYSIPT (the card reader), and writing to SYSOPT (the line

2
printer) . Since I/O operations are machine dependent, and

the decision was made to provide only very primitive I/O operations in the

language, there was the problem of achieving compatibility between code

compiled to perform I/O operations, and other generated code.

2
The IBM conventions for I/O , require that the I/O request is

executed using the appropriate I/O Supervisor-Call instruction;

that certain registers are used for special functions; and that

certain data items are available. All the data required is

initialised by the compiler and stored in the I/O buffer area residing

at the base of the auxiliary data area.

To implement the basic I/O operations, two macros were written

in /360 Assembler code to perform the appropriate operations.

This was then converted into its hexadecimal machine-code

format and stored in two arrays pointed to by the global variables

"read" and "write". Thus the two arrays are included in the

data declarations associated with the compiler.

The arrays are, in effect, treated as parameterless macros

where each macro assumes that:

(i) General purpose register 0 contains the address of a
buffer to be used in the transmission of data.

(ii) All other registers are available for use.
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The code contained in a macro body is relocatable. This

means that either of the "read" or "write" arrays may be copied

directly into the object code without any alterations.

The code generated by the two RCCT I/O statements READ CARD....

and WRITE LINE .... follows the sequence:

(i) Compile code to compute the [EXPRESSION] in the RCCT
statement and store the resultant value in register 0.

(ii) Compile code to save all the registers in a save area
(at the start of the I/O buffer area).

(iii) Copy the corresponding macro into the code stack,
updating "code address" and "routine byte
count" accordingly.

(iv) Compile code to restore the registers from the save area.

The read macro obeys Algorithm 5.2, and the write macro

obeys Algorithm 5.3. The configuration of the I/O buffer area is

outlined in figure 5.7.

Algorithm 5.2 (Performs a read operation)

1. Obtain the absolute address of the next instruction and

store into register 15. (All branching will be relative

to this address).

2. Set up the required parameter list expected for a read

operation, using the input buffer address assumed to be

in register O, and set register 1 to point to the parameter

list (stored in the I/O buffer area).
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3. Call the /360 Supervisor to perform the read operation

to completion.

4. Inspect the specified input buffer and test whether a control

card has been read (card image commences with "/*", "/&"

or "//")•

(a) If one has, then copy the run-time message stored in
the I/O buffer area

JOB CANCELLED DUE TO READ ERROR

to the output listing and call the Supervisor to cancel
the job.

(b) If one has not, then continue since the read operation was
successful.

Algorithm 5.3 (Performs a write operation)

1. Set up the required write operation parameter list using the

output buffer address specified in register O, and set register

1 to point to this list.

2. Call the /360 Supervisor to perform the write operation to

completion.

5.9 Assignment Semantics

Two operations are required during the implementation of an

assignment:

(i) The expression on the right hand side of the assignment must
be computed. The "expression accumulator" is used to
accumulate the partial and final results of evaluating
an expression in strict "left to right" sequence.

$
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(ii) Any variables in subscripted format must have code
compiled to compute the value of the subscript, which will be an
absolute run-time address. The "variable address accumulator"
is used to accumulate the partial and final results of
evaluating a subscript.

The routine which compiles code to compute a subscript value is

the "ACCESS VARIABLE v" routine, which is passed a pointer "v"

to the plex form of a subscripted variable. The routine which compiles

code to evaluate on expression is the "COMPILE CODE FOR EXPRESSION e"

routine, which is passed a pointer "e" to an expression plex. This

routine follows the forward linked chain of operator/operand

pairs, planting code to load the first operand (then to load its

complement if the preceding unary operator is the code for minus) into

the "expression accumulator". Then for each succeeding operator/operand

pair, the operator is used to determine which machine operation is

required to access the particular operand. If the operand is a

subscripted variable, code is compiled (using the ACCESS VARIABLE

.... routine) to evaluate the variable address in the "variable

address accumulator" before code is planted to access the operand

and perform the correct operation. If the operator is a shift operator,

then the succeeding constant operand is shifted down arithmetic two

bit positions to cancel the shift made when the plex was constructed

(see §2.2), and the corresponding shift instruction is planted

which actually incorporates the resulting constant in its structure,

e.g. AU 3. generates the machine instruction

"SLA expression accumulator, 2" (written in /36C>5Assembler
mnemonics, see ).
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All constants which are operands not following shift operators

are addressed using the "constant base register" (but see below),

and all scalars by using the "base register".

The only optimisations made to compiled code are the cases

where the expression has a single positive constant operand of either

(i) zero, in which case a single machine instruction
"subtract register" is planted to clear the "expression
accumulator", or

(ii) less than 4096, in which case a "load address" machine
instruction is generated to load the constant value
into the "expression accumulator".

Note that in either of these cases, the constant operand

is not accessed from the constant table.

Another routine is provided by the compiler to plant code to

perform assignments. This is the "ASSIGN v, e" routine which

obeys Algorithm 5.4.

Algorithm 5.4 (Assignment)

1. If "e" ^ O then it is assumed to point to an expression plex,

so compile code to evaluate the given expression in the. "expression

accumulator", i.e. call the COMPILE CODE .... routine.

2. If "v" = 0 then finish.

3. "v" is assumed to point to a variable plex, so compile code to store

the "expression accumulator" into the given variable as follows:

(a) If the variable is a semantic constant, then monitor a

compile-time fault.
(b) If the variable is a register, then generate a "load register"

instruction.

(c) If the variable is an ordinary scalar, then generate a
"store" instruction.
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(d) If the variable is a subscripted variable, then

(i) Call the ACCESS VARIABLE .... routine to evaluate
the subscript in the "variable address accumulator",
then

(ii) Generate a store instruction to store the "expression
accumulator" at the address indicated by the "variable
address accumulator".

5.lO For-Statement Semantics

The for-statement provided in the RCCT language is implemented

as a static cycle, i.e. the increment and limit expressions are

computed prior to entry into the cycle and their values stored in

hidden locations (in the "scalar area"). The for-statement form

which omits a [STEP CLAUSE] is treated as having an implied increment

of 1 (see §5.14).

The sequence of actions performed at run-time by a for-statement is:

(i) Assign the value of the initial expression to the control
variable.

(ii) Compute and save the increment and limit expressions.

(iii) Compare the control variable with the limit and, if the
increment is positive (negative), branch out of the cycle if the
control variable is greater than (less than) the limit.

(iv) Execute the statements contained in the cycle.

(v) Increment (decrement) the control variable by the positive
(negative) increment and go to (iii). (This is called
the "inter-cycle action" code).

Thus, the jump-out-of-cycle test is made prior to an execution

of the cycle (which implies that if the initial value of the control

variable exceeds (is less than) the limit, then the cycle would

never be executed)-, and the updating of the control variable

is performed after the execution of each cycle.
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To generate code to obey the above sequencing involves

making provisions for two possible end-of-cycle conditions. This

means that the computed value of the increment expression must be

used to set up a particular condition to be tested for at run-time,

and this is costly in terms of the amount of code generated.

Some minor optimisations in code generation can be made when the

control variable is a register synonym, but there is the problem

that three run-time locations (hidden from the user) must be

reserved to store the computed increment and limit values, together

with a code representing the condition to be tested for (known as the

"mask").

Hence, code generation to obey the above sequence of code

involves reserving three scalar locations and planting a lot of

code corresponding to the for-clause. (The inter-cycle action

code, described above, is inserted between (ii) and (iii) and

is preceded by a branch instruction to ignore it when the for-

statement is first entered). However, quite radical optimisations can be

made to the generated code whenever the increment value, and hence the

end-of-cycle testing condition, is known at compile-time. This is

the case when the increment is a positive or negative constant.

When the increment is a positive constant less than 4096, then there is

no need to compute and store this value since it can be added to

the control variable, in the inter-cycle action code, directly,



using a load-address machine instruction. In addition, because the

sign of the increment is known there is no need to compute the branching

condition ("mask" part of the branch instruction) for the end-of-cycle

test, so the scalar location which would otherwise be required to hold

this value, together with the code required to evaluate the condition,

can be saved.

Thus there are eight possible ways to generate code corresponding

to a for-clause. Four of them correspond to the case where the control

variable is a scalar, and four to the case when it is a register synonym.

The actual code generated by the four types of for-statement is summarised

in figure 5.8.

When code is compiled for a for-clause, the forward referencing

instruction to jump to the end-of-cycle is added to Control List 1 of

the current CD block. Any FINISH EACH.... instructions found in the

body of the cycle generate a branch instruction which is added to Control

List 1, and any FINISH CURRENT.... instructions generate a branch

instruction which is added to Control List 2. (A check is made that

these statements lie within the scope of a for-statement having the same

control variable identifier by chaining down the levels of control data

comparing the control variable identifiers with the identifier stored

in the relative CD block entry. This ensures that FINISH EACH/CURRENT....

references are added to the correct Control List as well as checking that

their context is valid.)

The inter-cycle action code has its starting address stored in the

current CD block when the for-clause is compiled. Similarly, the "address"

of the control variable (the first word of its identifier) is stored in

the current CD block. Both these items are cleared from the CD

block by the "PROCESS CONTROL...." routine when the end of the
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a) constant and

O < < 4096

^ Assign n = e^

^ Compute and save e^, call it "limit"

1

branch round inter-cycle-action code

inter-cycle-action code - adds increment
using load address instruction
code to compare n and limit

branch to end of cycle if n > limit

J code for cycle body
} branch to inter-cycle action code

b) e^ constant and
> 4096

c) constant and

e2< O

JAssign n = e^

J Compute and save e^, call it "limit"
Compute and save ecall it "increment"

branch round inter-cycle action code

! inter-cycle action code - adds "increment"to n

}
j
^code for cycle body
J branch to inter-cycle action

| Assign n = e^

j Commute and save e^, call it "limit"

J Commute and save e^, call it "increment"
J

Compare n with "limit"

branch to end-of-cycle if n > limit

branch round inter-cycle action code

} inter-cycle action code — adds "increment"to n

^Compare n with "limit"
Jbranch to end-of-cycle if n < limit
^code for cycle body

|branch to inter-cycle action code

Fig. 5.8 : Code generated by FOR n = e^ STEP e^ TO e^
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d) e2 undetermined at
compile-time

Assign n = e

Compute and save e^, call it "limit"
Compute and save ecall it "increment"

Compute and save "mask" from sign of
"increment"

branch round inter-cycle action code

branch to end-of-cycle; condition part
set to zero

inter-cycle action code

compare n with "limit"

code to use "mask" to execute jump-out-
of-cycle branch instruction

code for cycle body

branch to inter-cycle action code

Fig. 5.8 : Code generated by FOR n = e1 STEP e2 TO e^: (continued)
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for-statement is reached. At the same time, a branch instruction is

added to Control List 2 (to cause a branch to the inter-cycle action

code when a cycle has been completed), then both Control Lists are

filled in, and their list variables set to zero.

Note that figure 5.8d uses a dotted line notation to show

how an Execute instruction is used to execute a one-instruction-

sub-routine consisting of the end-of-cycle testing branch •

5.11 If-Statement Semantics

Only one semantic routine is used to generate code for an

if-clause. It has to plant code to compute the various conditions

that can appear after an "IF", and to determine that a sequence of

conditional [RCCT PIECE] form a valid if-clause.

Every conditional [RCCT PIECE] is reduced to the form (see §5.14):

[CONDITIONAL][EXPRESSION][COMPARATOR][EXPRESSION][TERMINATOR EX NL]

and code must be compiled tp evaluate the condition. This code

has the form:

Compute the expression on the left hand side of the
[COMPARATOR] in the "expression accumulator", then
store this result in the "comparison register".

If the expression on the right hand side is the constant
zero, then plant an instruction to test the sign of the
value in the "comparison register", otherwise, plant
code to compute the right hand expression and to
compare the results held in the "comparison register"
and "expression accumulator".

Plant an incomplete branch instruction which tests for the
[COMPARATOR] condition, and add this instruction to Control
List 1 of the current CD block.

The condition to be tested for can depend on the form of

[CONDITIONAL] present, its context in an if-clause (determined by

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
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inspecting the level status) and the terminator at the end

of the conditional [RCCT PIECE].

Incomplete control references generated during compilation

of an if-clause are filled in when their reference address is

known. The semantics of an OTHERWISE: statement is an example

of this, where Control List 1 can be filled in and another

incomplete forward reference is added to it.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the code generated for the various

forms of if-statement.

5.12 Code Generation

At present, object code is planted in the codestack by the

"PLANTCODE i, r, d, x, b"

routine, which is given five input parameters:

(i) "iH specifies a machine operation code. (The compiler
declares a set of semantic constants corresponding to
machine instructions, and this parameter will be one of these
semantic constants at the call of this routine)

(ii) "r" identifies the first (register) operand of the
instruction.

(iii) "d" specifies the displacement part of a second operand
having a base/index/displacement form address (an RX-type
instruction), or the displacement part of a second operand
having a base/displacement form address (an RS-type instruction),
or identifies the second (register) operand of an RR-
instruction.

(iv) "x" identifies either the index register used in an RX-type
instruction second operand specification, or the third
(register) operand in an RS-type instruction, or is
undefined for an RR-type instruction.

(v) "b" identifies the base register used to specify the
address of a second operand in either an RX- or RS-
type instruction, or is undefined for an RR-type instruction.
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a) IF condition :

b) IF condition :

c) IF condition 1?
d) IF condition 1;
e) IF condition 1;
f) IF condition 1;

statement

statement : OTHERWISE : statement

OR IF condition 2; OR IF condition 3: statement
OR IF condition 2; OR IF condition 3: statement 1: OTHERWISE:
AND IF condition 2; AND IF condition 3: statement statment 2
AND IF condition 2; AND IF condition 3 J statement 1: OTHERWISE:

statement 2

a)

c)

compute condition

branch on condition false

statement

b)

compute condition 1

branch on condition true

compute condition 2

branch on condition true

compute condition 3

branch on condition false

statement

d)r

compute condition

branch on condition false

statement 1

branch unconditionally

statement 2

compute condition 1

branch on condition true

compute condition 2

branch on condition true

compute condition 3

branch on condition false

statement 1

branch unconditionally

statement 2

e) compute condition 1

branch on condition false

compute condition 2

branch on condition false

compute condition 3

branch on condition false

statement

f)

compute condition 1

branch on condition false

compute condition 2

branch on condition false

compute condition 3

branch on condition false

statement 1

branch unconditionally

statement 2

Fig. 5.9 : Code generated by if-statement
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For an explanation of RR-, RX- and RS- type instructions,

see . The action taken by the PLANTCODE .... routine is:

(i) the operation code "i" is used to identify the length
of the required instruction (the set of /360 instructions
which can be generated by the compiler may be either
2 or 4 bytes in length).

(ii) the specified machine instruction is constructed and
placed at the top of the codestack.

(iii) "code address" and "routine byte count" are updated by the
length, in bytes, of the planted instruction.

Notably, the PLANTCODE .... routine performs no checking, such as

testing whether the scalar area or constant table has overflowed

(indicated by the condition "d" > 4096). This checking is

performed at a higher level in the code planting "hierarchy".

The routines that generate machine code form a hierarchical

structure, with the PLANTCODE .... routine at the bottom and the

semantic (code generation) routines at the top of the structure.

Figure 5.10 illustrates this in terms of the actual routines

involved, and with reference to this figure:

(i) At top level are the semantic routines. To generate code,
these routines use the PLANT .... routine, which has the same

parameter list as the PLANTCODE .... routine. Routines
at this level are aware of the automatic segmentation
techniques and can delay automatic segmentation using the
"segmentation delay switch". This switch is typically
set when contiguity of a sequence of generated instructions
must be guaranteed. However, any routine which sets the
switch must switch it off again before finishing.
The compiler initialises the switch to be off (zero). The
FINISH OFF .... routine is a special semantic routine
which specifically wishes to avoid automatic segmentation,
since the amount of code it generates is small, and the bulk
of the work involved in automatic segmentation is performed
by a call of the COMPLETE BRANCHING .... routine. Any routines
generating code below this level use the PLANTCODE ....
routine.'



FINISHOFF....routine
PLANTroutine

COMPBRANCH
PERFORMSEGMENT

i

PLANTCODE....routine
SemanticRoutines
level1 level2 level3 level4 level5

Fig.5.10:Hierarchyofcodegenerationroutines

CjJ
Ln
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(ii) At level two is the PLANT .... routine which simply passes
its parameters to the PLANTCODE .... routine if either the
"segmentation delay switch" is set, or the "routine byte
count" does not exceed 4000. Otherwise, the input parameters
are saved, automatic segmentation is invoked by calling
the "PERFORM SEGMENTATION PROCEDURE", then the saved
parameters are used to call the PLANTCODE .... routine,
as before.

(iii) At the third level is the automatic segmentation routine
"PERFORM SEGMENTATION PROCEDURE" which calls the

COMPLETE BRANCHING .... routine, then plants an
instruction to update the "routine index register",
increments "index value" by 4000 and decrements
"routine byte count" by 40O0. This has the effect of
declaring a new code segment to continue on from the
previous one.

(iv) At level four the COMPLETE BRANCHING routine has the
responsibility of filling in any incomplete branch instruction
whose reference address is already known, of filling in any other
Cforward) references to the current top of the codestack,
and planting the appropriate instructions to update the
"routine index register" and branch again. This code is the
segmentation code. The process involves checking the list
variables associated with any labels or Control Lists.
A non-zero list variable implies that there is at least one

incomplete branch instruction to be filled in. In the
case of a Control List (including the control list associated
with FINISH instruction references) or an undefined label
reference, the branch instruction is a forward reference
to an (as yet) undefined point, so all instructions
accessed by the particular list variable are filled in to point
to the current free code position on the codestack, then
code is planted to update the "routine index register" and
branch again. The list variable is then updated to point to
this single branch instruction. In the case of references
to points defined in the old code segment (the one being
completed), the address parts of all referencing instructions
can be filled in to directly refer to the referenced point,
without necessitating a"hop", and the appropriate list variables
can be set to zero. A reference to a point defined in a

previous code segment involves filling in these branch
instructions to point to the current free code position,
then planting code at this position to load the "routine
index register" with the index value associated with
(identifying) the code segment containing the referenced point,
and planting code to branch to that point, then setting the
list variable to zero.
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The COMPLETE BRANCHING .... routine has one input parameter
used as a switch to determine whether it was called by the
FINISH OFF .... routine or the automatic segmentation
routine. When the call is to perform automatic segmentation,
the actions described above are taken, but when the call
is to complete compilation of a routine there are two main
differences:

(a) Incomplete forward references are noted and will cause
one of the following error messages to be output,
depending on the type of reference:

UNDEFINED LABEL

INCOMPLETE FOR-STATEMENT

INCOMPLETE IF-STATEMENT

If any of these messages are output, then the
routine terminates without executing b).

(b) The Control List associated with FINISH instructions
(if any) is filled in to the current codestack position,
but no code is generated at that address. The
FINISH OFF .... routine will plant code to finish
off the routine at this address.

Note that, because of (b), the list variable associated with
the FINISH Control List is the last list variable inspected
by the COMPLETE BRANCHING .... routine. Also, if no

segmentation code is required at a code segment boundary, then
at run-time the boundary will be crossed due to normal
sequencing of code. Otherwise, a branch instruction must
be generated prior to the segmentation code to cause run¬
time sequential control to "hop" over the segmentation
code.

(v) At the bottom level of the code planting hierarchy is
the PLANTCODE .... routine.
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5.13 Code generated by remaining basic statements

REPEAT statements and goto's simply generate a branch

instruction. In the case of a REPEAT, a check is made that the

statement is followed by at least one closing compound statement

bracket (if not, an appropriate error message is output) and a

check is made that the address of the starting point of the compound

statement, held in the current CD block, is in the same code

segment as the REPEAT statement (this address being held in the

segment/word form). If a segment boundary has to.be crossed

(by a REPEAT branch), an instruction is planted to update the

"routine index register" prior to planting a complete branch instruction.

A goto generates one incomplete branch instruction which is not filled

in until segmentation code is planted. Note that the implementation

of a REPEAT always generates a backward reference.

The incomplete branch instruction generated by a goto is added

to the Control list associated with the particular label.

Figure 5.11 illustrates the code generated to perform routine

linkage, and figure 5.12 shows the code generated by the six

remaining basic statement forms which have not already been defined:

(i) GO TO [NAME*/§,3] BY [EXPRESSION]

(ii) STACK [EXPRESSION */§,§] AT [NAME]

(iii) DESTACK [VARIABLE */§,§] AT [NAME]

(iv) PERFORM [NAME]

(v) FINISH [NAME]

(vi) {^g0LVE^ [PHRASE VARIABLE] {^q} [MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION]



BASIC

MAIN

codetostoreactivationrecord onrun-timestack codetoinitialiseroutine addressingregisters codetorestoreregistersfrom activationrecordonrun-timestack branchtoaddressin"returnregister"
a)routineentryandexitcode

codetocomputeanyactualparametersandstoretheminformalparameterlocations codetoload"comparisonregister"withaddressofcalledroutine(foundintheindextable) codetoloadreturnaddressinto"returnregister"andbranchtoaddressin"comparisonregister" codetocopyanyoutputparametersbackfromtheirformalparameterlocations b)routinecallcode
Fig.5.11:Codegeneratedtoperformroutinelinkage?codetosave3routinelinkage [registersinprivatesavearea

I codetoinitialiseroutine Jaddressingregisters

nocode generated

codetorestore3routinelinkage registers

i

supervisorcall tospecifyend- of-job-step

branchtoaddressin"returnregister"
u>

KD
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a) GO TO [NAME *] BY [EXPRESSION]

^ code to compute the expression

segmentation
delayed

code to load absolute address of next instruction
into "variable address accumulator"

code to branch forward using "expression accumulator"
as an index, and "variable address accumulator" as
a base

list of branch instructions equivalent to a list of
GO TO references to the list of named labels.

b) STACK [EXPRESSION */[,3] AT [NAME]

!code to load "comparison register" with scalar [NAME],then "comparison register" is used as an "index",
otherwise, the [NAME] register is used as an "index".

J code to compute first expression in "expression accumulator"
I store result in address indicated by "index" register
Jwith displacement O.

code to compute succeeding expressions (if any) and
store in consecutive locations indexed via the "index"

register".
4

|code to update "index" register by correct displacement.
] if [NAME] is a scalar requiring automatic storage
[allocation, code to store "comparison register" into
/[NAME].

c) DESTACK [VARIABLE */[,]] AT [NAME]

lcode to load "comparison register" with [NAME] if it is
J scalar (as above)

Icode to subtract correct displacement from "index"
jregister.

Icode to store "index" register in [NAME]if it isscalar.

[code to load "expression accumulator" with first value
Jpointed to by "index" register.

|code to store result in first [VARIABLE].
/code to load successive values and store in
^successive [VARIABLE]'s.

Fig. 5.12 : Code generated for basic statement forms
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d) PERFORM [NAME]

segmentation
delayed

L:

code to compute run-time address of "L" and
store this address into the scalar [NAME].

jbranch to label [NAME],
code to reset the "routine index register"
to refer to current code segment.

e) FINISH [NAME]

(code to load "comparison register" with scalar[NAME]

[branch to address in "comparison register".

f) { T [PHRASE VARIABLE] {— 1 [MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION]
RESOLVE INTO

If the [PHRASE VARIABLE] identifier is "p" and the list of
phrase variable identifiers in the [MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION]
are "pi", "p2",...."pn", then the code compiled is equivalent
to the sequence of assignments: pi = p(l); p2 = p(2);....;pn = p(n)
except that "p" is used as an index to optimise the assignment code
generated, since the value of "p" need only be loaded once.

Fig. 5.12 : Code generated for basic statement forms (continued)
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Note that the code generated by a PERFORM [NAME] statement, say,

is an example of a sequence of code which must be contiguous.

Hence, the "segmentation delay switch" is set during the code

generation for this statement. (In this case, contiguity is

required since a relative run-time address is required).

5.14 The Primaries

The Primaries are the set of RCCT statements which are,

in effect, macros standing for special sequences of basic statements.

However, RCCT contains no explicit macro definition structure,

so a method was devised to simulate this feature. The solution

adopted was to place elements into the Format Table, manually,

so that the Primaries are included in the definition of the syntax

of valid [RCCT PIECE]'s. Semantic routines were then written

whose function is to manipulate the elements in the resultant

parse-tree structure into new parse-trees having a form compatible

with the corresponding sub-statements for which the Primary is

an abbreviation. The appropriate sub-statement semantic routines

are then called. For an example of this technique see the

"SIMPLE FOR STATEMENT" routine included in Appendix F.

When the Syntax Analyser parses an [RCCT PIECE], the result

is a parse tree on the "Analysis Stack" whose head is indicated

by the global "plexbase" (see §4.7). If the [RCCT PIECE] is a Primary

then the corresponding semantic routine takes the following action:
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(i) A new parse tree is constructed at the top of the
"Analysis Stack" corresponding to the first sub-
statement in the macro-expansion of the Particular
Primary.

(ii) "plexbase" is set to point to the head of the new parse
tree.

(iii) The appropriate semantic routine is called.

This cycle is then repeated for any further sub-statements

in the appropriate macro-expansion.

e.g. the Primary: NEXT * [NAME]

whose macro-expansion is: ['NAME] = [NAME] (1)

appears in the Format Table as: NEXT * [NAME][BRACKETS TERMINATOR]

and the parsing routine generates the parse tree defined in figure

5.13a on the "Analysis Stack". Figure 5.13b shows the configuration

of the "Analysis Stack" after the semantic routine has re-arranged

the parse, altering "plexbase" to point to a new parse tree. The

semantic routine then calls the assignment semantic routine which

expects (and finds) "plexbase" to point to the parse tree

associated with an assignment statement.

Figure 5.14 illustrates the macro-expansion of each Primary statement

form i.e. identical code will be generated if the macro-expansion

sequences appear in place of the Primaries. (Note that the small

letter abbreviations for class names referred to in figure 4.9 have

been used).

With reference to figure 5.14 note that if the SET [PHRASE VARIABLE]....

Primary appears in an RCCT program, the assumption is made that the

program has already defined a global identifier called "main stack front",

and that this global will point to the top of a run-time stack

defined by the program.



1

packedname

bracketsterminator
75"

plexbase

astackpointer

a)ParsingroutineoutputonAnalysisStack
r

i

V

I
I

packedname

?

I

bracketsterminator

nameplex

expressionplex ofname(l)

plexbase

astackpointer

b)AnalysisStackconfigurationwhencontrolpassestotheassignmentsemanticsroutine Fig.5.13:Exampleofparse-treemanipulationperformedwhenNEXT*[NAME][BRACKETSTERMINATOR]isrecognised
h*
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Primary

SET v

SET NO v

NEXT n

NEXT-n

NEXT*n

u v HAS n x

u NO e x

u e x

u r x

REPEAT UNTIL efe

CONDITION SATISFIED

CONDITION NOT SATISFIED

IF p (i) =_ m :

SET p(i) = m

Macro-expression

v = 1

v = O

n = n + 1

n = n - 1

n = n (1)

u v&n /= O x

u e = O x

u e /= O x

r ; u reg.O /= O x

UNLESS efe : REPEAT

reg.O = 1; FINISH

reg.O = O; FINISH

(register zero
used as a boolean

switch)

yregister zero used
[as a boolean switch

IF (p) = i : LET p =_ m;

p = main stack front;
STACK i, p1# p2,...,pn
AT main stack front

(where "m" contains the
"n" phrase variables
Pi> P2Pn^

Fig. 5.14 : Macro-expansion of Primaries



5.15 The "PROCESS STATEMENT" routine

The main program of the compiler is simply concerned with

initialising and declaring workspace and data items required during

compilation. As soon as this initialisation has been completed,

control passes to the "PROCESS STATEMENT" routine which is the

driving routine of the compiler and obeys Algorithm 5.5.

Algorithm 5.5

1. Call the Lexical Analyser to initialise the contents of the

"input buffer".

2. If the global variable "endmet" is non-zero, then

(a) Print the error message END OF PROGRAM UNSPECIFIED
(b) Call the J360 Supervisor to cancel the job

3. Reset the "Analysis Stack" by setting "astackpointer" to

point to its base, then set "plexbase" = "astackpointer".

4. Call the parsing routine.

5. If parsing is successful, then use the output parameter from the

parsing routine to access the corresponding semantic routine,

and execute this routine.

6. If the "input buffer" needs refilling, call the Lexical Analyser.

7. Go to 2.

5.16 The "TRANSFER CONTROL" routine

This routine is entered when the Lexical Analyser finds that

it has just read in the master word END OF PROGRAM which should

delimit the end of a valid RCCT program (see §3.4). The function

of this routine is:
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(i) To check that all referenced routines have been defined,
by scanning all the entries in the routine dictionary
checking that each routine plex has its "defined bit"
set. For any undefined routine, the error message
UNDEFINED ROUTINE is output.

(ii) To check that a MAIN routine has been defined. The
semantic routine associated with routine headings at
present sets a global variable called "start address" to
hold the entry point of any MAIN routine. This global
is initialised by the compiler to zero and overwritten
each time a MAIN routine heading is found. Hence, the
TRANSFER .... routine simply checks that "start address"
is non-zero. If it is zero, the error message
NO MAIN ROUTINE SPECIFIED is output.

(iii) To check whether the program is executable (which it
should be if the "compile time fault detector"
has not been set). If it is not, then an appropriate
message is output (see Appendix B) and if the "codedump
switch" is set, a call is made of a routine, called "DUMPCODE",
which prints out the generated code in hexadecimal and assembler
format. Then the job is cancelled. If the program is executable
an appropriate message is printed (see Appendix B) and,
after performing the above codedump if the"codedump switch"
is set, action is taken to transfer control to the object program

In the current load-and-go testing environment, the action taken

to run a program is as follows:

(i) Check that the index table entries contain the correct run¬
time routine base addresses.

(ii) Use the preset array dictionary elements to initialise the
appropriate address constants in the constant table.

(iii) Initialise the run-time registers.

(iv) Having loaded the base address of the MAIN routine into
the "routine base register", transfer control to this address.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

6.1 Development of the Compiler

There have been three distinct stages in the development

of the compiler:

(i) Design
(ii) Coding
(iii) Testing

The Design stage has been summarised in §1.2. The Coding

Stage turned out to be trivial since the translation of RCCT

into PL360 was almost on a one-to-one code generation ratio.

However, it was decided that the Testing should be as rigorous

as possible, to minimise (or attempt to eliminate) the presence

of bugs. Most of the faults found were due to erroneous trans¬

lation from RCCT to PL360, resulting in syntax violations.

Testing the compiler routines was undertaken in a modular

fashion in five stages:

(i) I/O and Lexical Analysis
(ii) Syntax Analysis
(iii) Semantic Processing (code generation)
(iv) The Primaries
(v) Executing compiled programs

In the first stage, the set of output routines were written and

tested before the Lexical Analyser. The latter is a fairly complex

routine which had to be thoroughly debugged before further testing

could proceed. However, once this stage was completed the compiler

had the ability to read and list card images and prepare the correct

input for the Syntax Analyser.



Stage two involved first testing all the basic Recognition

routines, ensuring that the top-down fastback algorithm was

implemented correctly. Then came the tedious task of constructing

the Recognition and Format Tables (manually) and adding them to the

compiler data declarations. The Parsing routine was then coded

and thoroughly tested. At this point in the development, the

compiler had the ability to construct the parse-tree forms expected

by the code generation routines.

Testing the code generation was performed in two phases:

Ci) Generated code was listed on the line-printer
(ii) Generated code was placed in the "codestack"

This involved testing all the basic semantic routines and all

the routines in the code generation hierarchy except PLANTCODE....

(see §5.12), in the first phase. In this phase, PLANTCODE....

simply constructed and printed line images. Once it was decided

that each basic statement form (as opposed to Primaries) was

generating the expected code, PLANTCODE .... was altered, and,

in the second phase, retested in its final form. At this point

in the development, the compiler was generating a complete program

which only remained to be executed.

The fourth stage involved "plugging-in" the Primary rRCCT PIECE]'

into the Format Table and checking the code generated by them.

Since the Primaries are simply concerned with creating different

parse-tree forms on the "Analysis Stack", and the semantic routines

they call were already tested, this stage was concerned primarily

with checking the validity of the generated parse-trees.
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The final stage of development was actually running test

programs. Appendix E lists some test programs together with

their output and an indication of the size and speed of execution.

Throughout the testing, the main problem has been the construction

of test data sufficiently complex to cover all possible cases. Each

stage of development has involved greater complexities in this

problem, culminating in the execution of compiled programs. Whilst

testing has been as thorough as possible, there is always the

possibility that bugs may still exist. However, because of the power

of the design language, the basic structure of the compiler is sound,

and hence its integrity should be high.

6.2 Problems associated with the /360 architecture

Two main problems were found during the implementation of

the compiler:

(i) The System /360 branch-to-address instruction
(ii) The byte-addressability of the /360.

The /360 branch-to-address instruction always denotes its

address in the base/index/displacement format with a positive

displacement of <4096 bytes. Thus, it specifies a forward branch

of up to 4096 bytes relative to a location specified as the sum

of the contents of two registers. Ideally, a forward or backward

branch with no limit on the length of jump is required. However,

since one is not available, a device was introduced to obviate the

problem of "long" forward, or backward jumps. This was the

segmentation of code and the execution of "hops" (multiple jumps)

at execution time (see §5.2).



The byte-addressability of the /360 causes problems when

implementing a word-oriented programming language. The solution

adopted was the conversion of certain constant forms to multiples

of four. However, this necessitated the introduction of an imple¬

mentation-dependent constant, the hexadecimal bit-pattern constant

(see §2.2). Even so, the problem is not hidden from the RCCT

programmer because of the I/O facilities. It is a programs

responsibility to convert card images read in in packed EBCDIC

format into a compatible form i.e. each card image contains

four eight-bit EBCDIC characters per word and these must be

processed with care. Similarly, output line images must be

converted into packed EBCDIC format (see §2.4).

6..3 Compatibility with the /36Q Operating System

In the current load-and-go testing environment, the only

interface between an RCCT object program and the /360 Supervisor

program is during an I/O operation. The function of the I/O macros

(see §5.8) is to achieve compatibility between object program

register conventions and system conventions.

The whole configuration of an RCCT object program and the

associated object program data space completely ignores standard

IBM conventions for generating object programs. The standard

convention is that each routine is compiled as a separate unit.

However, this has the disadvantage that each compiled routine must

necessarily include relocation information, its local constants,



and information about external references (address constants).

The philosophy adopted by the RCCT compiler is that all (routine)

base addresses are stored in one compact data area (the index

table), and all constants are stored in one compact data

area (the constant table). The only relocation information required

is held in a simple list (the preset array dictionary). Hence

the code corresponding to a routine is completed at compile-time

and does not require any alterations prior to execution.

6.4 Conversion to a Standard Compiler

In its final form, the RCCT compiler will be converted from

a load-and-go machine into a standard compiler. This implies that

the output from the compiler should be in a form familiar to the

Operating System. The proposed solution is that the output is

organised into a sequential data set whose configuration is as

shown in figure 6.1. Referring to this figure:

(i) The Initialisation Routine will be a section of code
constructed by the compiler and preceded by a word
containing the length of the data set (see below).

(ii) The PADICT will consist of the list of single word
elements found in the preset array dictionary at the
end of compilation, followed by a word containing
a zero.

When a program is deemed to be executable, the "TRANSFER CONTROL"

routine will have the responsibility of converting the compiler output

into this configuration and copying it out onto disc as a sequence of

360-byte blocks, where the word preceding the Initialisation Routine

contains a count of the total number of blocks needed. Now, to
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Fig. 6.1 : Output from proposed standard compiler
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Fig. 6.2 : Main Memory configuration at start of
execution of object program
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execute the object program, a small (mini-loader) routine

is required whose function will be:

(i) To copy the first block of the disc data set into main
memory.

(ii) To find out (from the block count) how many more

(360-byte) blocks are needed.

(iii) To copy the remainder of the data set into main
memory (so that the entire data set occupies contiguous
locations).

(iv) To transfer control to the Initialisation Routine.

The Initialisation Routine must:

(i) Initialise the run-time registers.

(ii) Convert all index table entries to absolute run-time
addresses (see below).

(iii) Use the preset array dictionary elements to initialise
any preset array address constants, which will be
contained in the constant table.

(iv) Transfer control to the main program (contained in the
object program).

When control is transferred to the main program, the configuration

of the RCCT program and addressing registers will be as in figure 6.2.

(Note that the space occupied by the PA DICT will be used to define

the start of the run-time stack).

The remaining alterations required in the compiler are:

(i) Instead of storing absolute base addresses in the index
table at compile-time, logical i.e. relative addresses
should be inserted (see note below).

(ii) At the end of compilation, the preset array dictionary
(list) elements should be appended to the object program
and the final entry in the index table should be a relative
pointer to this list.
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(iii) On recognising a MAIN routine, instead of setting "start
address" to be the absolute address of the base of the

MAIN routine

(a) Set "start address" = 1 (as a switch to indicate
that a MAIN routine has been found).

(b) Insert the serial number of the routine into the
Initialisation Routine (which will be held as a data
array at compile-time). The Initialisation Routine
will use this value to transfer control to the main program.

Note:Because an object program may generate an arbitrary amount

of code, re-arrange the codestack as a 2 - or 3K word array,

and at the end of compilation of a routine, copy out as many

blocks of the codestack as possible into the disc data set,

and shift the remainder of the code to the base of the codestack,

updating the codestack pointer "code address" accordingly.

6.5 Concluding Remarks

The concept of compiler directives (see §3.4) has been borrowed

from the PL360 language compiler where it was found extremely useful during

program development. It is therefore suggested that the present (single)

compiler directive be replaced by the following set of four

directives (where underlining indicates the default value):

(i) EDUMP to specify that at the end of each routine, a
ENODUMP codedump is made of all the machine code generated

corresponding to that particular routine (or
that codedumps should not be made) onto the line
printer.

(ii) ELIST to specify that the input to the compiler should
ENOLIST (or should not) be listed on the lineprinter.
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If it is found that the constant table and/or scalar area

and/or preset array table are too small, then an alternate

version of the compiler could be constructed in which the scalar

area was extended by IK words (a further segment), and/or the

constant table by IK words, and/or the preset array table by a

sufficiently large area. Then,the PLANTCODE .... routine would have the

additional function of checking each instruction requiring a

displacement part. If any displacement exceeds IK words, then

IK words would be subtracted from it, and the data base register

would be altered to refer to the next data segment i.e. another data

register is required. This implies that one or two further

permanent run-time register assignments would have to be made

to refer to the extra data segment(s), and hence the users register

availability would be further restricted. Also, the Initialisation

Routine (§6.4) would need to be altered to take account of the

resulting enlargement in the Program Data Area.

Another useful extension to the compiler would be the inclusion

of further statements to allow I/O operations to and from disc and tape.

At present, the machine*generated by the compiler, "the object compiler",

only allows input from one source and output to one destination.

The input source must be a device transmitting 80 - byte records, i.e.

it may be exclusively either a tape unit or card reader. The output

must, effectively, be in 133 - byte (formatted) line image records.

For compatibility with the system, the following set of I/O statements

oould be implemented:

* i.e. virtual machine.
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Statement No of bytes transmitted I/O device (and suggested unit)

READ CARD TO e 80 card reader (SYSIPT)

READ TAPE TO e 80 magnetic tape unit (SYS002)

READ DISC TO e 360 disc (SYS004)

WRITE LINE FROM e 133 line printer (SYSOPT)

WRITE CARD FROM e 80 card punch (SYSPCH)

WRITE TAPE FROM e 80 magnetic tape unit (SYS003)

WRITE DISC FROM e 360 disc (SYS006)

The implementation of each additional I/O statement would be

in the same form as the two present statements i.e. additional I/O

macros would have to be designed, and the additional statements

would have to be added to the Format Table.

Register usage and memory configuration of the RCCT compiler

and of an object compiler are summarized in Appendix D. The load-and-gp

compiler needs about 7K words of main memory for its code, about 5K words

for working space, and a codestack (at present occupying 10K words,

but this will be reduced to about 2K words in the final version of

the compiler.) The compiler takes 56 seconds to be compiled by the

PL360 compiler under the 44MFT Operating System.

Although the work described in this thesis refers to the load-

and-go RCCT compiler, the problems involved in conversion to a

standard compiler have been analysed in depth. The actual conversion

should require very little coding effort.
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APPENDIX A

FORMAL SYNTAX OF RCCT

[PROGRAM] = [RCCT BLOCK */ [EOL]] [EOL] END OF PROGRAM [EOL]

[RCCT BLOCK] = GLOBAL [EOL] [DECLARATION */[,]],

ROUTINE [EOL][RTYPESPEC] : [ROUTINE HEADING PART *] £

[EOL STATMENTS?]

[EOL STATEMENTS] = [EOL] [STATEMENTS]

[STATEMENTS] = [CONTROL STATEMENT] [EOL STATEMENTS ?],

[IMPERATIVE STATEMENT */(; [EOL ?])] [TERM STATEMENTS ?]

[TERM STATEMENTS] = [TERMINATOR] [STATEMENTS]

[TERMINATOR] = [EOL], ; [EOL ?]

[CONTROL STATEMENT] = [IF STATEMENT], [FOR STATEMENT]

[IMPERATIVE STATEMENT] = [L ?] [IMPERATIVE STATEMENT],

[COMPOUND STATEMENT],

LOCAL : [DECLARATION */[,]],

PRESET ARRAY [IDENTIFIER] ([INTEGER]) = £

[CONSTANT */§,§],

[P/(SET)?] [VARIABLE] = [EXPRESSION],

SET [Q/(NO )?] [VARIABLE]

NEXT [Q/(*,-)?] [IDENTIFIER],

[Q/(READ CARD TO, WRITE LINE FROM)] [EXPRESSION],

STACK [EXPRESSION */[,]] AT [IDENTIFIER],

DESTACK [VARIABLE */§,]] AT [IDENTIFIER],

GO TO [LABEL IDENTIFIER */[,]] BY [EXPRESSION],

GO [P/(AND, TO)] [LABEL IDENTIFIER],

FINISH [Q/(CURRENT, EACH)] [IDENTIFIER],

PERFORM [IDENTIFIER],

FINISH [IDENTIFIER ?],

CONDITION [Q/(NOT) ?] SATISFIED,
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REPEAT [REPEAT CONDITION ?],

SET [PHRASE VARIABLE] ([INTEGER]) = £

[MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION],

LET [PHRASE VARIABLE] = [MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION],

RESOLVE [PHRASE VARIABLE] INTO [MATCHING £

PHRASE EXPRESSION],

[ROUTINE CALL PART *]

[L] = [LABEL] : [EOL ?]

[COMPOUND STATEMENT] = {[EOL ?] [STATEMENTS ?] [EOL ?]}

[REPEAT CONDITION] = UNTIL [SIMPLE CONDITION]

[FOR STATEMENT] = [L * ?] FOR [IDENTIFIER] = [EXPRESSION] £

[STEP CLAUSE ?] TO [EXPRESSION]: [EOL ?] £

[IMPERATIVE STATEMENT */ (; [EOL ?])]

[STEP CLAUSE] = STEP [EXPRESSION]

[IF STATEMENT] = [L * ?] [IF CLAUSE] : [EOL ?][IMPERATIVE STATEMENT £

*/(;[EOL ?])] [OTHERWISE CLAUSE ?]

[OTHERWISE CLAUSE] = :[EOL ?] OTHERWISE : [EOL ?] [IMPERATIVE £

STATEMENT */ (; [EOL ?])]

[IF CLAUSE] = [CONDITIONAL CLAUSE */(; [EOL ?] OR)],

[CONDITIONAL CLAUSE */(; [EOL ?] AND)],

IF [PHRASE VARIABLE] £ [MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION]

[CONDITIONAL CLAUSE] = [Q/(IF, UNLESS)] [CONDITION]

[CONDITION] = [SIMPLE CONDITION],

[VARIABLE] HAS [IDENTIFIER],

[Q/(NO) ?] [EXPRESSION],

[ROUTINE CALL PART *]

[SIMPLE CONDITION] = [EXPRESSION] [Q/(=, /, <, <, >, >)] [EXPRESSION]

[RTYPESPEC] = MAIN, BASIC [Q/(IF, IMP) ?], [STANDARD SPEC]

[STANDARD SPEC] = STANDARD [Q/(IF, IMP) ?], [Q/(IF, IMP)]

[ROUTINE HEADING PART] = [FORMAL PARAMETER], [ROUTINE ID PART]

[ROUTINE CALL PART] = [ACTUAL PARAMETER], [ROUTINE ID PART]
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[ROUTINE ID PART] = [CAPITAL LETTER], -

[FORMAL PARAMETER] = [IDENTIFIER], [PHRASE VARIABLE]

[ACTUAL PARAMETER] = [EXPRESSION], @ [VARIABLE], [Q/(@)?] £

[PHRASE VARIABLE]

[DECLARATION] = [IDENTIFIER] = [DECL RT PART], [IDENTIFIER]

[DECL RT PART] = [IDENTIFIER], [CONSTANT], A [INTEGER]

[EXPRESSION] = [Q/(+, -) ?][OPERAND] [OPTR OPND *?]

[OPTR OPND] = [Q/(+, -, &, I,!*)] [OPERAND], [Q/(AU, AD, LU, LD)] c

[CONSTANT]

[OPERAND] = [VARIABLE], [CONSTANT]

[VARIABLE] = ([IDENTIFIER] [Q/(+, -)] [IDENTIFIER] [Q/(+, -)] £

[CONSTANT] ) ,

([IDENTIFIER] [Q/(+, -)] [IDENTIFIER]),

[VAR A], [IDENTIFIER] [VAR A ?]

[VARA] = ([IDENTIFIER] [Q/(+, -)] [CONSTANT]),

([IDENTIFIER]), ([CONSTANT])

[PHRASE VARIABLE] = [[CAPITAL LETTER] [PVSYMBOL *?] [IDENTIFIER]]

[PVSYMBOL] = NOT [EOL], ;, :,], [SMALL LETTER], BUT [SYSTEM SYMBOL]

[MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION] = [MPE PART *]

[MPE PART] = NOT [EOL], ;, :, BUT [PHRASE VARIABLE], [SYSTEM SYMBOL]

[LABEL IDENTIFIER] = [IDENTIFIER]

[IDENTIFIER] = [SMALL LETTER *] [DIGIT *?]

[LABEL] = [UNDERLINED SMALL LETTER *] [UNDERLINED DIGIT *?]

[CONSTANT] = [INTEGER], * [OCTAL DIGIT *],

#[Q/(#) ?] [HEX DIGIT *],

"[SYSTEM SYMBOL]", % [FIELD SPECIFIER]

[FIELD SPECIFIER] = [BIT SEQUENCE], ([BIT SEQUENCE */[,]])

[BIT SEQUENCE] = [INTEGER>*[INTEGER], [INTEGER]

[INTEGER] = [DIGIT *]



[OCTAL DIGIT] = O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

[DIGIT] = [OCTAL DIGIT], 8, 9

[HEX DIGIT] = [DIGIT], a, b, c, d, e, f

[SMALL LETTER] = a, b, C, ,z

[UNDERLINED SMALL LETTER] = a, b, £, £

[UNDERLINED DIGIT] = O, 1, 2_, 3_, 5_# 1

[CAPITAL LETTER] = A, B, C, Z

Notes: i) [SYSTEM SYMBOL] is any single EBCDIC coded character,
except the single quote character.

ii) [EOL] represents a new line terminator appearing
any number of times in sequence.
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APPENDIX B

DIAGNOSTICS PRODUCED BY COMPILER

1. Warning Messages

WARNING 01 DECLARATION POSITIONING

WARNING 02 ODD QUOTECOUNT

WARNING 03 REDEFINITION

2. Error Messages

ERROR ... 01 COMMENT BRACKETING

ERROR ... 02 DUPLICATE LABEL

ERROR ... 03 ILLEGAL CONTROL

ERROR ... 04 INCOMPLETE IF-STATEMENT

ERROR ... 05 INCOMPLETE FOR-STATEMENT

ERROR ... 06 INVALID ROUTINE EXIT

ERROR ... 07 MISSING CLOSING BRACKET

A LOCAL: declaration does not

follow a routine heading.

The Lexical Analyser has found
a card with an odd number of

single quote symbols appearing on it.

A routine is being redefined.

The lexical analyser has detected an
unmatched opening or closing
comment bracket.

An RCCT label has already been
defined in the current routine.

An ambiguous IF-statement
has been found.

On completion of the previous
routine, an IF-statement was found
to be incomplete.

On completion of the previous routine,
a FOR-statement was found to be

incomplete.

Either FINISH appeared inside an IF-
routine, or CONDITION (NOT) SATISFIED
appeared within an IMP-routine.

On completion of the previous routine,
a compound statement was found to
be unclosed.
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ERROR ... 08 NAME ALREADY DECLARED

ERROR ... 09 TOO MANY SCALARS

ERROR ... 10 NO BRACKET AFTER "REPEAT"

ERROR ... 11 NOT EXPECTING FOR-

STATEMENT

ERROR 12 PUNCTUATION

ERROR 13 ROUTINE TYPE

ERROR ... 14 LABEL REFERENCES

ERROR ... 15 SEMANTIC CONSTANT ASSIGN

ERROR ... 16 STATEMENT LENGTH

ERROR ... 17 SYNTAX

ERROR ... 18 TOO MANY CLOSING ERACKETS

ERROR ... 19 UNDEFINED LABEL

ERROR ..."20 UNEXPECTED OTHERWISE

ERROR ... 21 UNRECOGNISED CONTROL NAME

A name has been declared again,
this declaration is disregarded.

The automatic allocation area for
scalars has overflowed.

A REPEAT statement was not

followed by a close compound
statement bracket.

A FOR-statement appears

ambiguously in the scope of
another FOR-statement or IF-

statement.

The terminator following an imperative
statement is invalid.

A routine is being defined with a
different type to its previous
call(s) or definition.

The routine contains too many
label references.

An attempt was made either explicitly
or implicitly to assign a value
to a semantic constant.

The lexical analyser has found a line of
RCCT code exceeding 255 characters

The statement violates the RCCT

Syntax.

An attempt was made to close an

unopened compound statement.

On completion of the previous
routine, a label was found to be
undefined.

An OTHERWISE: statement was found
in an invalid position.

The control variable in a FINISH

EACH or FINISH CURRENT statement is

undefined, i.e. the statement does
not appear in the scope of a
FOR-statement.
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ERROR ... 22 USE OP SEMANTIC CONSTANT A PERFORM name or FINISH name or

STACK pointer name was found to be
a semantic constant.

ERROR . 23 INVALID ROUTINE CALL An attempt has been made to call a
routine defined as (or assumed to be)
an IMP-routine as if it were an

IF-routine, or vice versa.

ERROR . 24 UNDEFINED ROUTINE At end of compilation, a routine was
found to remain undefined.

ERROR ... 25 NO MAIN ROUTINE SPECIFIED At end of compilation, no main
routine has been specified.

ERROR ... 26 END OF PROGRAM UNSPECIFIED The RCCT compiler has run out of
data without finding an END OF
PROGRAM master word.

ERROR ... 27 TOO MANY CONSTANTS The automatic allocation area for
constants has overflowed.

3. End Of Compilation Messages

EOC 01 NO ERRORS DETECTED

EOC 02 EXECUTION

These two messages appear if no
errors have been found at the end
of compilation. Control is trans¬
ferred to the Object Code.

EOC 03 PROGRAM NON-EXECUTABLE At end of compilation the compile-
time fault detector was set indic¬

ating unrecoverable errors in
compilation, hence the job is
cancelled.
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appendix c

syntax definition used by syntax analyser

[rcct piece] = global [eol] [declaration */§,§] [eol],
routine [eol] [routine heading] [eol],

{[eol?],

[brackets terminator],

[label] : [eol?],

otherwise : [eol?],

condition [q/(not)?] satisfied [brackets terminator],
destack [variable * /{?, § ] at [name] [brackets terminator],

for [name] = [expression] [step clause?] to [expression] : £

[eol?],

finish [q / (current, each)] [name] [brackets terminator],

[q / (finish, perform)] [name] [brackets terminator],
finish [brackets terminator],

go to [name * / %. , 3 ] by [expression] [brackets terminator],

go [p / (and, to)] [name] [brackets terminator],

local : [declaration * / § , 3] [brackets terminator],

next [q /(*,-)? ] [name] [brackets terminator],
preset array [name] ([integer]) = [constant */[,§] £

[brackets terminator],

repeat [repeat condition?] [brackets terminator],

[p / (set) ? ] [variable] = [expression] [brackets terminator],

set [q / (no) ? ] [variable] [brackets terminator],
stack [expression * / £ , 3 ] at [name] [brackets terminator],

[q / (read card to, write line from)] [brackets terminator],



[q / (if, unless, orif, or unless, and if, and unless)]
[condition] [term ex nl],

set [phrase variable] ([integer]) = [matching phrase.

expression] [brackets terminator],

let [phrase variable] [matching phrase expression]

[brackets terminator],

resolve [phrase variable] into [matching phrase

expression] [brackets terminator],

if [phrase variable] ([integer]) [matching phrase

expression] : [eol?],

[routine call part*] [brackets terminator]

[routine heading] = [rtype spec] : [routine heading part.*]

[rtype spec] = main, basic [q / (if, imp) ? ] , standard [q / (if, imp)

[q / (if, imp)]
[step clause] =■-

[repeat condition] =

[condition] =

[simple condition] =

[routine heading part] =

[routine call part] =

[routine id part] =

[formal parameter] =

[actual parameter] =

[brackets terminator] = } [brackets terminator],[terminator]

[term ex nl] = : [eol?], ;[eol?]

[terminator] = [eol], [term ex nl]

[declaration = [name] =. [decl rt part], [name]

[decl rt part] = [name], [constant], a [integer]

[expression] =

[optr opnd] = ....

[operand] =

[variable] = ([name] [q / (+, -)] [name] [q / (+, -)] [constant]),

([name] [q / (+, -)] [name]),

[var a], [name] [var a?]



[VARA] = ([NAME] [Q/ (+, -)] [CONSTANT]), ([NAME]), ([CONSTANT])

[PHRASE VARIABLE] =

[PV SYMBOL] =

[MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION] =

[MPE PART] =

[NAME] = [SMALL LETTER * ][DIGIT * ?]

[LABEL] = ■ \

[CONSTANT] =

[FIELD SPECIFIER] =

[BIT SEQUENCE] =

[INTEGER] =

[OCTAL DIGIT] =

[DIGIT] = ....

[SMALL LETTER] =

[UNDERLINED SMALL LETTER] =

[UNDERLINED DIGIT] =

[CAPITAL LETTER] =

Note; the notation means that the definition is the same

as in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX D

MEMORY AND REGISTER USAGE AT COMPILE AND RUN TIME

(in the load-and-go testing environment)

Compile-Time

i) Registers:

:>
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

used in I/O
operations

return register (also used in initialisation
in Main Program as a data

"input symbol position" base register)

"a stack pointer"

"compile time stack front"

"code address"

NOT USED in load-and-go system

data base register

data base register

working registers

data base register

I/O return register

routine base register



ii) Memory configuration:

IK word "scalar area"

IK words "auxilary data
area"

512 words "preset array
table"

10 k words

300 words

500 words

41 words

640 words
_

516 words

7 K words

P.D.A.

T
code stack

T
Analysis stack

Compile time stack

Recognition Table

Format Table

Compiler locals &
crlobals

Compiler Code

lr2]

> data segment

I
r9

data segment

. r8

* data segment

rl3

V6data segment
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b) Run-Time

i) Registers: 0 used in I/O operations and to hold boolean
result of IF-routine

1 \

2

3

4

5

6 ✓

7

►available to the RCCT program

"rdb register'' (run-time stack pointer)

8 "base register"

9 "expression accumulator"

10 "variable address accumulator"

11 "comparison register"

12 "constant base register"

13 "routine index register"

14 "return register"

15 "routine base register"
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ii) Memory Configuration

P.D.A. <

1 K words

117 words

200 words

707 words

512 words

scalar area T
■r8

data segment

rl2

I/O buffers

index table

constant table

preset array
table

Object
Program

V*
run-time

stack

> data segment

} data segment

9-r7
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APPENDIX E

TEST PROGRAMS

The three test programs following were run using the final

version of the RCCT compiler. This version consists of the load-and-

go compiler described in the text with the additional modifications

described in §6.4 required to convert it to a standard compiler.

(A mini-loader has also been implemented as described in the

text). These particular programs have been selected as examples

because in addition to displaying some of the capabilities of the

compiler they are actually being used in the bootstrapping of

RCC onto the IBM 360-44.

The first program, PDTEST1, consists of a set of elementary

output routines to be used during the initial steps of the bootstrapping

operation for testing purposes. The main program constructs and

prints a set of line images and then repeatedly reads in cards and

copies them to the line printer. The program listing illustrates:

(i) The source program listing produced by including the
"£LIST" compiler directive throughout (note the listing
of automatically allocated local scalars - (AA) LOCALS,
at the end of each routine).

(ii) The end-of-routine diagnostics message consisting of
the routine SERIAL NO., LENGTH (in bytes) and NAME (the
"fc" symbol indicating a parameter position). This
diagnostic format is always listed, whether "ELIST"
or "ENOLIST" is in operation.

(iii) The format of dumped .machine code specified by compiler
directive "EDUMP" as a string of hexadecimal digits
partitioned into groups of 8 with a 4-hexadecimal
digit address on the left hand side.



(iv) The format of dumped machine code specified by
compiler directive "EASSM" in /360 Assembly code
(for the routine "PPRINT e, f") with a 4-decimal
digit address on the left hand side.

(v) The run time "JOB CANCELLED DUE TO READ ERROR"
message caused by an attempt to read a card from
an empty input file. The dumping of this message,
causes the program to halt.

This program took ~0.02 seconds to compile, and ~0.01

seconds to execute.

The second program, PDTEST2, contains all the routines

used in PDTESTl, which have not been listed (apart from the

end-of-routine diagnostic messages), together with a set of

routines corresponding to the RCC "CHAIN" routines. The main

program tests out these routines. This program took ~0.02

seconds to compile, and ~0.01 seconds to execute.

The third program PDTEST3, consists of all the routines

contained in the two previous examples (not listed) together

with the routine corresponding to the RCC "READ NEXT LINE" routine.

The main program repeatedly calls this routine and prints out

the resulting chain. The job terminated after reading all the

available data. Compile-time was ~0.03 seconds, and execution

time was ~0.10 seconds.



THISLINGPRINTEDAT12.00.06 F'DTcSTIPDTEST1PDTESTIPOTEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PDTESTIPDTEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PCTEST1PDTEST1POTEST1P DTEST1PDTEST1Pf)TEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1POTEST1POTEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PDTESTIPDTESTIPC Tc ES ST T1 IP PD DT TE LS ST T1 IP

DTEST EST1

DTEST1PD TEST1PUT EST1PDTL
STIP ripu 1PDT PDTE

PDTES

1PDTESTlPDTtST PDTEST1PDTEST1 DTEST1PDTESTIP TESTIPDTESIiPD £STiPUTESTIPDT

DTEST1P EST1PD

EST1PDT ST1PDTES T1PDTEST 1PDIE.5T1 PDTESTIP DTESTIPj TlSTIPDT EST1PDT
T1POTEST1P PDTESTIPO UTEST!PDT TESTIPDTE ESTiPDTES ST1POTEST TiPDTcSTI

TIPOTEST1P T1PDTESTIPD T1PDTEST1PDT

IPDT PDTE

EST1PDTES ST1POTEST T1PDT5ST1 1PDTESTIP PDTESTIPD DTESTIPDT TEST1PDTE ESI1PDTES STIPDTEST T1PDTEST1

DTEST TEST

PDTEST1PDTEST1 DTEST1PDTEST1P TEST1P0TEST1PD TEST1PDT6
EST1PDTEST

T1PDTEST]PDT6ST1POTEST1 1PDTESTIPDTfcSTIPDTESTIPC POTEST1PDTEST1TEST1PDT STiP TIPDT

TEST1 STIP

TESTIPDTT1PDTEST1 ESTIPDTEST1PDTESTIP T1PDTESTIPDTEST1PD IPDTEST1PDT DTESTIPDTE EST1PDTES STIPOTEST TIPDTcSTI 1PDTEST1P

TiPDTESTI 1PDTESTI
TESTIPOTESTI ESTIPDTESTiPDT STIPDTESTIPDTE TiPOTEST!PDTES 1PDTESTIPOTEST PDTFSTLPDTEST1 DTESTIPOTcSTiP TEST1P0TESTIPD ESTIPDTEST STIPDTEST1

PDTEST1POTEST1PUTSSTIPDTESTIPDTcSTlPDTGST1POTESTIPD DTEST1P0Tt-STIPDTESTlPDTESTlPDTESTlPDTESTlPDTESTiPDT
1POTESTIPD

TEST1PDTEST1PDTEST1PDTESTIPOTESTIFDTESTIPOTESTIPDTESTIF EST1POTEST!PDTEST1PDTESTIPOTESTIPDTESTIPDTESTIPDTEST1PC
fPOTEST1JOB,P100PETEDEWAR11.59.04 AGOIWEDNESDAY14MAY197511.59.04 /SYS004ACCESSPDlESTtDISK=C0MS4A11.59.05 iEXECPDKCCT11.59.05
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01205690801418AC5AAO801C5AA0C5185090A00098DF800807FE V.

)22ROUTINE•_ )23•BASIC':'PSPACE'E )24'LOCAL':PBR=_'A'12 }25{.OUTPUTDUFFERSYMBOLPOSITIONAT)_PBR{06)=E•AD'2+PBR(86) SERIALNUMBER=004LENGTH=002ANAME=PSPACE#
(AA)LOCALS:E

000090OF803o18FB1RDD5890803C8A9C009218AC5AA0C4F85A90A00018AC5AACC4F8 00205090A000980F803007FEC000
)26.'ROUTINE'. )27'BASIC':'PNEWLINE•E jzq'LOCAL':PBR=_•A•12 329'WRITELINEFROM'PBR+51 j30PBR(86)=0 >'3iBLANK=##40404040 J32'FOR'I=o'TO'32:PBR(I+52)=BLANK )33COUNT=E-1 )34'IF'COUNT: >35(<TOR'1=1'TO'COUNT:'WRITELINEFROM'PBR+51>) SERIALNUMBER=008LENGTH=0108NAME=PNEWLINE#

(AA)LOCALS:COUNT
I

BLANK E

0000

90DF8040
18F01BDD
189C5A90
C51C1809
90DBCU0C
41A0C15C
4170A028
18804180

0020

86034190
AO544110
AO649079
100013BF
0A050A06
18FB98DB
C00C1B99
18AC5AA0

0040

C4F85090
A00D5890
C5205090
80501B99
50908054
18B94190
00805090
8C5847FD

0J60

FO6L:41B0
00045AD0
805450BO
80545900
8C50472D
FOPC5890
805018AC
5AAO8054

0080

5AADC518
509JA0Oj
47FDF062
5890804C
5B90C524
509J805C
58908U5C
1299478D

00A0

F1u24190
00046090
60541HB9
5890805C
50908060
47FDF0C4
41P.00004
5ABO8054

0JCO

BO54

59B90c60
4720F102
189C5A9o
C51C1809
90DBCUOC
41A0C15C
41704028

0JLO

18804180
80034190
AO544110
Au649079
100016HF
OA050A0t>
18FB98DB
COOC47FD

>
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(AA)LOCALS:5

0000900F898C18FB1BDD58908098889000025090801458B0C1D405EB18AC5AA0C4F8 00205890A'JOO5A90C4FC18AC5AA0C4F85090A00098DF808C07FE ROUTINE•_

•BASIC*:'PPRINTHEX*E E=E'LD'2 •PPRINTTRUEHEX*E
SERIALNUMBER=014
LENGTH=0028
NAME=PPRINTHEX#

(AA)LOCALS

000090UF809C18FB1BDD589080A888900002509080A858908CA85090807058B0C1E0 002005EH98DF809C07FE

/

.'ROUTINE1.

'BASIC1:•PPKINT'E •LOCAL':PBR=_'A'12 E=E'AD'2 CHECK=PBR(86);P3R(86)=CHECK+PBR(85) •IF'E<0:SIGN="-";E=-E:'OTHERWISE' UUMMY=f (<N=0 •IF'DUMMY>=#0186AO: (<LDMMY-DUMMY-##186A0»N=N+##2710 •IF'DUMMY>=#f»166A0:'REPEAT*>)
•IF'DUMMY>=////3E3: (<DUMMY=DUMMY-#//3E8;N=N+##64 •IF'DUMMY>=M3E8:'REPEAT•>)

•IF'UDMMY>=HItA: (<DUMMY=DUMMY-rf#A;IJ=N+0#1;'IF'
PBR(86)=PBK(lib)-ItHI •IF'PBR(86)CCHECK:'GOTO*ERROR •PLOAl)'DUMMY|ItHPO •IF'N>0:LMJNMY=N;'REPEAT'>) •IF'SIGN/=0: (<PBR(66)=PBR(86)-HlH •II-'PMP(86)<CHECK:'GOTO'ERKOREXIT

SIGN=0 DUMMY>=##A EXIT

•REPEAT'>)

>

ro
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THISLINEPRINTEDAT11.39.21; PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTFST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2P DTEST2PQTEST2PDTEST2PDTcST2PDTEST2PDT£ST2PPTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTcST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PD TE

DTLST

DTEST2P

2PDT

DTEST

TEST2

T2PDT

ES

EST2

EST2PD

■PDTE

TEST

ST2P

2PDT

ST

DTEST2PD
ST2P

EST2P0T
T2PDTEST2P
EST2PDTES
PDTEST2PDTEST2TCST2PDT
T2PDTEST2
TEST2PDTE2PDTES'

T2

TEST2PDT
T2PD

ST2PDTES
PDTBST2PD
ST2PDTEST
DTEST2PDTEST2PEST2PDTE

ST2PDTEST2P
EST2PDTEST2PDTEST.

2P

6ST2PDTE
2PDT

T2POTEST
DTEST2PDT
T2PDTEST2
TEST2PDTEST2PDT2PDTEST2PDTEST2PD

ST2PDTEST2PDTEST2

PI)

PDTE

2PDTEST2
TEST2PDTE
2PDTEST2P

TEST2PDTE

2PDTEST2PDT
T2PDTEST2PDTEST2PI

DT

PDTES

PDTEST2P
EST2PDTES
PDTEST2PD

EST2POTEST

DTEST2PDTE
2PDTEST2PDTEST2P

TE

2PDTEST2PDTLST
DTEST2PD
ST2PDTEST
DTLST2PDT
T2PDTEST2PD1EST2PDTEST2
E5T2PDTFS
PDTEST2PDTcST2T

ts

PDTEST2PDTEST2
TLST2PDT
T2PDTEST2
TEST2PDTE

2PDTES12PDTEST2PDTEST2PD
ST2PDTEST
DTEST2PDTESTDJE

ST

DTEST2PDTEST2P
EST2PDT
T2PDTEST2P
EST2PDTES
PDTEST2PDTEST2TEST2PDT

T2POTEST2
TEST2PDTESPDTES

T2

TEST2PDTEST2PD

T2PDTLST2PD
ST2PDTEST

ST2P

2PDTEST2P
EST2PDTES

2P

EST2PDTE
ST2PDT

T2PDTEST2PDT
T2PDTEST2

TzPDT

2PDTEST2PD
ST2POTEST

PDTEST2PDTEST2PDT£ST2PDT£ST2PDTt"ST2PDTEST2POTEST2PDTFST2POTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTFST2POTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2P DTEST2PUTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTBST2PI.)TEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTl:ST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PDTEST2PD
PDTEST2JOB,P10uPETEDEV.'AR11.11.46 ,001WEDNESDAY14MAY197511.11.46 SYS004ACCESSPOTEST,DISK=C0MS4A11.11.46

'EXECPDRCCT11.11.46 i

>

NJ

kD



SERIALNUMBER=000LENGTH=0138NAME SERIALNUMBER=004LENGTH=002ANAME SERIALNUMB.ER=008LENGTH=0108NAME SERIALNUMBER=00CLENGTH=00E6NAME SERIALNUMBER=010LENGTH=0038NAME SERIALNUMBER=014LENGTH=0028NAME SERIALNUMBER=018LENGTH■023CNAME SERIALNUMBER=01CLENGTH=003CNAME
PLOAD# PSPACE# PNEWLINE# PPRINTTRUEHEX# PPRINTSYM# PPRINTHEX# PPRINT# PPRINT.#,#

(AA)LOCALS:F
E>

U>
o



)89.'GLOBAL* . )90HEADOrFREECHAIN,C_ ,91MAINSTACKFRONT,C_ )92STARTOF= _l»C_ )93LINKFROM=_l,C_ )9AITEMSTACKFRONT,C_ ;95RCCCONTINUATIONSYMBOL )96_'GLUBAL.' _ )97RCCMARKEDSYMBOLEDITINGSYMBOL,C_ )98RCCLOCALLINENUMBER,C_ )99FREECHAINPOSITION=_HEADOFFREECHAIN,C_ .00ISONEWLINE= _10»C_ 01MARKEDSYMBOLMARKER= _'S29»C_ 02ISOSPACE" = _32,C_
L03RDB='A*7

!.OA_•ROUTINE'. L05'BASIC:DELETECHAIN'CHAIN L06'IFNO'CHAIN:'FINISH' L07OLDHEADOFFREECHAIN=HEADOFFREECHAIN LOOHEADOFFREECHAIN=STARTOF(CHAIN) L09LINKFROM((.ENDOF)_CHAIN)=OLDHEADOFFREECHAIN 110CHAIN=0 SERIALNUMBER=020LENGTH=00AA'NAME=OELETECHAINtf
(AA)LOCALS:OLDHEADOFFREE CHAIN

111.'ROUTINE'. L12'BASIC:ADDCHAIN'CI'BEFORECHAIN'C2 L13'IFNO'Cl:'FINISH'
i.1A"IFNO'C2:C2=C1:'OTHERWISE*: ■115(<FIRSTLINKOFC2=STARTOF(C2) 116LINKEROM((.ENDOF).C2)=STARTOF(Cl) L17LINKFROM((_LNDOF).Cl)=FIRSTLINKOFC2>)>

U>



18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

c1=0

serialnumber=024length=0070name=addchaintfbeforechain#
(aa)locals:

.•routine.'
•basic:adochain*ci'afterchain*c2 •ifno'cis'finish1 , •if'c2:(<firstlinkofc2=startof<c2) linkfrom((.endof).c2)=start0f(c1) link" from((.endof).cl)=firstlinkofc2>) c2=cl;c1=0

\

serialnumber=028length=006cname=aodchaintfafterchain#
(aa)locals:

.'routine'.
•basic:splitchain'c'after'lastlinkinfirstchainc_ 'into*ci'and'c2

•if*lastlinkinfirstchain=(.endof),c: c2=0:'otherwise':
(<c2=(.endof):c startoffirstchain=startof(c) startof(c2)=linkfrom(lastlinkinfirstchain) linkfrom(lastlinkinfirstchain)=startoffirstchain>) (_endof).cl=lastlinkinfirstchain c=0

serialnumber=02clcngth=c076name=splitchain#afterhintotfand#
(aa)locals



c

137.♦ROUTINE'.. 38'BASIC:ADD'V'BEFORECHAIN'C
.39'IF'LINKFROM(HEADOFFREECHAIN)=-1:*PNEWLINE'1; (.40'PPRINT:CHAINOVERFLOW;PNEWLINE1;FINISH' 141vOLDHEADOFFREECHAIN=HEADOFFREECHAIN L42HEADOFFREECHAIN=LINKFROM(HEADOFFREECHAIN) 143(OLDHEADOFFREECHAIN)=V L44'IFNO'C:C=OLDHEADOFFREECHAIN:'OTHERWISE': 145LINKFROM(OLDHEADOFFREECHAIN)=STARTOF(C) 146STARTOF(C)=OLDHEADOFFREECHAIN SERIALNUMBER=030LENGTH=0126NAME=ADDtfBEFORECHAINtf

(AA)LOCALS:OLDHEADOFFREE C V

147.'ROUTINE*. 148'BASIC:ADD'V'AFTERCHAIN'C 149'ADD'V'BEFORECHAIN'3C 150C=LINKFROM(C) SERIALNUMBER=034LENGTH=003CNAME=ADDtfAFTERCHAIN#
(AA)LOCALS:C

V

8.51.'ROUTINE'. il52'BASIC:INITIALISEFREECHAIN' ■153HEADOFFREECHAIN=RDB 154'FOR'1=0'STEP'2'TO'298: 155'SETNO*HEADOFFREECHAIN(I); ■156HEADOFFKfcECIIAIN(I«■1)=HEADOFFREECHAIN+I+2 SERIALNUMBER=038LENGTH=0C6ANAME=INITIALISEFREECHAIN
(AA)LOCALS:I>

U) u>



157.•ROUTINE*_ 158*OASIC:PRINTOUTCHAIN'CHAIN 159•IF'CHAIN=0:'PPRINT:CHAINEMPTY;PNEWUNE3;FINISH* 160DUMMY=CHAIN 161{<•PPRINT'DUMMY;'PSPACE•2;*PPRINT*(DUMMY);*PSPACE*2; 162•PPRINT1(DUMMY+1);'PNEWLINE*1 163•NEXT**DUMMY 164'IF*DUMMY/=CHAIN:'REPEAT'>) 165'PNEWLINc'5 SERIALNUMBER=03CLENGTH=0128NAME=PRINTO'JTCHAIN#
(AA)LOCALS:DUMMY

CHAIN

166ROUTINE* _ '167'MAIN*:*RCCTTESTRUN* i168'INITIALISEFREECHAIN' '16961=0 ■170'PRINTOUTCHAIN*CI ■171'ADD'1'BEFORECHAIN'3C1 '172'PRINTOUTCHAIN'CI 173'ADD'3'BEFORECHAIN'3C1 '174'ADD'5'BEFORECHAIN'3C1 '175'PRINTOUTCHAIN'CI •176'SETNO'C2 ■177'ADD'2'AFTERCHAIN'DC? )178'PRINT(JUTCHAIN'C2 >179'ADD'4'AFTERCHAIN'3C2 >180'ADD'6'ATTcRCHAIN'3C2 3181'PRINTOUTCHAIN'C2 '182'ADDCHAIN'NCI'AFTERCHAIN'3C2 '183'PRINTOUTCHAIN'CI;'PRINTOUTCHAIN'C2 >184DUMMY=C2 >185'NEXT*'DUMMY;'NEXT*'DUMMY >186'SPLITCHAIN'3C2'AFTER'DUMMY'INTO'3A'AND'38 '107'PRINTOUTCHAIN'C2;'PRINTOUTCHAIN'A;'PRINTOUTCHAIN'B ■188•DCLeTfcCHAIN'DA;'PRINTOUTCHAIN'A

U)



SERIALNUMBER-0*0LENGTH=
020ANAME

89.'ENDOFPROGRAM.' EOC01NOERRORSOETECTEO SYSOOAACCESSPDTEST EXECPDLOADER
IAINEMPTY 12829112829 12829112833 12833512831 12831312829 12835212835 12839612835 12835212837 12837412839

RCCTTESTRUN

(AA)LOCALS:B
A DUMMY C2 CI

ll.ll.55 11.11.55



AINEMPTY 12029

1

12035

12335

2

12837

12837

4

12839

12839

6

12833

12833

5

12831

12831

3

12829

{AINEMPTY 12837412835 12835212837 12829 12839 12833 12831

1 6 5 3

12839 12833 12831

IAINEMPTY si*##>;<>>:•£>/*>!< +#ifif>[e£$;,<>;<##y<**ijt##>(s
)<y,<if.̂##>;;jj;>|($y<av>!<•.'« ry,<y<y;cA>,c\cAy>;<i(t>;<ijtyy,y

;x+AvA-:•AAAVAAAvAAA,<
■J<AAAAAAAAAAA■!•'AAAAAA

11.11.58
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THIS

LINEPRINTEDAT10.42.24J PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTFST3PDTEST3P0TEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3P[)TEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3P DTEST3PUTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PI TE LS ST T3 3P PD DT TE ES ST T3 3P

DTEST 6ST3

DTEST3P EST3PD

DTEST3PD TEST3PUT EST3PDTE
T3PI) 3PPT PUTS PUTcS

3PDTEST3PDTLST POTEST3PDTEST3 DTEST3PDTEST3P TEST3PQTEST3PD FST3PDTEST3PDT
EST3PDT ST3PDTES T3PDTEST 3PDTEST3 PDTEST3P DTEST3PD TEST3PDT EST3PDT
T3PDTEST3P PDTEST3PD DTEST3PDT TEST3PDTE EST3PDTES ST3PDTEST T3PDTt.ST3 T3PDTEST3P T3POTEST3PD T3PDTE5T3PDT

3PDT PDTE EST3PDTES ST3PDTEST T3PDTEST3 3PDTEST3P PUTEST3PD DTEST3PDT TEST3PDTE EST3PDTES ST3PDTcST T3PDTEST3

DTEST TEST

PDTEST3PDTEST3 DTEST3PDTEST3P TEST3PDTEST3PD TEST3PDTE EST3PDTEST T3PDTEST3PDTEST3POTEST3 3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PD PDTEST3PDTEST3TEST3PDT ST3P

TEST3 ST3P

TEST3PDTT3PDTEST3 EST3PDTEST3PDTEST3P T3PDTEST3PDTEST3PD 3PDTEST3PCT DTlST3PDTE EST3PDTES ST3PDTEST T3PDTEST3 3PDTEST3P 3PDTLST3PD

T3PDT 3PDT TEST3PDTE3PDTEI EST3PDTE5T3PDTES1 ST3PDTEST3PDTEST: T3PDTEST3PDTEST3 3PDTEST3PDTEST3P PDTEST3PDTEST3PDT DTEST3PDTEST3PDTE TEST3PDTE3PDTE,
EST3PDTES ST3PDTEST3

T3PDT PDTEST3PDTlST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3POTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3POTEST)PDTEST3f DTEST3PUTLST3PDTEST3P[)TEST3PDTEST3POTLST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTbST3PDTEST3PDTEST3PDTEST3P[
/PDTEST3JOB,P100PETED£WAR10.35,22 ACOIWEDNESDAY14MAY197510.35.22 /SYS004ACCESSPOTEST,DISK=C0MS4A10.35.22

/EXECPDRCCT10.35.22
:>

OJ

-J



SERIALNUMBER=000LENGTH=0138NAME SERIALNUMBER=004LENGTH=002ANAME SERIALNUMBER*008LENGTH»0108NAME SERIALNUMBER=00CLENGTH=OOE6NAME SERIALNUMBER=010LENGTH=0038NAM! SERIALNUMBER=014LENGTH=0028NAME SERIALNUMBER=018LENGTH=023CNAME
PLOAD# PSPACE# PNEWLINE# PPRINTTRUEHEX# PPRINTSYMtf PPRINTHEX# PPRINT#

>
U>

00



SERIALNUMBER=01CLENGTH=003CNAME SERIALNUMBER=020LENGTH=OO'+ANAME SERIALNUMBER=024LENGTH=0070NAME SERIALNUMBER=028LENGTH=006CNAME SERIALNUMBER=02CLENGTH=0076NAME SERIALNUMBER=030LENGTH=0126NAME SERIALNUMBER=034LENGTH=003CNAME SERIALNUMBER=038LENGTH=006ANAME SERIALNUMBER=03CLENGTH=0128NAME
PPRINTff,# DELETECHAIN# ADDCHAIN0BEFORECHAIN# ADDCHAIN//AFTERCHAIN# SPLlTCHAIN#AFTER#INTOtfAND# AOD//BEFORECHAIN# ADDtfAFTERCHAINtf INITIALISEFREECHAIN PRINTOUTCHAIN#



66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 ui 02 o3

(AA)LOCALS:DUMMY
CHAIM

_♦ROUTIME*_
•IMP:READNEXTLINE'NEWLINECHAIN •LOCAL':TOPCHARFIELO=_MFFOOOOOO,C_

ICFORQUOTE=_#7D,UNDERLINEDSPACE=_#AC •LOCAL':UNDERLINEMARKER=_'X7,C_
ISOFOREQUALS= _61,ISOFORCOMMA=_44,C_ FOURSPACES=_Hit40404040,CONVERTER=_?0->5,TsOFORN=_78,C_ ISOFURB=_66 •LOCAL':CHARPOSITI0N=_'A•1,C0UNT=_'A'2,C_ CURRENTSYMBOLW0RD=_'A'3,SYMB0L=_•A•4,C_ SYMBOLPOSITI0N=_'A'5,FREEPOSITIUN=_♦A•6 •PRESETARRAY'CONVERSIONTA!3LE(j)=C_ 32,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,36,46,60,40,43,124,38,C_ 74,75,76,77,78,79,00,81,82,33,35,42,41,59,94,45,47,83,84,C_

05,86,87,88,89,90,32,44,37,95,62,63,48,49,50,51,52,53,C_ 54,55,56,57,58,96,64,39,6i,34
STARTOFBUFFERAREA=ITEMSTACKFRONT+20 START01FIRSTLINE=ITEMSTACKFRONT+40 STARTOFLINE=STARTOF-FIRSTLINE•

_READNEXTLINE_:FREEPOSITION=STARTOFLINE 'SETNO'UPPER •READCARDTO•STARTOFBUFFERAREA UPPERBOUND=17 (<(<'IF'STARTOFBUFFERAREA(UPPERBOUND)=FOURSPACES: (<•IFNO'UPPERBOUND:'GOAND'READNEXT.LINE>); UPPERBOUND=UPPERBOUND-1;'REPEAT'>)>) CURRENTSYMBOLWORD=(STARTOFBUFFERAREA) CHARPOSITION=l;COUNT=1
_READNEXTSYMBOL_:'IF'CHARPOSITION=5: (<'IfCOUNT-UPPERBOUND+1:'GOTO'ENDOFLINE CURRENTSYMBOLWORD=STARTOFBUFFERARLA(COUNT) CHARPOSITiON=1;'NEXT'COUNT>) SYMBOL-CURRENTSYMBOLWORDXTOPCHARFIELD'LO'22 CURRENTSYMBOLWORD=CURRENTSYMBOLWORD'LU'8 •NEXT'CHARPOSITION •IF'SYMBOL=ICFORQUOTE: (<•IF'JPPc.R:'SETNO•UPPLR:'OTHERWISE•:'SET•UPPER •GUAND'READNEXTSYMBOL>)>

o



•IF*SYMBOL" (<•IF'FREEPOSIT!ON=STARTOFLINE: (FREEPOSITION)=UNDERLINEDSPACE;•NEXT'FREEPOSITION: •OTHERWISE•: (FREEPOSITION-1)=(FREEPOSITIOM-1)IUNDERLINEMARKER •GOAND'READNEXTSYMBOL>) DISPLACEMENT=SYMBOL*.CONVERTER 'IF*SYMBOLS"•A'";•ANDIF»SYMBOL<="•L•";•AMDIF'♦NO'UPPER: (FREL-PDSITION)=CONVERSIONTABLE(DISPLACEMENT)+32:•OTHERWISE1: (FREEPOSMION)=CONVERSIONTABLE(DISPLACEMENT) •NEXT'FREEPOSITION;'GOAMD•READNEXTSYMBOL
ENDUFLINE.:(.FIRSTREMOVESPACESATENDOFLINLANDCHECKFORC_ EMPTYLINE)_ (<'IF'FREEPOSITION*STARTOFLlNE:'GOAND'READNEXTLIME •IF'(FREEPOSITION—I)=ISDSPACE:.FREEPOSITIOM=FREEPOSITIOM-1; •REPEAT'>)

•IF'(FRELPOSITION-1)=RCCCONTINUATIONSYMBOL: •SET'STARTOFLIMi.=FRE£POSITION-JL;•GOAMD'READNEXTLIME (.CONTINUINGONFROMPEVIOUSIMAGELESSTHECONTINUATIONSYMBOL).
•IF'RCCMARKEDSYMBOLEDITINGSYMBOL(.FORSYSTlMSETASC_ OPENCOMMENT)_;'AMDIF'FREEPOSITION-STARTOFFIRSTLINE>=4:

(<(<'FOR'SYMBOLPOSITION*FREEPOSITION-3'STEP'-1'TO'C_ STARTOFFIRS1LINE+1:
(<'IF'(SYMBOLPOSITION)=RCCMARKEDSYMBOLEDITINGSYMBOL;

•ANDIF'(SYMBOLPOSITION+1)=ISOFORMS •ANDIF'(SYMBOLPOSITION-*2)=ISUFORB: •GOAND'MARKSYMBOLS>)>)>)
PUTLINEONTOCHAIN.:'NEXT'RCCLOCALLINENUMBER HEADOFCHAIN=FREECHAINPOSITION •SET'SYMBOLPOSITION*STARTOFFIRSTLINE (<(FREECHAINPOSITION)=(SYMBOLPOSITION);'NEXT*SYMBOLPOSITION FREECHAINPOSITION=(FREECHaINPOSITION+1) •REPEATUNTIL'SYMBOLPOSITION*FREEPOSITION>) NEWLINECHAIN*FREECHAINPOSITION (FREECHAINPOSITION)*ISONEWLINE •NEXT'*FREECHAINPOSITION STARTOF(NEWLINECHAIN)=HEADOFCHAIN 'FINISH'

MARKSYMBOLS.:STARTOFEDHREQUEST*SYMBOLPOSITION •SET'SS(.STARTOFNEXTSUBSTITUTIONSEQUENCEE.G.3»A,)_C_ =SYMBOLPOSITIOM+3 (<(<•11"'SS+3>FREEPOSITION(.I.E.SEQUENCEOVERFLOWSLINE)_;



1246'ORIF*(SS+1)/=ISOFOREQUALS:'GOAMD'ABORTMARKING •247SUBSTITUTIONSYMBOL=(SS>5 )248MARKEDSYMBOL=(SS+2)IMARKEDSYMBOLMARKER >249'FOR'SYMBOLPOSITION=STARTUFFIRSTLINr.'TO*STARTOFEDITC_ (250REQUEST-1: >251(<'1F'(SYMBOLPOSITION)*SUBSTITUTIONSYMBOL: >252'SET'(SYMBOLPOSITION)*MARKEDSYMBOL>) >253'IF'SS+3*FREEPOSITION(_CORRECTENDOFEDITINGSEQUENCE).: )254(.REMOVESEQUENCE).FREEPOSITION*STARTOFEDITREQUEST; >255'GOTO'ENDOFLINE >256(.ANDBEWAREIFTHEREISANOTHEREDITINGSEQUENCEONTHELINE). .257MF'(SS+3)=ISOFORCOMMA(.CORRECTSEPARATORBETWEENC_ )258SUBSTITUTIONSEQUENCES)_: >259SS=SS+4;'REPEAT'(.FORNEXTSUBSEQUENCE).>)>) >260(_OTHERWISfc:)_ >261.ABORTMARKING.:(.DONOTREMOVEEDITIB3SEQUENCEFROMLINE*C_ )262AND(BUT)DONOTALTERANYMARKINGALREADYDONE)_ >263»GfJAND'PUTLINEONTOCHAIN SERIALNUMBER=040LENGTH=04BANAME=READNEXTLINE#
(AA)LOCALS:MARKEDSYMBOL substitution! ss startofeditr htadofchain displacement upperbound upper startofLIne startoffirst startof3uffe newlinecmain

>264.'routine'. >265'MAIN':'kccttestrun' )266'initialisefreechain' >267itemstackfront=rdb+300 >263rdb=rdb+1joo 5269rcccontinuationsymbol=227(.smallcunderlined). >270kccmarkedsymboleditingsymbol=I91(.queryunderlined).>



3271RCCLOCALLINONUMQER=0 3272(.<'ROADNEXTLINE'SNOWLINECHAIN 3273'PPRINT*RCCLOCALLINENUMBER;*PNEWLINE' 3274'PRINTOUTCHAIN'NEWLINECHAIN 3275'DELETECHAIN'SNOWLINECHAIN 3276'REPEAT'>) SERIALNUMBER=044LENGTH=DOHANAME _*ENDOFPROGRAM* _
EOC //SVS004 //EXEC

01NO ACCESS PDLOADER
ERRORS PDTEST

1

13191 13037 13639 13041 13043 13045 13u47 13049 13.35i 13053 13055 13057 13059 13061 13j63 13i»<65 13367 13369 13071 13071 13075 13077 13079 13.Hi 13,03

10 32 32 32 32 32 73 70 32

114
99 99 32

109 111 101
32 72 65 H3 32

114
99 99 32

DETECTED 13037 13039 13041 13043 13045 13047 13049 13051 13.J53 13055 13057 13u59 13061 13063 13065 13067 13969 13071 13573 13075 13077 13079 13w.Hl 110H3
1311J19

I RCCTTESTRUN

(AA)LOCALS:NEWLINECHAIN-
10.35.33 10.35.33

> Ul



117 116 lob 110 101
32

109
97

114 107 101 114
b8

227
32 32

102 114 100 103
32

227
32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32

ICS
32

104 111 112 I'll
32

116 104 103 115
32

119 11I

13091 13093 13095 13097 13099 13101 13103 13105 13107 13109 13111 12113 13115 13117 13119 13121 13123 13125 13127 13129 13131 13133 13135 13137 13139 13141 13143 13145 13147 13149 13151 13153 13155 13157 13159 13161 13163 13165 13x67 13169 13171 13173 13x75 13177 13179 13101



13185 13167 13189

115
58 59

13187 13189 13191

2

i3D77

10

13037

13037

32

13039

13039

32

13041

13041

32

13043

13343

97

13046

13045

32

13047

13047

32

13049

13349

32

13051

13051

32

13w53

13053

32

13055

13055

32

13057

13057

32

13059

13.59

98

13061

13061

99

13063

13063

104

13065

13065

117

13067

13067

114

13069

13069

114

13071

13071

97

13073

13j73

121

13075

13075

58

13^77

3

13127

10

13037

13037

116

13039

13039

104

13J41

13041

-536870816

13043

13043

32

13045

i.3045

100

13C47

13047

-536870816

13049

13049

llo

13051

13j5i

116

13.58

13)53

-53MHC8I6

i3056



ft16
32

115 106 111 117 108 100
32 90

01o
32

116 816 112 108
97 99

816 100
32

105 110
32

116 106 105 115
32

115 116 105 110 103
10 32 32 32 32 32

13061 13063 13065 13067 13069 13071 13073 13975 13077 13079 13J81 13083 13005 13087 13089 13091 13093 13095 13097 13099 13101 13103 13105 13107 13109 13111 13113 13115 13117 13119 13121 13123 13125 13127 13037 13039 13u61 13963£13065
1316J



115 112
97 99

101 115
32 32 97 32 97 32 97 32

102 111 114
32 97 32 32

191
78 66 97 61 10 32 32 32 32 32 32 32

116 114 121
32 65 80

13053 13055 13057 13u59 13061 13063 13065 13067 13069 13071 13073 13075 13077 13079 13081 13083 13005 13087 13089 13091 13093 13095 13097 13099 131C1 131C3

i

13037 13039 13041 13043 13045 13047 13049 13051 13053 13055 13057 13059 13,61 13063



13067

82

13069

13069

32

13071

13071

67

13073

13!./73

65

13075

13375

83

13077

13077

69

13079

13079

32

13001

13081

65

13J83

13083

32

13085

13085

65

13087

13087

32

13089

13089

65

13091

13091

32

13093

13093

-536870851

13095

13095

.110

13097

13097

luO

13099

13099

32

13101

13101

108

13103

13103

111

13105

13103

119

13107

13107

101

13109

13109

114

13111

13111

32

13113

13113

99

13115

13)15

-536870851

13117

13117

115

13119

13119

101

13121

13121

32

13123

13123

-53687G051

1312d

13125

32

13127

13127

-536870851

13129

13129

32

13131

13131

-536870851

13133

6

13133

10

13037

13037

32

13039

13J39

32

13041

13041

32

13043

13^42

32

13045

13!45

32

13.j4I

13347

32

!.3o49



13D53

114

13055

13055

121

13057

13057

32

13059

13059

85

13061

13361

89

13063

13063

80

13065

13065

69

13067

13067

82

13069

13069

32

13071

i3D71

67

13073

13073

-536870851

13075

13075

83

13077

13077

69

13079

13079

32

13081

13C81

-53687.0851

13J83

13033

32

13085

13035

-536870K51

13087

13087

32

13089

13089

-536870851

13091

13091

32

13u93

13093

97

13095

13095

llJ

13097

13097

100

13099

13099

32

13101

13101

108

13103

13103

111

13105

13105

119

13107

13107

101

13109

13109

114

13111

13111

32

13113

13113

99

13115

13115

97

13117

13117

115

13119

13119

101

13121

13121

'i~> -Ji~

13123

13123

97

13125

13125

32

13127

13127

97

13129

13129

32

13131

13131

97

13133
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-536870853

13041

13341

-536870853

13043

13043

32

13045

13045

119

13047

13047

104

13049

13049

97

13051

13051

116

13053

13053

32

13055

13055

104

13057

13357

97

13059

13059

112

13061

13061

112

13063

13063

-536870853

13065

13065

110

13067

13067

.U5

13069

8

13099

10

13037

13037

32

13039

13039

32

13041

13041

32

13043

13043

32

13045

13045

32

13047

13047

32

13049

13049

109

13951

13051

-536870877

13053

13053

108

13955

13055

116

13957

13057

105

13059

13059

112

13061

13061

108

13063

13063

-536870875

13065

13065

32

13067

13067

-536870077

13069

13069

-536870791

13071

13071

-536870875

13073

13073

-536870791

13075

i3075

32

13077

13j77

111

13079

13079

102

13981

1308j

3">Je.

13083

i3j83

!02

13!8



XWf 13089

-536870875

13091

13091

32

13093

13093

-536870875

13095

13095

32

13097

13097

-536870875

13099

9

13067

10

13037

13037

72

13039

13039

-536870828

13041

13041

80

13043

13043

69

13045

13045

32

13047

13047

84

13049

13j49

-536870828

13051

13051

32

13053

13053

83

13u55

13055

85

13057

13057

67

13959

13059

67

13061

13061

69

13063

13063

69

13065

13065

68

13067

10

13C79

10

13037

13037

109

13039

13039

117

13041

13041

108

13043

13043

116

13045

13045

105

13047

13047

112

13049

13049

108

13051

1305i

-536870810

13053

13053

32

13055

13:955

117

13057

13057

115

13059

i306)

-53687(ji;10

3306;

>

U1
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APPENDIX F

PARTIAL COMPILER LISTING

GLOBAL

asp =. a stack pointer, isp = input symbol position, ct stack front

compile time stack front

^Recognition^ ROUTINE

IMP : TERMINATOR

a = (isp)

IF a = OR IF a = ":"; OR IF a = eol :' (a global constant

indicating the newline terminator^_

STACK a AT asp; recognised = 1:

OTHERWISE : recognised = 0

J_Recogni tion)_ ROUTINE

IMP ; TERM EX NL

a = (isp)

IF a = OR IF a = ": STACK a AT asp; recognised = 1:

OTHERWISE : recognised = O
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^Recognition]^ ROUTINE

IMP : BRACKETS TERMINATOR

count = O

{IF (isp) = AND IF isp(l) = :

NEXT count; isp = isp + 2; REPEAT}

STACK count AT asp

TERMINATOR; IF NO recognised: NEXT - asp J^to discard the c^

Analysis Stack entry]_

_(note that the TERMINATOR routine sets the recognition switch]_

_(Recognition]_ ROUTINE

IMP : SHIFT OPERATOR

al = (isp); a2 = isp (1)

IF al = "A"; OR IF al = "L":

{{IF a2 = "U"; OR IF a2 = "D": '

{IF al = "A" : code = 6:

OTHERWISE : code = 8
(

IF a2 = "D" : NEXT code

STACK code AT asp; isp = isp + 2; recognised = 1; FINISH} }}

recognised = O



_(_Recognition)_ ROUTINE

IMP : OPERATOR

a = (isp) ; SET NO code

IF a = "+" : code = 1:

OTHERWISE : {{{{ IF a = : code = 2:

OTHERWISE : {{{ IF a = : code = 3:

OTHERWISE : {{ IF a = "|: code = 4:

OTHERWISE : {IF a = "X";AND IF isp(l)

AND IF isp(2) = "R": code

} }} }}} }}}}

IF code : (asp) = code; NEXT isp; recognised = 1:

OTHERWISE : recognised = O

_(_Recognition)_ ROUTINE

IMP ; COMPARATOR

a = (isp); code = o

IF a = NEXT isp; code = 3:

OTHERWISE : {{IF a = NEXT isp; code = 5:

OTHERWISE :{ IF a = : NEXT isp; code = 1} }}

IF (isp) = "=": NEXT isp; NEXT code

IF code / O: JiL cunldins the correct code for a comparatorj_

STACK code AT asp; recognised = 1:

OTHERWISE : recognised = O

= "O";

= 5: i sp
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_(Recognition]_ ROUTINE

IMP : INTEGER

IF (isp) < "O"; OR IF (isp) > "9": recognised = O:

OTHERWISE:

{{integer = (isp) ~ "O"; NEXT isp

(scan for more decimal digits)

{IF (isp) > "O"; AND IF (isp) < "9":

integer = integer AU 3 + integer + integer; Jhas the c^

effect of multiplying by 10)_

integer = integer + (isp) - "O"; _(adds the next digit^_

NEXT isp; REPEAT)

STACK _(the plexj_ first bit set, integer AU 2 AT asp

recognised =1}}

ROUTINE

j />

IMP : SPECIFIER jThis routine looks for either a single [INTEGER] c_

or [INTEGER>*[INTEGER] (see CONSTANT routine)^

INTEGER; IF recognised :

{{{{backtrack = isp

IF (isp) = AND IF isp(l)= :

{{{ isp = isp + 2

INTEGER; IF recognised:

{{n = (asp - 1) - (asp - 3) + 1 ^giving the c_

width of the bit field)
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s = 1

IF n < o : isp = backtrack; asp = asp - 2; <:

GO TO other option

IF n = 1 ; asp = asp - 2; GO TO other option

FOR i = 2 TO n : S=SLUl|l
shiftup = (asp - 3) AD 2

IF shiftup > o:

{FOR i = 1 TO shiftup s = s LU 1}

Casp - 5) = (asp - 5) | s

asp = asp - 4

(recognised = 1 from the call of INTEGER above2_

FINISH}}

isp = backtrack}}}

s = 1

other option: shiftup = (asp - 1) AD 2

IF shiftup > o: (FOR i = 1 TO shiftup : s = s LU 1}

(asp - 3) = (asp - 3) | s

asp = asp - 2

Jrecognised = 1 from the first call of INTEGER)_}}}}

(otherwise recognised = 0)_
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_(Recognition)_ ROUTINE

IMP : CONSTANT

_(integer?) INTEGER; IF recognised : FINISH

STACK _(first word of a constant plexj_ first bit set AT asp

backtrack = isp

_(octal number?j_ IF (isp) = "*";

{{NEXT isp

IF (isp) < "0"; OR IF (isp) > "7"; GO AND nctrecognise

s= (isp) - "O"

NEXT isp

{IF (isp) > "O"; AND IF (isp) < "7":

s = s AU 3 + (isp) - "O"; _(adds in the next octal digit|_

NEXT isp; REPEAT}

s = s AU 2

recogise : STACK s AT asp; recognised = 1; FINISH}}

(hex number or bit pattern?Ji_

IF (isp) = 4 ";

{{{{NEXT isp

IF (isp) = ; NEXT isp; local switch = 1;

OTHERWISE : local switch = O

IF (isp) < "a"; AND IF (isp) > "f":

" {{{IF (isp) .< "O"; AND IF (isp) > "9": GO AND not recognise

s = (isp) - "O"}}}:

OTHERWISE: s = (ipp) - "a" + 10
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NEXT isp

{{{IF (isp) > "O"; AND IF (isp) < "9":

s = s LU 4 + (isp) - "O":

OTHERWISE:

{{IF (isp) > "a"; AND IF (isp) < "f":

s = s LU 4 + (isp) - "a" + 10:

OTHERWISE:

{IF local switch = O: s = s& first bit exterminator AU 2

GO AND recognise} }}

NEXT isp; REPEAT}}} }}}}

^system symbol?_)_ IF (isp) =

{{NEXT isp

symbol = (isp); next symbol = isp (1)

IF next symbol ^ ""g:

{IF symbol ^ qo AND not recognise

symbol = internal code for black (a global constant)

NEXT isp} :

OTHERWISE: isp = isp + 2

s = symbol AU 2; GO AND recognise}}

Cfield specifier?]_ IF (isp) = "%":

{{{STACK 0 AT asp

SPECIFIER; IF recognised: FINISH

IF (isp) = "(":
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{{repeat: NEXT isp

SPECIFIER; IF recognised:

{IF (isp) = NEXT isp; FINISH

IF (isp) = GO AND repeat} }}

asp = asp - 1 _(to discard the location holding a zero^_ }}}

not recognised: asp = asp - 1

isp = backtrack

recognised = 0

_(Recognition)_ ROUTINE

IMP: NAME

old stack position = asp

IF (isp) < "a"; OR IF (isp) > "z": recognised = 0; FINISH

bytecount =2

new word = (isp)

{NEXT isp

IF (isp) > "a"; AND IF (isp) < "z":

PERFORM character locd; REPEAT}

{IF (isp) > "O"; AND IF (isp) < "9":

PERFORM character load; NEXT isp; REPEAT}

(asp) = new word

Jcode the first byte of the packed name]_

(old stack position) = asp + 1 - old stack position + 4 - bytecount c_

LU 24 | (old stack position)

asp (1) = old stack position

asp = asp + 2

recognised = 1

FINISH
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character load: IF bytecount ^ 4: NEXT bytecount;

new word = new word LU 8 | (isp):

OTHERWISE: STACK new word AT asp;

new word = (isp);

bytecount = 1

FINISH character load

_(Recognition)_ ROUTINE

IMP : LABEL

backtrack = isp; reset = asp

IF (isp) = :

{{NEXT isp

NAME; IF recognised:

{IF (isp) = NEXT isp;

(recognised =1)

FINISH}

isp = backtrack; asp = reset}}

recognised = 0

^(Recognition)^ ROUTINE

IMP : SPECIAL NAME

NAME; IF recognised:

{dummy = (asp - 1)

SUBSTITUTE IDENTIFIER PLEX AT dummy

asp = dummy +2}

_(note that the recognition switch is set by NAME)
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_(_Recognition)_ ROUTINE

IMP CONDITIONAL

backtrack = isp

switch = O

PERFORM conditional recognition

IF switch = O :

{{{IF (isp) = "O"; AND IF isp (1) = "R":

{code = 2; isp = isp + 2; PERFORM conditional recognition}:

OTHERWISE:

{{IF (isp) = "A"; AND IF isp (1) = "N"; AND IF isp (2) = "D":

{code = 4; isp = isp + 3; PERFORM conditional recognition}:

OTHERWISE : recognised = O; FINISH}}

IF switch = O: isp = backtrack; recognised = O; FINISH

Casp - 1) = (asp - 1) + code}}}

recognised = 1; FINISH

conditional recognition: IF (isp) = "I"; AND IF isp (1) = "F":

isp = isp + 2; code = O:

OTHERWISE.:

{IF (isp) = "U"; AND IF isp (1) = "N"; AND IF £

isp (2) = "L";

AND IF isp (3) = "E"; AND IF isp (4) = "S"; £

AND IF isp(5) = "S":

isp = isp + 6; code = 1:

OTHERWISE : FINISH conditional recognition}

STACK code At asp; switch = 1; FINISH conditional £

recognition
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J_Recognition)_ ROUTINE

IMP : PHRASE VARIABLE

backtrack = isp; reset = asp

IF (isp) = AND IF isp (1) = :

{{{isp = isp + 2

IF (isp) > "A"; AND IF (isp) < "Z":

{{TERMINATOR; IF recognised: GO AND not recognise

IF (isp) = AND IF isp (1) = : GO AND not recognise

IF phrase variable switch = O : SPECIAL NAME:

OTHERWISE : NAME

IF recognised:

{IF (isp) = AND IF isp (1) = "_J' :

isp = isp + 2; FINISH Jrecognised_)_

GO AND not recognise}

NEXT isp _(to ignore the P\'SYM30L)_

REPEAT}}

not recognised: isp = backtrack; asp = reset}}}

recognised = O

^Recognition^ ROUTINE

IMP : MATCHING PHRASE EXPRESSION

reset = asp

phrase variable count = O

switch = 0

NEXT asp J_ reserves a location to hold the phrase variable count)_

HI PHRASE VARIABLE; IF recognised : switch = 1;

NEXT phrase variable count;

REPEAT }
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a = (isp)

IF a / AND IF a / AND IF a ^ eol; switch = 1;

NEXT isp;

REPEAT}}

IF switch = 0 : asp = reset; recognised = 0:

OTHERWISE : (reset) = phrase variable count; recognised = 1

^Recognition^ ROUTINE

IMP : DECLARATION

reset = asp; local error J_switchj_ = O

NAME; IF recognised:

{{{{SEARCH O DICTIONARY FOR (asp - 1) GIVING PLEX ADDRESS @ a

IF a : SET local error _(switchj_ J_since the NAME should not be there_)_

Backtrack - isp

IF Cisp) = "="; AND IF isp (1) = :

{{{isp = isp + 2

JLook for register synonym_)_

IF (isp) = "A":

{{NEXT isp

INTEGER; IF recognised:

{ (asp - 1) = (asp - 1) AD 2 _(to cancel the bit shifty

a = (asp - 1)

IF a > 44=0; AND IF a < 4=4=F:

(asp - 2) = a | third bit set;

(asp - 1) = o;
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asp = asp - 2;

CO AND recognise

asp = asp - 2}

isp = backtrack

GO AND construct plex}}

SPECIAL NAME;

IF NO recognised : CONSTANT

IF recognised : asp = asp - 2; GO AND recognise

isp = backtrack}}}
\

construct plex: Ji.e. allocate storage to hold the scalar_)_

(asp) = next free rt location

NEXT next feee rt location

asp (1) = 0

recognise ;

IF local error = 0 : ADD (asp - 1) TO 0 DICTIONARY WITH PLEX

ADDRESS asp; (reset) = (asp);

fceset (1) = asp (1) :

OTHERWISE : (reset ) = Jerror)_ fourth bit set

asp = reset + 2

recognised = l}}}}

^otherwise not recognised^

_(_Recognition)_ ROUTINE

IMP : VARIABLE

reset = asp; backtrack = isp; count = 1 Jof total number of operands

in a subscripted variable) switch = 0



SPECIAL NAME;

IF recognised:

{backtrack = isp; switch = 1

IF (isp) # " (" : FINISH _(recognisedj_

NEXT isp

(asp) = (asp - 2); asp (1) = (asp - 1)

(asp - 2) = second bit set ^descriptor bitj_; (asp

count ■= 2

asp (2) = "4"

asp = asp 4 3

GO AND test for endings}

IF (isp) ^ " C" : FINISH j(unrecognised_)_

NEXT isp

STACK ^descriptor plex^_ second bit set, 0 AT asp

SPECIAL NAME; IF recognised:

{IF (isp) = "4"; OR IF (isp) = :

STACK (isp) AT asp;

NEXT isp; count = 2; GO AND test for endings

IF (isp) = ")": GO AND recognise

GO AND not recognise }

test for endings: CONSTANT

IF recognised:

{IF (isp) = ")" : GO AND recognise

GO AND not recognise }

SPECIAL NAME .

IF recognised :

{{{IF (isp) = ")" : GO AND recognise

IF (isp) = OR IF (isp) = :
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{{NEXT count

STACK (isp) AT asp

NEXT isp

CONSTANT; IF recognised :

{IF (isp) = ")" : GO AND recognise} }} }}}

not recognise: isp = backtrack

IF switch = O : asp = reset; recognised = 0; FINISH _(unrecognisedj_

(reset) = reset (2); reset (1) = reset (3)

asp = reset I- 2

recognised = 1; FINISH _(recognised_)_

recognise: NEXT isp

(reset) = (reset) | count _(places the count of number of operands c_

into the first word of the variable plex)_

recognised = 1

_(Recognitionj_ ROUTINE

IMP : EXPRESSION

reset = asp; link = asp; backtrack = isp; NEXT asp

_(Deal with any preceeding unary operator)

IF (isp) = _(unary)_ "-3-" : (asp) = 1; NEXT isp:

OTHERWISE : {IF (isp) = _(unaryj_ : (asp) = 2; NEXT isp :

OTHERWISE : _[assume unary plus_)_ (asp) = 1}

switch = 0 ^indicating that no operands have been found yetj_
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test for variable _(operand)_ : NEXT asp; VARIABLE

UNLESS recognised : {CONSTANT; UNLESS recognised : GO AND finish}

test for more: switch = 1 ^indicating that another operand has been found_)_

_(set link for previous element)_ (link) = reset; link = reset

_(then update_)_ reset = asp; backtrack = isp; NEXT asp

(look for an operator^

SHIFT OPERATOR

IF recognised:

{{SPECIAL NAME;

IF recognised : _(check that it is a semantic constant^

{UNLESS (asp - 2) HAS first Jconstant)_ bit set : GO AND finish}:

OTHERWISE:

{CONSTANT; UNLESS recognised : GO AND finish}

_(Adjust the constant to cancel the shift made when it was created_)_

Casp - 1) = Casp - 1) AD 2

GO AND test for more}}

OPERATOR; IF recognised : GO AND test for variable _(operand_)_

finish: _(Set the final link)_ (link) = 0

asp = reset; isp = backtrack; recognised = switch

^Recognition^ ROUTINE

IMP : ROUTINE CALL

reset = asp; backtrack = isp; s = o

CHECK RSYNTAX FOR @ s PARAMETERS GIVING @ parmcount

recognised = s
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UNLESS _(syntax_)_ recognised:

lisp = backtrack; reset = asp

PACK ROUTINE NAME ON ANALYSIS STACK, O

SUBSTITUTE RPLEX AT reset WITH parmcou.nt PARAMETERS

asp = reset 9- 3}

^Recognition^ ROUTINE

IMP : ROUTINE HEADING

backtrack = isp; reset = asp

_(look for routine type specification^

recognised — O

IF (isp) = "M"; AND IF isp (1) = "A"; AND IF isp (2) = "I";

AND IF isp (3) = "N" : tag = 2; isp = isp 9- 4; recognised = 1 :

OTHERWISE :

{{IF (isp) = "B"; AND IF isp (1) = "A"; AND IF isp (2) = "S";

AND IF isp (3) = "I"; AND IF isp (4) = "C" :

tag = 4; isp = isp + 5; recognised = 1 :

OTHERWISE :

{tag = O

IF (isp) = "S"; AND IF isp (1) ; "T"; AND IF isp (2) = "A";

AND IF isp (3) = "N"; AND IF isp (4) = "D"; AND IF isp (5) = "A";

AND IF isp (6) = "R"; AND IF isp (7) = "D" :

isp = isp + 8; recognised = 1}

_(look for IF/IMP spec)

IF (isp) = "I"; AND IF isp (1) = "F":

NEXT tag; isp = isp 9- 2; recognised = 1 :
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OTHERWISE :

{IF (isp) = "I"; AND IF isp (1) = "M"; AND IF isp (2) = "P" :

isp = isp + 3; recognised =1} }}

recognised _£routine type specification^ :

{{{{{{tag = tag LU 27 _£stores the tag bits in a form compatible with

a routine plex_)_

IF (isp) = " :" :

{{{{{NEXT isp; s = 1; dummy = isp

CHECK RSYNTAX FOR @ s PARAMETERS GIVING @ parmcount

IF s ^ o :

{{{{isp = dummy; link - asp

PACK ROUTINE NAME ON ANALYSIS STACK, 1

SEARCH 2 _(routine_)_ DICTIONARY FOR link GIVING PLEX ADDRESS @

IF a - o. : _(the. routine is not on the dictionary^

{ { {^construct a routine plex_)_

Casp) = first two bits set | tag | current serial number

NEXT current serial number

IF tag LD 29 j5 O : _(BASIC routine^

asp (1) = next free rt location LU 16 | parmcount;
next free rt location = next free rt location + 3 :

OTHERWISE : JSTANDARD routine_)_ asp (1) = parmcount

IF NO parmcount : asp (2) =0 :

OTHERWISE . asp (2) = next free rt location

ADD link TO 2 _CroutineJ_ DICTIONARY WITH PLEX ADDRESS asp

asp = asp + 3
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IF parmcount ^ o :

{{dummy = reset

{SUBSTITUTE IDENTIFIER PLEX AT dummy + 1

dummy = (dummy)

IF (dummy) ^ o : REPEAT} _(_adds the formal parameter

£o the'identifier dictionary^}}

dummy - asp *«=• 3}}}:

OTHERWISE :

{{{IF (a) HAS first bit set : Jprint redefinition warningj_. ..

IF (a) & tags extractor ^ tag : _(print routine type

error messaged ...

(a) = first two bits set [ tag | (a)

IF parmcount ^ o :

{{_(construct formal parameter identifier plexes and

insert in the identifier dictionary^

address = a (2)

asp (1) = 0

dummy = reset

{ (asp) = address

ADD dummy 4- 1 TO 0 DICTIONARY WITH PLEX ADDRESS asp

NEXT address

'dummy = (dummy)

REPEAT UNTIL (dummy) = 0} }}

dummy - a}}}
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J_Now copy the routine plex back to the old configuration c_

of the Analysis Stack_)_

FOR i = 0 TO 2 : reset (i) = dummy (i)

asp = reset + 3

recognised = 1; FINISH}}}}

asp = reset}}}}}

isp = backtrack}}}}}}

recognised = 0

_(Semantics]_ ROUTINE

IMP : ASSIGNMENT preferred to as SEM001 in PL360)_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : ASSIGN (plexbase), plexbase (1);

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (2)

_(Semantics2_ ROUTINE

IMP : SET UP CONTROL DATA ^Semantics of Referred to as SEM002 in PL360]_

LOCAL : ccd = current control data

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a :{{IF ccd (2) = O : _(NO forward link, so set up a new CD block on c_

the CT stack_}_

(ct stack front) = ccd;

ccd (1) = ct stack front;

ccd = ct stack front.

ct stack front = ct stack front + 8;

ccd(l) = O

OTHERWISE : ccd = ccd (1)
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^initialise elements in CD block, inserting segment/word address in

fifth word)

FOR i = 2 TO 7 :

{IF i ^ 5 : ccd (i) =0 :

OTHERWISE : ccd (i) = index value LU 16 | routine byte count}

NEXT brackets count}}

_{Semanticsj_ ROUTINE

IMP : CONDITIONALS 'jref■erred to as SEM003 in PL360_)_

LOCAL : ea = expression accumulator, cr =. comparison register,

ccd = current control data

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : {ASSIGN 0, plexbase (1) ^compiles code to compute the left

hand side expression^

dummy = plexbase Q)

_Clnspect right hand side expression to see if optimisations can be made)

IF (dummy) = O; AND IF dummy (1) = 1 _(code for "+");

AND IF dummy (2) HAS first bit set _(the single operand is a constant^;

AND IF dummy C3) =0 _(the constant is zeroj^ :

PLANT load and test register, ea, ea, 0, 0 :

OTHERWISE : jusual casej_

PLANT load register, cr, ea, 0, 0 ;

ASSIGN 0, plexbase (3) ^compiles code to compute r.h.s. expression^

PLANT compare register, cr, ea, 0, 0
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terminator = plexbase (5)

conditional = (plexbase)

IF (conditional) HAS bottom JJLeast significant^ bit set:

SET switch _(to indicate an UNLESS form_)_ t

OTHERWISE : SET NO switch _(to indicate an IF formj_

(conditional) = (conditional) LD 1

level status = ccd (2)

IF (conditional) — O : _£a plain IF/UNLESS form is present)_

(IF level status 7^ 0 _£IMP_)_ : PERFORM error sequence

dummy ■= O; Jan input parameter to_)_ PERFORM plant branch instruction

IF (terminator) - : ccd (2) = 4 J_sets level status = IFIMP_)_ :

OTHERWISE : ccd (2) = 1 J_sets level status = IF_)_} :

OTHERWISE :

{{{IF (conditional) = 1 : Jan OR IF/UNLESS form is present^

{{IF level status ^ 1 J_IMP_)_; AND IF level status ^ 3 _(ORIF_)_ :

PERFORM error sequence

IF level status = 1 :

{Jcode to alter previous branch instructionK...}

IF (terminator) = :

{dummy = 1; PERFORM plant branch instruction

ccd (2) = 4 _(sets level status = IF IMPj_}:

OTHERWISE :

{switch = switch jL 1; dummy = 0;

PERFORM plant branch instruction

ccd (2) = 3 j(sets level status to OR IF2_} }}:
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OTHERWISE : _(an AND IF/UNLESS form is present)_

{{IF level status ^ 1; AND IF level status ^ 2 _(AND IF2_:

PERFORM error sequence

dummy = O; PERFORM plant branch instruction

IF (terminator) = : ccd (2) = 4 Jsets level status = IFIMP_)_ :

OTHERWISE : ccd (2) = 2 Jsets level status = AND IF)_ }} }}}
FINISH

error sequence : _(Print error message ILLEGAL CONTROLS . •.

FINISH error sequence

plant branch instruction : comparator address = plexbase (2)

c = (comparator address)

IF c = 1 : mash = 8 :

OTHERWISE : {{{{IF c = 2 : mash = 6 :

OTHERWISE :

{{{IF c = 3 : mash = 4 :

OTHERWISE :

{{IF c = 4 : mash = 12 :

OTHERWISE :

{IF c = 5 : mash = 2 :

OTHERWISE : mash = 10} }} }}} }}}}

IF switch = 0 : mash = mash ^ 14

PLANT branch on condition, mash, O, 0, 0 (incomplete branch instruction c_

planted^

IF dummy ^ O : FULL IN ccd + 3 _(control list 1) TO routine byte count

FINISH plant branch instruction}
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J_Semantics]_ ROUTINE

IMP : LABEL _(_Semantics of label : , referred to as SEM004 in PL360_)_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : {{SEARCH 1 Jlabel_)_ DICTIONARY FOR (plexbase) GIVING PLEX £

ADDRESS @ a

IF a = O : _(the label is not in the dictionary, so construct a £

label plex and add it to the label dictionary)^

(asp) = first _(_defined)_ bit set;

asp (1) = index value LU 16 | routine byte count; (segment/word £

addressj_ •

ADD (plexbase) TO 1 DICTIONARY.WITH PLEX ADDRESS asp :

OTHERWISE : J_the label is on the dictionary^

{IF fa) HAS first _(defined_)_ bit set : _(Print DUPLICATE LABEL £

errorj_ .... :

OTHERWISE : Jset defined bit of label plex_)_

fa) -= (a) | first _£defined_)_ bit set;

Jthen insert label address in plex|_

a (1) = index value LU 16 | routine byte count} }}

_C_Semantics_)_ ROUTINE

IMP : OTHERWISE (Semantics of OTHERWISE : , referred to as SEM005 in PL360_)_

LOCAL ccd = current control data

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a! {"UNLESS ccd (2) = 7 jClevel status = EXPECTING OTHERWISE_)_ :

J[Print UNEXPECTED OTHERWISE error)_ :
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OTHERWISE : ccd (2) =5 J_sets level status = OTHERWISE IMP_)_;

PLANT branch on condition, 15, 0, O, 0;

FILL IN ccd + 3 Jcontrol list 1J_ TO routine byte count;

ADD code address - 1 TO ccd +3}

_(_Semanticsj_ ROUTINE

IMP : GO TO (Semantics of GO TO/AND, referred to as SEM006 in PL360_)_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a: { PLANT GO TO BRANCH FOR (plexbase)

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (1)}

ROUTINE

STANDARD IMP : PLANT GO TO BRANCH FOR p ^Subsidiary routine to GOTO and SWITCH)_

PLANT branch on condition, 15, 0, O, O

SEARCH 1 _(label)_ DICTIONARY FOR p GIVING PLEX ADDRESS @ a

IF a = O : _(construct a label plex and add it to the label dictionary^

(asp) = code address - 1;

asp (1) = O;

ADD p to 1 DICTIONARY WITH PLEX ADDRESS asp :

OTHERWISE :

ADD Jbranch instruction at)_ code address - 1 TO J_list variable c_

in plex indicated by)_ a
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_(_Semanticsj_ ROUTINE

IMP : SWITCH (Semantics of Switch statement, referred to as SEM007 in PL3602_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : {{ASSIGN 0, plexbase (1) ^compiles code to evaluate the expression^

SET segmentation delay switch

PLANT branch and link register, variable address accumulator, 0, O, 0

PLANT branch on condition, 15, O, variable address accumulator,

expression accumulator;

dummy = (plexbase); number of labels = (dummy)

FOR 1 = 1 TO number of labels :

{dummy = dummy (1) LD 26 + dummy + 1

PLANT GO TO BRANCH FOR (dummy)}

SET NO segmentation delay switch}}

JSemantics_)_ ROUTINE

IMP : GLOBAL DECLARATION preferred to as SEM008 in PL360]_

PERFORM 1 iglobalj_ DECLARATION SEMANTICS

instruction count = smallest negative number ^initialised by compiler)_

_(Semantics_)_ ROUTINE

IMP : LOCAL DECLARATION preferred to as SEM009 in PL360|_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a :

{PERFORM O _(local)_ DECLARATION SEMANTICS

IF instruction count ^ O : _(_Print DECLARATION POSITIONING warning^,

instruction count = - 1

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (1)}
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ROUTINE

IMP : PERFORM switch DECLARATION SEMANTICS ^Subsidiary to declaration routines^

IF switch 3? O _(_global declaration^ :

global dictionary head = dictionary head;

old ct stack front = ct stack front

_(Check given identifier plexes for any double declaration faults_)_

dummy = (plexbase); count - (dummy)

FOR i = 1 STEP 2 TO count AU 1 + 1 :

{IF dummy (I) HAS fourth _(error]_ bit set :

_CPRINT NAME ALREADY DECLARED error)_ }

_(Semanticsj_ ROUTINE

IMP : PRESET ARRAY _(referred to as SEM010 in PL360j_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a :

{{{SEARCH 0 _(identifierj_ DICTIONARY FOR (plexbase) GIVING PLEX £

ADDRESS @ a

IF a : J_Print NAME ALREADY DECLARED error) . . . . :

OTHERWISE :

{{_(place zero in constant table) constant table (current c

free constant position) = 0

_(construct identifier plex and add to identifier dictionaryj_

(asp) = first (constant^ bit set | preset array bit set
asp (1) = current free constant position
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ADD (plexbase) TO O DICTIONARY WITH PLEX ADDRESS asp

dummy = plexbase (2); count Jof number of constants]_ = (dummy)

link = dummy + 1 _(points to first constant plexj_

_(Add constants to preset array table)

FOR i = 1 TO count :

{address = i - 1 + pa current free constant position

preset array table (address) = link (1); link = link + 2}

_(Add an element to preset array dictionary)

Cct stack front) = O

dummy = plexbase (1); integer = dummy (1)

ct stack front (1) = pa current free constant position -

integer AD 16 | current free constant position

IF preset array dictionary head = 0 :

preset array dictionary head = ct stack front :

OTHERWISE : (preset array dictionary tail) = ct stack front

preset array dictionary tail = ct stack front

ct stack front = ct stack front + 2

_(Update globalsj_

NEXT current free constant position

pa current free constant position = pa current free constant

position + count}}

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (3) } ?}

_(Semantics_)_ ROUTINE

IMP : REPEAT preferred to as SEMOll in PL360)

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a :
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{{{Jcheck for following bracketj_

dummy = (plexbase); rbracket count = (dummy)

IF NO rbracket count :

_CPrint NO BRACKET AFTER REPEAT error)_. . . . :

OTHERWISE :

{{^inspect address of start of compound statement to see c_

if it is in the same segment)

dummy - current control data (5)

segment = dummy LD 16; word = dummy & bottom half word extractor

SET segmentation delay switch

IF index value ^ segment :

{_(Put segment number in constant table and plant code c_

to load index register with segment value)

Casp) = first _(constant_)_ bit set; asp (1) = segment

ACCESS CONSTANT asp GIVING POSITION @ p

PLANT load, routine index register, p, 0, constant c

base register}

PLANT branch on condition, 15, word, routine index register, c

routine base register

SET NO segmentation delay switch

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE (plexbase)}} }}}

_(Semantic) ROUTINE

IMP : FOR STATEMENT Jwith STEP, referred to as SEM012 in PL360)
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LOCAL : ccd = current control data, cr = comparison register, c_

ea = expression accumulator, br =. base register, vaa variable c:

accumulator, rir = routine index register, rbr ^ routine base register

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a :

{{{{IF ccd (2) ^ o Jlevel status ^ IMP_)_ :

_(Print UNEXPECTED FOR-STATEMENT error]_ :

OTHERWISE :

{{{Jplace control variable into CD block)_

dummy - (plexbase); SUBSTITUTE IDENTIFIER PLEX AT dummy

ccd C7J = (dummy)

IF (dummy) HAS register bit set :

local switch = 1; register = (dummy) & register bit c

exterminator :

OTHERWISE : local switch = O; register = cr

ASSIGN _(initial value to control variable_)_ dummy, plexbase (1)

IF local switch = O : PLANT load register, register, ea, 0, 0

address limit = next free rt location; NEXT next free rt location

_(compile code to compute and store limit expression)^

(asp) = address limit; ASSIGN asp, plexbase (3)

SET segmentation delay switch

(Inspect increment expression setting "switch" to control c^

the code compiled henceforth)
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dummy = plexbase (2)

IF (dummy) ^ O (more than one operand^;

OR UNLESS dummy (2) HAS first _(constant)_ bit set : c_

switch = 3 :

OTHERWISE : _(_s ingle constant operand^

{{IF dummy (1) =2 _(negative2_ : switch = 2 :

OTHERWISE :

{IF dummy (3) S 1024 : switch = 1 :

OTHERWISE : constant = dummy (3); switch = 0} }}

dum = O

IF switch 5^ O : {{^compile code to compute and store increment^

address inc = next free rt location; NEXT next free rt c_

location

(asp) — address inc; ASSIGN asp, plexbase (2)

IF switch = 3 :

{^(compile code to compute and store branch mash_)_

PLANT load and test register, ea, ea, O, 0

PLANT branch on condition, 2, routine byte count c_

+ 12, rbr, rt

PLANT load address, vaa, 64, 0, 0

PLANT branch on condition, 15, routine bytecount +8 £

rir, rbr

PLANT load address, vaa, 32, 0, 0

PLANT store, vaa, next free rt location, 0, br

address mash = next free rt location

NEXT next free rt location

dum =1} }}



IF local switch = 0 : dum = dum + 4 : OTHERWISE : c_

dum = dum + 44 A

PLANT branch on condition, 15, routine byte count + dum, c_

rir, rbr

_(instruction to branch round inter-cycle action code_)_

IF switch — 3 : _(plant the branch instruction which is c_

executed by an EX instruction in the case where the c_

sign of the increment is not known till run-timej_

branch out address = code address;

PLANT branch on condition, 0, 0, O, 0

jCstore address of inter-cycle action code in CD block_)_

ccd (6) — index value LU 16 | routine byte count

_Cplant inter-cycle action code)

IF switch = 0 : PLANT load address, cr, constant, 0, O :

OTHERWISE; PLANT load, cr, address inc, 0, br

IF local switch = 0 : PLANT add, cr, ccd (7) Jcontrol c_

variablej_, 0, br;

PLANT store, cr, ccd (7), 0, br :

OTHERWISE : PLANT add register, register, cr, O, 0

_(plant instruction to compare control variable with limit c^

(setting condition code)_)_

PLANT compare, register, address limit, 0, br

IF switch = 3 :

{jplant instruction to execute previous branch instruction^

PLANT load, vaa, address mask, 0, br

IF local switch =0; dum - 44 18 : OTHERWISE : dum = 44 12

PLANT execute, vaa, routine bytecount-dum, rir, rbr} :
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OTHERWISE :

{Jplant instruction to branch on +ve or -ve)_

branch out address = code address

IF switch = 2 : dum = 4 : OTHERWISE : dum = 2 (sets c^

mask of branch)_

PLANT branch on condition, dum, 0, 0, 0}

SET ccd C2) J_level statusji_ = 6 JCYCLE IMP_)_

ADD branch out address TO ccd + 3 ^Control List 1 in CD block)_

SET NO segmentation delay switch}}} }}}}

_(_Semanticsj_ ROUTINE

IMP SIMPLE FOR STATEMENT _(without STEP, referred to as SEM013 in PL360)_

_(This routine has the same function as a Primary semantic routine c_

in that it manipulates the given parse on the Analysis Stack into

the parse form expected by the FOR STATEMENT semantics routine,

then calls it_)_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : {old plexbase = plexbase; plexbase = asp

STACK (oldplexbase), oldplexbase (1), plexbase + 5, oldplexbase (2), c

O, 1, first bit set, 4 AT asp

FOR STATEMENT}

J[_Semantics_)_ ROUTINE

IMP : STACK J_stacking semantics routine, referred to as SEM014 in PL360j_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a :
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{{{{{CHECK STACK POINTER GIVING @ register USED@ naddress £

AND SET @ _CvalidityO_ switch

IF switch ^ - 1 :

{{{{dummy = (plexbase); expression address = dummy + 1

limit = (dummy) _(gives total no. of expressions^

displacement = 0

FOR i = 1 to limit :

{{{ASSIGN 0, expression address ^compiles code to compute £

an expression, leaving result in expression accumulator^

PLANT store, expression accumulator, displacement, O, register

NEXT displacement

UNLESS I = limit :

link = expression address;

{{_(chain down the expression plex to set "expression c

address" to point to the next expression^

IF (link) = 0 :

{dummy = link + 2;

IF (dummy) HAS descriptor bit set :

expression address = (dummy) & descripter bit

exterminator•

expression address = expression address AU 1 +

expression address;

expression address = expression address + 1 AU 2
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OTHERWISE : expression address = dummy + 2

FINISH CURRENT i}

link = (link)

REPEAT}} }}}

_Cplant instruction to update stack pointer)_

PLANT load address, register, displacement, O, register

IF switch = 0 : Jthe stack pointer is not a register^

PLANT store, register, naddress, 0, br

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (2)}}}} }}}}}

_(Semanticsj_ ROUTINE

IMP : DESTACK ^semantics of destacking, referred to as SEM015 in PL360)_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a :

{{{{CHECK STACKPOINTER GIVING @ register USED @ naddress AND £

SET @ switch

IF switch jZ - 1 :

{{{_(find how many variables are to be destacked, and plant £

code to retract the stack pointer by this no. of locations^

dummy = Cplexbase)

(asp) = first bit set; asp (1) = (dummy)

ACCESS CONSTANT asp GIVING POSITION @ p

PLANT subtract, register, p, O, constant base register

IF switch = O : PLANT store, register, naddress, O, base register
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j^firstO_ variable address = dummy + 1; displacement = O

FOR i = 1 TO Cdummy) :

Jjplant code to assign to a variablej_

{{PLANT load, expression accumulator, displacement, 0, c_

register

ASSIGN variable address, 0

NEXT displacement

"UNLESS i = (dummy) :

{Jmove "variable address" to point to next variab.le_)_

IF (variable address) HAS descriptor bit set :

variable address = (variable address) & c_

descripter bit exterminator;

variable address = variable address AU 1 + c_

variable address + 1 AU 2 :

OTHERWISE : variable address = variable address +2} }}

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (2)}}} }}}}

ROUTINE

STANDARD IMP : CHECK STACK POINTER GIVING register USED naddress AND SET switch

_(This routine is auxiliary to the STACK and DESTACK Semantic routines. c_

Its function is to declare the stackpointer to the compiler to obtain c_

a plex form. The plex is then checked. If it is a semantic constant, c

a fault is monitored and the output parameter "switch" set to - 1. c_

If it is a register, then that "register" is passed back to the calling c^

routine, together with a "switch" setting of 1. Otherwise, "register" c
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indicates the "comparison register", "switch" is set to zero, and c

an instruction is planted to load the "comparison register" with the c_

stack pointer value. ("register" is subsequently used as an index c_

into the stackJj_

nameaddress = plexbase (1); SUBSTITUTE IDENTIFIER PLEX AT nameaddress

IF (nameaddress) HAS first _£constantj_ bit set : switch = - 1; J_code c_

to generate the error USE OF SEMANTIC CONSTANT^ :

OTHERWISE :

I IF (nameaddress) HAS register bit set : register = (nameaddress) & c_

register bit exterminator; switch = 1 :

OTHERWISE : register = comparison register; switch = 0; naddress = c_

(nameaddress); PLANT load, register, naddress, O, base register}

^(Semantics) ROUTINE

IMP : FINISH Jreferred to as SEM016 in PL360)_

j(This routine undertakes the semantics of a "FINISH" statement. c

A check is first made that the currently-being-defined routine c_

is IMP : if not then an error is indicated, otherwise a routine c

is called to plant the branch instruction and add it to the c_

control list associated with "FINISH" references)

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a ;

{{JEind currently-being-defined routine's plex in routine dictionary^

link = routine dictionary head

repeat : IF link ^ 0 :
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{"UNLESS link (2) HAS second ^currently being defined^ bit set:

link = (link); GO AND repeat}

if imp tag bit = link C2) LD 27 & bottom bit set

IF if imp tag bit _(is set)_ : _(print INVALID ROUTINE EXIT error)_. .. .

OTHERWISE : PERFORM FINISH SEMANTICS}}

ROUTINE

STANDARD IMP : PERFORM FINISH SEMANTICS

jThis is an auxiliary routine to the "FINISH" and "CONDITION (NOT) c_

SATISFIED" ROUTINES. Its job is to plant an incomplete branch c_

instruction and add it to the Control List associated with c

FINISH refs., then to process control^

PLANT branch on condition, 15, O, O, O

link = current control data

{J_find top level of control dataj_ IF (link) ^ 0 : link = (link) ; c_

REPEAT}

ADD code address - 1 TO link - 1

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE (plexbase)

jCSemantics) ROUTINE

IMP : RESOLVE preferred to as SEM017 in PL360, this routine handles c

the semantics of RESOLVE/LET p INTO/=. m y, (using class abbreviations) . c^

Code generated is equivalent to the assignment sequence: c

PI = p (1); p2 = p(2);.... but optimises by only accessing £

p once and using it as an index)
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CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a :

{{{(check whether there are any p.v.s. in the m.p.e. If not, then c^

the instruction does not generate any codeJ_

dummy = plexbase (1); count = (dummy)

IF count 0 :

_(plant code to load "register" with phrase variable^

{{phrase var address = (plexbase)

register = variable address accumulator

pvplex = (phrase var address)

IF pvplex HAS first _(constantj_ bit set :

ACCESS CONSTANT phrase var address GIVING POSITION @ p;

PLANT load, register, p, 0, constant base register :

OTHERWISE :

{IF pvplex HAS register bit set :

register = pvplex & register bit exterminator :

OTHERWISE :

PLANT load, register, pvplex, 0, base register}

(plant code to perform sequence of assignments)

address = dummy - 1; displacement = 0

FOR i = 1 TO count :

{NEXT displacement; address = address + 2

PLANT load, expression accumulator, displacement, 0, register

ASSIGN address, 0} }}

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (2)}}}
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_(_Semanticsj_ ROUTINE

IMP : PERFORM NAME preferred to as SEM018 in PL360j_

J_Semantics of "PERFORM n"_)_

LOCAL : cr =, comparison register, rir =, routine index register, c_

br = base register

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : {{SEARCH O _(identifier]_ DICTIONARY FOR (plexbase) GIVING c

PLEX ADDRESS @ a

IF a = o : {Jmake a new entry in dictionary^

(asp) = next free rt location; asp (1) = O; NEXT next free rt location

a -= asp

ADD (plexbase) TO O _(identifier)_ DICTIONARY WITH PLEX ADDRESS asp} :

OTHERWISE : {IF (a) HAS first J_constant) bit set : _(_Print USE OF c^

SEMANTIC CONSTANT error)_ ; FINISH}

SET segmentation delay switch

PLANT branch and link register, cr, O, O, O Jto load run-time address c_

of next instruction into cr)_

jCplant code to update return address and store into scalar n)_

IF Xa) HAS register bit set :

PLANT load address, cr, 10, O, cr;

PLANT load register, (a)& register bit exterminator, cr, O, O :

OTHERWISE : PLANT load address, cr, 12, O, cr;

PLANT store, cr, (a), O, br



PLANT GO TO BRANCH FOR (plexbase) Jplants a jump as for GO TO n)_

(plant code to reset index value (stored in routine index register)

on returning from the PERFORM sequence_)_

IF index value = 0 :

PLANT subtract register, rir, rir, 0,0:

OTHERWISE :

{ (asp) = first _(constant)_ bit set; asp (1) = index value

ACCESS CONSTANT asp GIVING POSITION @ p

PLANT load, rir, p, O, constant base register}

SET NO segmentation delay switch

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (1)}}

_(Semantics|_ ROUTINE

IMP : FINISH NAME preferred to as SEM019 in PL360_)_

jThis routine performs semantics of "FINISH n". A check is

made that "n" is not a semantic constant, and if so code is

planted to load the"comparison register" with scalar "n" and

to branch to that address)_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : {{SUBSTITUTE IDENTIFIER PLEX AT (plexbase)

a = (plexbase)

IF (a) HAS first Jconstantj_ bit set :

(print USE OF SEMANTIC CONSTANT error) :



OTHERWISE :

{IF (a) HAS register bit set :

register = (a) & register bit exterminator :

OTHERWISE :

PLANT load, comparison register, (a), O, base register;

register = comparison register

PLANT branch on condition register, 15, register, O, O}

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (1)}}

_(Semantics_)_ ROUTINE

IMP : FINISH EACH preferred to as SEM020 in PL3602_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : PERFORM FINISH O _(_EACH_)_ SEMANTICS

_CSemantics_)_ ROUTINE

IMP : FINISH CURRENT preferred to as SEM021 in PL360_)_

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : PERFORM FINISH 1 _(CURRENT)_ SEMANTICS

ROUTINE

STANDARD IMP : PERFORM FINISH switch SEMANTICS

DUMMY *= (plexbase)

SUBSTITUTE IDENTIFIER PLEX AT dummy

PLANT branch on condition, 15, O, O, O _(_an incomplete branch instruction^

jCheck CD blocks for succeeding levels of control data to see if the c_

given control variable name is present.)
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link = current control data

{{IF (dummy) = link (7) _(the CD block entry reserved to hold

control variable_)_ :

{IF switch = 0 _(FINISH EACH)_ : dummy = 3 ^Control List 1)_

OTHERWISE ^FINISH CURRENT)_ : dummy = 4 ^Control List 2)_

ADD code address - 1 TO link + dummy

GO AND finish}

link = (link)

REPEAT "UNTIL link = O}}

Jprint "UNRECOGNISED CONTROL VARIABLE error]_

finish : PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (1)

(Semantics) ROUTINE

IMP : CLOSING CS BRACKETS preferred to as SEM022 in PL360_)_

_(This routine handles the semantics of a sequence of closing compound c

statement brackets, followed by any terminator)

CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a : PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE (plexbase)

(Semantics) ROUTINE

IMP : ROUTINE HEADING preferred to as SEM023 in PL360]_

J(This routine performs the code generation corresponding to a c

routine heading. A routine plex is found on the Analysis Stack. c

The action taken is to insert "code address" into the top level c

CD block then to store the "code address" into the respective index table c

entry. Then: c
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(a) A MAIN routine generates no code, but sets "start address". £

(b) A BASIC routine generates code to save the routine addressing c^

registers, then to initialise the routine base and index c_

registers. c_

(c) A STANDARD routine generates code to store an activation c_

record on the run-time stack, then to initialise the routine c_

base and index registers.^

^Insert code address into CD blockj_ current control data (5) = code address

_(Extract tag bits from routine plex_)_

rplex = (plexbase); tag bits = (rplex) & tag bits extractor LD 27

JMake entry in index table_)_

serial number _Cof routine_)_ = (rplex) & tag field exterminator

index table (serial number) = code address

IF tag bits HAS Second bottom JMAIN)_ bit set : start address = code c_

address :

OTHERWISE :

{{{{IF tag bits < 4 J_STANDARDJ_ : _(plant code to save an activation c_

record^

{{{PLANT store multiple, 1, 15, 4, rdb register

PLANT load address, expression accumulator, serial number, O, O

PLANT store, expression accumulator, 68, 0, rdb register

PLANT store, rdb register, 72, O, rdb register

PLANT load address, rdb register, 72, 0, rdb register}}} :
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OTHERWISE _(BASICji_ :

{{{IF rplex (1) > #4 FFFF : svaddress = rplex (1) LD 16 :

OTHERWISE : preserve 3 locations for save area_)_

{{svaddress = next free rt location

next free rt location = next free rt location + 3

JAlter routine plex_)_ link = routine dictionary head

{IF link (1) = (rplex) :

link (2) = svaddress LU 16 | link (2) :

OTHERWISE : link = (link) ; REPEAT} }}

{plant code to save routine addressing registers (which are c_

contiguous) into the BASIC routine savearea, "svaddress"_)_

PLANT store multiple, routine index register, svaddress, routine c_

base register, base register

Jplant code to initialise routine base and index registers_)_

PLANT load register, routine base register, comparison register, 0, 0

_{note that base address of routine will be in the comparison <c

register)

PLANT subtract register, routine index register, routine index c_

register, 0, 0}}}}

SET instruction count _(global2_ = - 1 _(_so that when control returns to c_

the PROCESS STATEMENT routine, it will be incremented by 1 to become zeroj_

_(Semantics_)_ ROUTINE

IMP : ROUTINE CALL preferred to as SEM024 in PL360)_

_(This routine handles the semantics of an IMP routine call. A call c_

is made of the TEST ROUTINE TYPE routine to check that the given c^

routine plex is that of an IMP routine, then a call is made of the c_

COMPILE ROUTINE CALL CODE .... routine to actually generate code._)_
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CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING RESULT @ a

IF a :

{TEST ROUTINE ^pointed to by)_ (plexbase) TYPE IS O J_IMP_)_

COMPILE ROUTINE CALL (plexbase) CODE

PROCESS CONTROL AFTER IMPERATIVE plexbase (1)}

ROUTINE

STANDARD IMP : TEST ROUTINE p TYPE IS given if imp tag bit

_(This routine is called by either ROUTINE CALL, or the routine c_

associated with the semantics of an IF routine call condition. £

Its function is to inspect the if imp tag bit of the routine plex c

on the Analysis Stack, comparing it with a given if imp tag bit c

value. If they differ then an error condition is monitored since c

an IF/IMP routine is. being called as an IMP/IF routine respectively.)

_(Skip to the end of the chain of actual parameter plexes)

link = p; dummy = p

{dummy = (dummy) & top _(I/0 marker_)_ bit exterminator

IF dummy ^ 0 : link = dummy; REPEAT}

_(Extract the if imp tag bit)_ if imp tag bit = link (1) & if imp bit £

extractor LD 27

IF if imp tag bit ^ given if imp tag bit : Jprint INVALID ROUTINE

CALL error)....
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ROUTINE

STANDARD IMP : COMPILE ROUTINE CALL n CODE

(This routine plants code generated by an IF or IMP routine call)_

LOCAL : ea =_ expression accumulator, br =, base register, cr =. c_

comparison register

link = n /Access the routine plex/_

{IF (link) / O : link = (link) & top bit exterminator; REPEAT}

routine plex /address/_ = link + 1

first (formal)_ parameter Jaddress)_ = routine plex (2)

parameter /address/_ = first parameter

/plant code to compute all actual parameters and to store into formal c_

parameter locations_)_ link = n

{{{{IF (link) = O :

{{{(is it an I/O i.e. variable parameter?J_

IF Clink) HAS first /constant/_ bit set : /yes_)_

{{IF link (1) HAS register bit set : (scalar register variablej_

register = link (1) & register bit exterminator :

OTHERWISE : {register = ea

IF link (1) HAS descriptor bit set : /subscripted variable/

ACCESS VARIABLE link + 1;

PLANT load, ea, O, O, vaa :

OTHERWISE /ordinary scalar variable_)_ :

PLANT load, ea, link (1), O, br} }} :

OTHERWISE (an input only parameter i.e. an expression plex_)_ :

ASSIGN O, link + 1; register = ea }}};
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PLANT store, register, parameter, 0, br;

NEXT parameter;

link = (link) & top bit exterminator;

REPEAT}}}}

(Plant code to load base address of called routine from index table

into the "comparison register" (cr) then to jump to that address_)_

PLANT load, cr, (routine plex) & tag field exterminator + index area, O,

constant base register

PLANT branch and link register, return register, cr, O, 0

jRescan the Actual parameter plexes, compiling code to copy back

any I/O marked parameters from their formal parameter location)_

parameter _(address_)_ = first _(formal)_ parameter _(address_)_; link = n

{{{IF (link) j/ 0 :

{{IF (link) HAS first Jl/O marker)_ bit set :

{IF link (1) HAS register bit set :

PLANT load, link (1) & register bit exterminator,

parameter,0, br :

OTHERWISE : PLANT load, ea, parameter, 0, br;

ASSIGN link + 1, 0} }};

NEXT parameter; link = (link) & top bit exterminator; REPEAT}}}
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Notes to Appendix F :

The remaining routines contained in the compiler are listed by¬

name (together with their PL360 names) as follows. A cross-reference is

also included to indicate where, in the thesis text, further explanation

of a routine may be found.

PL360 name

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

RCCT name

GET CODE BASE

READ

WRITE

NEWLINE

SPACE

PRINT

PRINT COLON

MESSAGE INTERPRETER

SEARCH i DICTIONARY FOR x

GIVING PLEX ADDRESS a

ADD x TO i DICTIONARY WITH

PLEX ADDRESS a

SUBSTITUTE IDENTIFIER PLEX

AT p

SUBSTITUTE RPLEX AT p
WITH n PARAMETERS

ADD a TO 1

FILL IN 1 TO a

PLANTCODE i, r, d, x, b

GETCODEBASE

READ

WRITE

NEWLINE

SPACE

PRINT

PRINT_COLON

MESSINT

SEARCH DICT

ADD DICT

SUBPLEX

SUBRPLEX

ADDTO

FILLIN

PLANTCODE

Explanation

This routine loads

the base address
of the compiler code
into the global
variable "code base"

§3.1

§3.1

§3.1

§3.1

§3.1

§3.1

§3.2

§4.4

§4.4

§4.4

§4.4

§5.3

§5.3

§5.12
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RCCT name

16. ACCESS CONSTANT c GIVING
POSITION p

17. COMPLETE BRANCHING BY s

18. FINISH OFF PREVIOUS ROUTINE

19. PERFORM SEGMENTATION

PROCEDURE

20. PLANT i, r, d, x, b

21. DUMPCODE

22. TRANSFER CONTROL

23. PERFORM LEXICAL ANALYSIS

24. PERFORM SYNTAX ANALYSIS

GIVING RESULT r

25. PACK ROUTINE NAME ON

ANALYSIS STACK, s

26. CHECK RSYNTAX FOR S PARA¬

METERS GIVING parmcount

27. CHECK BLOCK SYNTAX GIVING

RESULT r

28. ACCESS VARIABLE V

29. PROCESS CONTROL AFTER

IMPERATIVE p

30. COMPILE CODE FOR EXPRESSION

e

31. ASSIGN v, e

32. PROCESS STATEMENT

33. - main program -

PL360 name

ACCESSCONST

COMPBRANCH

FINISHOFF

PERSEGPROC

PLANT

DUMPCODE

TRANSFER

LEX SCAN

SYNTAXSCAN

PACKRNAME

CHECKRSYNT

CHECKBSYNT

ACCESSVAR

PROCONTROL

COMPCODE

ASSIGN

PROCESS

Explanation

§5.7

§5.2

§5.5

§5.12

§5.12

§5.16

§5.16

§3.4

§4.7

§4.5

§4.5

§5.4

§5.9

§5.3

§5.9

§5.9

§5.15

§5.15



Primary Semantics are handled by the PL360 routines

SETSEMANT

NEXTSEMANT

IFSEM

PERSEMCOND

SEM025

SEM026

SEM039

I/O Semantics are handled by the PL360 routines:

PERIOSEM

SEM040 (handles READ CARD TO e)

SEM041 (handles WRITE LINE FROM e)
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APPENDIX G

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE RCC METALANGUAGE

(It is not intended to give a complete description of the RCC

formal syntax definition notation here, but only to show those features

which appear in this thesis.)

The RCC metalanguage differs from B.N.F. in a number of ways.

The former has attempted to retain the power of B.N.F. whilst

adding a number of features to enhance the flexibility of syntactic

definition.

Firstly, the B.N.F. metasymbols "<", ">", and "|" are

represented in RCC by the metasymbols "[", "=" and

respectively. Secondly, syntactic class names are represented by

upper-case letter strings in RCC rather than the lower-case letter

strings of B.N.F.

e.g. The B.N.F. definition:-

<identifier> : := <letterxidentifier> |<letter>

is written in RCC as:-

[IDENTIFIER] = [LETTER][IDENTIFIER], [LETTER]

It is sometimes convenient to name a class by a sequence of any valid

symbols rather than an upper-case identifier. This is allowed in

the RCC metalanguage, but brackets and must be used instead

of "[" and "]".
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e.g. The user may write:-

instead of [COMMA]

The RCC metasymbol "?" is used to denote the possible occurrence

of the given class.

e.g. The B.N.F. definition

<terminator> ::= ;<eol>|;

is written in RCC as:-

[TERMINATOR] = ;[E0L?]

The RCC metasymbol "*" is used to denote a list of one or more

occurrences of the given class. If "?" follows the "*" metasymbol

then a possibly empty list of occurrences of the given class is

denoted.

e.g. [LABEL] = [LETTER *][DIGIT *?]

is equivalent to the set of B.N.F. definitions

<label> : := <letter stringxdigit string> | <letter string>

<letter string> ::= <letter><letter string>i<letter>

<digit string> ::= <digit><digit string>|<digit>

The RCC metalanguage allows classwords to be qualified by

parameters. A parameter is a sequence of classwords and/or terminal

symbols, the only restriction being that any classwords in it must

not themselves be parametric. A parameter follows a classword, is

preceded by a "/", and enclosed in round brackets if there is more

than one symbol or classword in the sequence. Further detail is not

required at this point since only two uses of parameters are made in

the syntactic description of RCCT in this thesis, and are as follows:-
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i) If the parameter appears with a class using
the "*" metasymbol, it is taken to be the
separating string. Thus [DECLARATION */[?,]]
defines a syntactic class consisting of a
list of [DECLARATION]'s separated by [,§'s.

ii) Two system defined classes [P] and [Q] are
available, either of which may have a parameter
consisting of a sequence of terminal symbols only
(- if there are commas in the sequence they are

interpreted as separating alternatives). These
classes allow simple definitions to be made local
to a phrase.

e.g. The user may write

[Q/(*/ -)3

directly in a phrase rather than, say, using

[STAR OR DASH]

and then defining

[STAR OR DASH] = *, -

The only difference between [P] and [Q] is that
[Q] leaves a record on the syntax tree whereas
[P] does not.

The final form used in the text is the NOT....BUT sequence.

Following the NOT metasymbol is a sequence of phrases separated by

commas. A similar sequence follows the BUT metasymbol. This form

then defines a single class. A sentence in this class is defined to

be any sentence of the phrases following the BUT sequence excepting

any sentence of the phrases following the NOT sequence.

e.g. In B.N.F.

coctal digit> ::= 0|l|2|3|4|5|6|7

<digit> ::= coctal digit>|8|9

In RCC this could be defined either as above, or:-

[DIGIT] = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

[OCTAL DIGIT] = NOT 8,9, BUT [DIGIT]




